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PREFACE

The fourth in a series of NASA-AEC Liquid-Metals Corrosion Meetings, held

October Z-3, 1963, was devoted to discussion of the mechanisms of liquid-metal

corrosion, the results of compatibility tests with alkali metals, and the problems

related to compatibility testing with alkali metals. Previous meetings in this

series dealt with a broader range of topics that include mercury corrosion, liquid-

metal analytical chemistry, and liquid-metal properties. In the interest of com-

prehensive coverage, this meeting was restricted in scope. It was felt that topics

not covered could be deferred to meetings under other auspices planned for the
near future.

The meeting was intended to serve two purposes: It was to provide an oppor-

tunity for the exchange and comparison of current test results, and just as impor-

tant, it was to provide the worker in the field of compatibility testing with informa-

tion pertinent to conducting and interpreting corrosion tests from experts in allied

fields. It has become evident that (1) a well-designed corrosion test, especially

under two-phase flow conditions, calls for an understanding of heat-transfer and

fluid dynamics; (Z) testing of refractory metals, particularly where it is necessary

to maintain low impurit T levels, requires an insight into the interaction between

the environment and the test; (3) furthermore, the ability to interpret and corre-

late corrosion data is dependent on an understanding of corrosion mechanisms.

Two important subjects, not on the agenda and not discussed in this report_

however, were touched on during the course of the meeting and should be mentioned.

One subject concerned the lack of suitable instrumentation for corrosion testing,

particularly, pressure, temperature, and vapor quality instruments. This defi-

ciency was universally acknowledged and lamented. The other subject was the

limitations and significance of the three types of two-phase corrosion tests (reflux

capsule, natural-convection loop, and forced-convection loop) currently in use.

The cursory nature of the discussion and the heat generated by the participants did

not permit a crystallization of conclusions. As a consequence of the wide interest

expressed in these two subjects, it is anticipated that they will be placed on the

agenda of the next meeting in this series.

It is gratifying to note that, in spite of the short notice given to the participants

of the meeting, almost all were able to submit a written copy or a summary of

their presentations, which are collected herein. In the interest of rapid dissemi-

nation of information, this report has not received technical nor editorial review

by either the participants or the sponsors. Consequently, the Government and

the participating organizations cannot assume responsibility for the correctness

of all details reported.

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the Pratt & Whitney, CANEL, pre-

sentations (vol. II) are Confidential Restricted Data and therefore are printed

separately as Special Publication 4Z.

Louis Ro senblum

Corrosion Meeting Chairman
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I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Leo F. Epsfein

The Liquid Metal Revival

This fourth annual meeting on Liquid Metal Corrosion, sponsored

by NASA and the AEC jointly comes a.s a particularly timely event.

These two agencies are largely responsible for a remarkable revival

of interest in the subject of liquid metals, and an intensification

of effort in this area which corresponds, more or less, with these

meetings.

There has been, of course, a science of technology of liquid

metals since man first discovered how to extract metals from their

ores, and to fuse and shape them into useful objects by casting.

Mercury, the only readily obtained metal liquid at room temperature

seems to have had a rather special kind of fascination for alchemists

and the early workers in chemistry, and over the years many familiar

applications of this metal were found -- e.g. thermometers, barometers,

etc. The modern period, in liquid metals technology, however, dates

essentially to the 1920's when the first power plants for the genera-

tion of electricity using mercury vapor instead of steam were

introduced. This application, although it caused a considerable

flurry of excitement for a while ultimately all but vanished from

industry and technology, largely due to new developments and innovations

which made the mercury cycle less attractive economically than it had

initially seemed to he.



Immediately following World War II, manyof the scientists who

during the years of conflict had been obliged to confine their

studies to the use of the nuclear fission process for weaponsonly,

were able to for the first time consider other possible applications.

The possibility of utilizing the large energy release of the fission

process to produce power had been conceived of very soon after the

discovery of the basic phenomenon,and in 1946 active work on the

use of nuclear fission for power production began in earnest° The

need for a heat transfer fluid with these systems was obvious, and

it quickly becameclear that because of their resistance to radiation

damage,high thermal conductivities and other desirable properties,

liquid metals had someoutstanding advantages. The interest in

liquid metals at this time arose largely under AECsponsorship,

and was carried out at a numberof laboratories, Argonne and the

Knolls Atomic PowerLaboratory, in particular.

For applications, where a fluid is used to removeheat from a

heat source, it is easy to show that, all other factors being equal,

the amount of power required to circulate the fluid (the pumping

horse-power) is roughly proportional to the square of the density.

Since the power diverted to pumping the fluid around the system is

not available for useful external work, it is desirable to minimize

this essentially dissipative quantity, and application of this cri-

terion to the choice of suitable coolants leads rather quickly to

liquid metals of minimum density. While the lightest of the known

metals is lithium, the use of this material initially was restrained

by the unhappy presence of the Li 6 isotope in naturally occurring

material. The nuclear behavior of this species, in particular its
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large absorption cross section for thermal neutrons, made it es-

sential to carry out isotope separation processes to obtain

relatively pure Li 7 before this could be seriously considered.*

Thus the earliest work on liquid metals for nuclear applications

for the most part concentrated on the next lightest metal, so-

dium. Initially, it was thought by some workers that the fact

that Na was not liquid at room temperature (Melting Point 97.8°C)

would be a serious disadvantage$ and for this reason a great deal

of attention was devoted to the sodium-potassium alloys, NaK, which

have the useful characteristic of being liquid to temperatures as

low as -12.3°C (eutectic, 77.2 weight percent K) although the nuclear

absorption cross section of potassium is so much worse than that of

sodium that this convenience is not achieved without some penalty.

It was using NaK, then, that the first liquid-metal cooled

power plant was built, the Argonne constructed Experimental Breeder

Reactor (EBR-I) which achieved criticality at the Idaho Test Site

in 1952 and has been operating (except for minor interruptions)

ever since. KAPL, which had begun a power plant project at about

the same time as Argonne (1946) in about 1950 shifted its attention

to the use of a sodium (rather than NaK) cooled nuclear reactor for

submarine propulsion, and this work led, in 1955 and 1956, to the

operation first of a land-based prototype (West Milton, N.Y.) and

then of the submarine Sea Wolf.

* The practical separation of lithium isotopes, and serious consideration of

the use of lithium in a nuclear system, was not achieved until the late

1950's.

7



In this first push of effort in the decade from 1946 to 1956,

a sound basis for understanding the technology of liquid metals,

and of the greatest interest for this meeting, the mechanisms of

corrosion of structural materials by liquid metals was developed.

In this fast-moving and rather revolutionary era, the progress of

the art leaned heavily on the earlier experience with mercury. The

explanation of Nerad (General Electric) that corrosion by this liquid

was largely a process of physical solution (quite different in kind

from the chemical reactions which account for corrosion by water and

many other common media), it was found, could be carried over with

only slight modification to the behavior of the alkali metals. During

this period, there was a great deal of work done with the heavier

low-melting, low-cross-section metals Pb and Bi in the U.S. (at

Brookhaven in particular) and in Great Britain at Harwell. These

studies ultimately led not only to a greater understanding of the

corrosion behavior of heavy liquid metals, but also succeeded in

clarifying some long-standing puzzles. The mechanism of mercury

corrosion inhibition by dissolved Ti or Zr was empirically discovered

and patented by Nerad in 1934, but the definitive explanation of how

this worked did not appear until the announcement of Gurinsky and his

BNL associates at the first Geneva Conference in 1955. In many other

areas als0, the 1946-1956 period was the Golden Age of Liquid Metals.

How and why it came to a rather dramatic close following Geneva I

in 1955 is a fascinating subject for consideration. The problems of

the Sea Wolf which were widely and erroneously attributed to its

sodium-cooled power plant (rather than to chloride-induced stress

l
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corrosion cracking on the water side of the steam generators)

certainly had an effect. The Navy decided to standardize on

pressurized water plants for ship propulsion, and as a result of this

decision, a substantial amount of AEC support of liquid metal studies

disappeared. The liquid bismuth work in both the U.S. and Great Brit-

ain came to a virtual halt, and personnel began to move into other

reactor types that were considered more immediately remunerative. The

new U.S. legislation in 1956 permitting the entrance of private industry

into the nuclear power field also undoubtedly led to a greater con-

centration on the more familiar water systems, and a move away from

liquid metals.

These comments are not to suggest that liquid metal studies

vanished altogether in the period 1955 to 1960. Excellent work was

continued by groups at Oak Ridge, Atomics International, Argonne,

Brookhaven and elsewhere in the U.S., although on a generally reduced

scale. During this period, the hopes for a nuclear-propelled airplane

inspired the development of lithium seven as a reactor coolant. And

isolated zealots, in the U.S. and elsewhere, continued to work in the

liquid metal area, often with little or no support from external

agencies.

Then, with rather dramatic suddenness, there was a new Renaissance

in the field of liquid metals, beginning in about 1959 and 1960. The

nuclear power plant designers who had been concentrating on water

systems became painfully aware of the fact that the best conditions

they could achieve - I000 psi saturated steam, 545°F, for example --

were rather pathetically poor in comparison with modern fossil fuel



plant practice. The desire for higher temperatures, approaching

the 1000°-ll00°F range of good modern central station installations

quickly led to a consideration of other kinds of system which might

lead to these more favorable conditions. In the subsequent race,

superheated steam and high temperature inert gases were and are

presently being evaluated. But also, the advantages of the liquid

metal route, which could lead to elevated temperatures without

excessive pressures, were widely recognized.

A second factor, almost simultaneously with the intensified

push towards higher temperatures, appeared about 1960 in the thinking

of various AEC power plant experts. From the first awareness of the

nature of nuclear fission, there had been a widespread recognition

that it was unlikely that a vigorous nuclear power industry could be

based on the utilization only of the 0.7% U-235 which nature has been

so kind as to bestow upon us; and the neglect and wastage of the

99.3% of unfissionable U-238 found in uranium ores. The theoretical

concept of breeding, that is the conversion of U-238 (or, also of

naturally occurring Th-232) into a fissionable form, had been widely

and favorably considered. EBR-I, by direct experiment, established

that this could in fact be achieved, that is the burnup of one gram

of fissionable U-235 in the right kind of reactor could lead to the

production of more than one gram of another fissionable material,

Pu-239 for example. There are several types of reactors that can

lead to a breeding gain of this kind, but prominent among the systems

which look good is the "fast" reactor, that is one in which the average

velocity and energy of the neutrons is considerably higher than in

I
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"thermal" systems where the neutrons are essentially in thermal

equilibrium with the ambient temperature. To obtsin a fast spectrum

suitsble for breeding, it is necessary to rigorously eliminate hydrogen

and other very light elements which tend to slow down the neutrons,

and degrade their energy distribution in the direction of thermalization.

The use of liquid metals, on the other hand, did not lead to this kind

of spectral decay, and seemed ideal for a breeder system. The possi-

bility of combining the high thermal efficiencies possible by the use

of liquid metals at elevated temperatures, with the neutron, fuel and

rs_ material economies also conceivable with such a system, were truly

exciting. A number of reactors designed to capitalize on this concept

suddenly began to take form - the Enrico Fermi plant in Michigan,

EBR-II at Idaho Falls, the Dounreay fast breeder in Scotland, the

French "Rspsodie" at Cadarache, and others. This acceleration of

interest in fast breeders, then, has played an important role in the

present revival of effort on liquid metals in AEC and power industry

circles.*

Our presence here at Lewis, and the interest of NASA snd its

associated organizations, srises from still a third factor. Shortly

after the opening of the Spsce Age by the first "Sputniks" in 1957,

planning for the extended and accelerated exploration of space under-

went a tremendous upward surge. In such a progrsm it was quite

clear that the requirements for energy sources in space, in inter-

plsnetary exploration, and elsewhere, would be steadily increased as

* It is interesting to speculate on how much the revived interest in breeding

fission systems is a result of relatively disappointing progress towards

power plants utilizing nuclear fusion.

ii



more and more ambitious and sophisticated space programs were under-

taken. For extended periods of extraterrestrial operation, it is clear

that nuclear energy, because of its limited fuel supply requirements,

was about the only practical means of supplying large blocks of

power which was known. This realization then led to the happy

marriage of expediency between NASA and the AEC to combine their

interests and exploit this area together_ and this cooperative program

has continued for a number of years now and is undoubtedly responsible

for the free and friendly admixture of people from both agencies in

this room today.

But just to say that the energy source for space is to be nuclear

is only the beginning of the problem. The fission process, as

presently developed, releases its energy largely in the rather

degraded form of heat, and to obtain the work required demands some

kind of a heat engine capable of changing this heat into a more

easily utilized form of energy. So far as I am a_are, only two

methods of doing this have been proposed to date, both yielding

electricity as their final products_ first, the turbogenerator concept,

which is a simple extension of conventional terrestial power plant

practice_ and, as an alternative, thermionic conversion which, in

principle, makes it possible to convert heat into electrical energy

without passing through any intermediate mechanical steps (for example

in the turbine and the generator). This would make it possible to

conceive of a power plant with no moving parts, with the concomitant

advantages in life expectancy and trouble free maintenance to be

expected from such a system. With either of these systems, however,

!
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the engineer quickly comes up against a significant fact which

determines how the equipment must be designed and must function.

It is a fundamental concept of thermodynamics that any engine which

converts heat into another type of energy must operate between two

temperatures, one high and the other low. In more familiar earthly

surroundings, there is no difficulty at the low temperature end of

the cycle - the air, soil and water all around us are quite effective

in producing the necessary cooling. But in space the conditions are

quite different, and far less favorable. There is no atmosphere to

either conduct or convect heat away, and radiation is the only means

of removing it. But, unfortunately, as is well known, the rate

of radiative heat transfer goes up as the fourth power of the

absolute temperature. This large exponent law means that, for

the cold zone of a heat engine, the radiator surfaces must be

either at a high temperature or of a large area. The large ra-

diator solution to this problem is precluded by the extraordinary

high cost of placing each pound of material into space, and there

seems to be no practical alternative solution to the problem other

than to run the radiator hot enough to achieve good radiative heat

transfer rates. This in turn means that the hot zone of the heat

engine must also work at quite an elevated temperature.

Thus the special requirements of NASA and the space program lead

inexorably to the use of high temperature fluids to cool nuclear

reactors. Under these circumstances, the same factors which have

lead nuclear engineers to turn to liquid metals for higher temperature



earth-bound power plants, have directed the attentions of the space

engineer to liquid metals. There is still a wide gap in the tem-

peratures under examination: the AECliquid metal program directed

towards power production is presently aiming for systems with a

maximumliquid metal temperature of about 1300°F. While the NASA-

directed work has included systems operating at considerably lower

temperatures, here the greatest importance is attached to the

achievement of temperatures of 2000°F and higher.* Becauseof these

extreme temperatures, by comparison with power plant requirements, a

newclass of liquid metal behavior has assumedan enormousnew impor-

tance in NASAthinking, that is the boiling and condensing properties

of liquid metals. Because of this application, there has been renewed

interest in the alkali metals more volatile than sodium, potassium

and rubidium, as working fluids in a high temperature cycle. Lithium,

on the other hand, has the characteristic of having a very low vapor

pressure compsredwith the other alkali metals_ and this property

can also be used to advantage in sometypes of high temperature space

application. The only remaining memberof the alkali metals which

occurs on earth is cesium. Although this has a low melting point

(28.5°C) and boiling point (705°C), which might make it of interest

for use as a high temperature working fluid its very high thermal

neutron absorption cross section (31 barns) has discouraged considera-

tion of Cs for this application. But cesium vapor has one other

characteristic which is unique: of all the known elements, the least

* See Rosenblum, L.: Liquid Metals for Aerospace Electrical-Power Systems

J. Metals 15 637 (Sept. 1963).

I
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amount of energy is required to strip an electron from the Cs atom

to form the Cs + ion. This low ionization potential, only 3.9 volts,

makes cesium the material of choice for any application where high

temperature ions are required; for example, to neutralize the space

charge in a thermionic conversion system, or as the working material

in an ion propulsion engine. Used in this way, the nuclear

disadvantages of Cs may be avoided, and properties virtually

unattainable with other materials can be utilized.

Thus the requirements of the space program ha_e expanded the

field of interest in liquid metals markedly, to include all of the

alkali metals. The high temperature frontiers of liquid metal

technology are being assaulted by this interest, and two phase

systems, liquid and vapor, are being vigorously investigated as

we shall hear in the subsequent program.

There are then, as I see it, three principal reasons for the

revival of liquid metals - high temperatures, breeding, and space

applications. I suppose all of us here today should consider our-

selves lucky to be involved in this field. Within the unhappy memory

of many of the people in this room, there was a period, not so long

ago, when liquid metals were treated as something worthy of considerably

less interest and support than we have now.

The State of the Art

From the review of the history of the liquid metal art above, it

will be noted that this is by no means a new field. With mercury,

there has been an extensive body of experience and understanding since

the early 1930's. Sodium came out of the laboratory and started to

15



becomea useful engineering material after about 1945. A body of

experience with lithium began to build up in the period 1955-1960.

The principal change which the recent revival of interest in

this field has brought about is the focussing of attention on higher

temperatures. Boiling and two-phase behavior which were of impor-

tance with mercury but which had no place in earlier liquid metal

work has now attained a role of great importance in current thinking.

Although the basis for a rational theory of liquid metal corrosion

has long existed, there is still much that is unknown. As will be

discussed later, the prediction of corrosion rates depends on a

knowledge of such factors as equilibrium solubilities, diffusion

coefficients, reaction rates, etc. While theoretical models from

which equilibrium solubilities of solids in liquids have been developed,

for other types of systems, with solid alloys dissolving in liquid

metals these correlations have been so poor as to be virtually useless.

For solubilities, as well as the other physical parameters which enter

into the analysis of the corrosion process, there is virtually no

alternative to direct experimental measurement. The data are largely

empirical, and cannot readily be carried over from one solid-liquid

pair to another.

This dilemma is, to a considerable extent, a direct consequence

of the pathetic lack of understanding of the liquid state, compared

with either the solid or the gaseous state. For this reason, physicists

have tended to shun this area, and the most important work on heat

transfer, fluid flow dynamics, and similar properties has been done

by chemical engineers who have often been content to stop with empirical

I
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correlation involving dimensionless quantities (to which they like

to give obscure and esoteric names) raised to peculiar decimal powers.

These men pride themselves on their "practicality" and are content

to leave the analysis of why their correlations work to others --

who seldom seem to rise to the challenge.

For these reasons, there has been a rather absurdly small amount

of basic work done on the mechanisms of liquid metal corrosion, and

the formulation of general relations consistent with these mechanisms.

It is even suspected that many workers in this field seriously doubt

whether it is possible to formulate general laws of behavior for

liquid metal systems. It is the purpose of this session today to call

your attention to the amount of work which has been done in this area,

and to attempt to explore with you the extent to which such theoretical

studies on liquid metal corrosion can be expected to be useful.

The Need for Mechanisms and Models

Much of the important corrosion work, in liquid metals as in the

more familiar aqueous media, is empirical. Dozens of different

techniques of laboratory tests of corrosion resistance have been

devised. Some of these have been in static systems, others with

flowing liquid. Experiments have been carried out in devices with a

AT, and others where the system was operated essentially isothermally.

Sometimes in the flowing systems the fluid velocities were much lower

than those to be expected in a practical operating heat transfer system.

In practically no case has liquid metal corrosion proceeded for the

length of time which the application being investigated would require.

17



It is in the correlation of these studies that a theoretical

mechanism s.nd a physically sensible model are most required. With

such s. model, it is possible to predict the behavior of s. flowing

system from sms.ll scale laboratory pot tests. The effect of AT and

of flow velocity follow from the theory. Extrapolation of test

results, obtained over a few thousands of hours s.t most, to the period

of years, tens of thousands of hours, is possible if there is some

rational model on which to base this evaluation. Skeptics often

question the validity of laboratory experiments on gram quantities

of liquid metals for predicting the behavior of full scs.le systems

which may contain tons of the material. As a matter of fact, such

predictions based on and guided by a good theory, hs.ve been remarkably

successful in predicting the corrosion behavior of large assemblies

-- a situation ths.t is not well known or appreciated.

This remark must not be interpreted to mean ths.t the field has

reached the point where a few simple labors.tory tests and a few hours

on the computer will predict absolutely the corrosion rs.tes of s. full

size nuclear reactor system years after startup with high precision.

It should be recalled ths.t laboratory tests in this field are

remarkably difficult to cs.rry out and reproduce, particularly with

the alkali metals. A laboratory which can consistently get the same

rate on a material which does not undergo a great deal of attack in

liquid sodium (and consequently is a reasonable candidate for applica-

tion), to within a fs.ctor of two, ss.y, has reason to be proud of its

technique. Hs.ving attained this degree of consistency and reproducibility

internally, workers at one laboratory often find it a rather shocking

t_
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experience to compare their results with those from another installa-

tion. The discrepancies often lie far beyond what can be considered

reasonable. Basically, this situation seems to arise because corrosion

is a rate process, and rate determinations whether they be in chemical

kinetics, physical processes, or something else, are notoriously

sensitive to small and uncontrolled variations in the test parameters

- in general much more susceptible than equilibrium or steady state

properties.

But fortunately, as a practical matter, this difficulty is not

so horrendous as it may first appear, and in fact is more annoying

to the theorist than limiting to the engineer. The man charged with

the choice of materials for construction of a system really cares

little whether a 0.010 inch thick cladding undergoes 0.0001 or 0.0005

inches of corrosive penetration in its nominal operating lifetime.

He might truly be concerned about the difference between 0.001 and

0.005 inches_ but then he would not be inclined to use a material

that could lose as much as i0_ of its initial thickness in the first

place, if any alternative solution were available.

It must however be kept in mind that experimental liquid metal

corrosion studies are difficult, expensive and time-consuming,

especially with the alkali metals. An important reason for pursuing

a meaningful theoretical model for the corrosion is not only to permit

the kind of extrapolation to large scale systems from laboratory tests

which was emphasized above, but in fact to cut down on the amount of

laboratory testing as well. This objective will have a considerable

appeal to anyone who has gone through the painful process of setting

19



up a potassium or lithium loop at high temperatures as much as it

will to the auditors and cost accountants who undoubtedly maintain

a close watch on his expenses_

There has been a widespread tendency in Government-sponsored

projects to concentrate on hardware components development rather

than on the basic studies of how systems work which has been emphasized

above. A more balanced mixture of the two kinds of approach is most

desperately needed, and in the liquid metal corrosion field in par-

ticular, there is an urgent need for more carefully controlled ex-

periments and analyses, and fewer large scale Edisonian test pro-

grams of dubious value.
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Z. LIQUID-METAL CORROSION AS A SOLUTION PHENOMENON

John R. Weeks
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The driving force for liquid metal corrosion is the equiliza-

tion of chemical potential for dissolution of all solid surfaces in

contact with the liquid. In any practical system, this is an

impossible goal; therefore, one observes several mass transfer

processes. A simple solubility equation is given as:

So M. + L. S. = S.S. (I)
(L.M.)

where K = S.M. (L.M.)' the concentration of the solid metal dis-

solved in the liquid.

The dissolution in static systems of pure meta_ is sketched

in Figure 2-1. One should note the following: i. The rate

decreases with time, but does not become zero. 2. In a dynamic

loop with a AT, we have a steady-state concentration of solute.

R, the rate of dissolution, is a function of AT, since S -S is
o

a function of AT. Also, as S_O, the free energy of dissolution

approaches infinity. Even in isothermal systems mass transfer

is not zero, since all surfaces in contact do not have identical

chemical potentials for dissolution. An example is shown in
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Figure 2-2. Here, Fe was contacted with Fe-saturated Bi for

235 hours at 689°C. Note the grain-boundary etch of polished

surface, and the local deposition of Fe crystals.

So far I have discussed pure systems. With an alloy con-

tainer metal, the situation changes: the solubilities of all

components of the alloy are not equal. However, in many liquid

metals, the solubilities of the alloy components are in the

same sequence, i.e.; Fe, Cr, and Ni are increasingly soluble in

that sequence. Also, in Bi and Hg, Cb is more soluble than Ta

(in Bi, V is also more soluble than Cb). Data for Fe, Cr, and

Ni in several solvents are shown in Table 2-1. Solubilities in

the alkali metals are somewhat obscure and controversial, probably

because of effects of impurities discussed below. The only

exception to the S >S >S sequence is the datum for Cr in

°Ni °Cr °Fe

Pb; this was extrapolated from data taken above 900°C, and is

therefore only a rough approximation. In K, Rb, and Cs, however,

selective leaching of Ni has not been observed.

In addition to the higher solubility of Cr than Fe, mutual

solubility effects are occasionally observed. In Figure 2-3,

we show the concentrations of Fe and Cr in liquid Bi as a func-

tion of time during static corrosion of a type 410 steel crucible

at 600°C. After the first four hours, isothermal mass transfer

I
_0

_O
_0
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similar to that shown in Figure 2-2 continued. The Cr, being

more soluble (see Table 2-1), remained in solution, and reduced the

Fe solubility. Therefore, results of static tests (i.e. selec-

tive leaching of Cr) may not be confirmed by results in dynamic

tests*, in which the Fe and Cr dissolve and mass-transfer in the

same ratio as they are present in the steel (initial slope of the

curve in Figure 2-3).

*at temperatures at which the rate of solid state diffusion

A

<< (So-S)
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Table 2-1

Solubility at 600°C (ppm) of Ni, Cu, and

Fe in Several Liquid Metal Solvents

B! PBB Hgg L! N_a

Ni 66,000 5,370 _i00 660 *

Cr 150 _i. 3 6.5 12 *

Fe 50 2.3 0.51 ii *

!
_0

_0
DO

*Selective leaching suggests S >S >S in Na.

°Ni °Cr °Fe
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Figure 2-2. - Grain boundary attack and localized crystal growth on a polished surface of pure i ron  con- 
tacted for 235 hours  at 689 +lo c (lnoo n wi th  bismuth presaturated w i th  i ron  (contalned in an i ron  
crucible). Original X75. (Unetched.) 

25 

S=So(I -exp-av A t  1 R = a v ( S o - S )  A '  

(a) Concentration of (b) Rate of dissolution 
solute as a function 
of time. 

(slope of a) as a func- 
t ion of t ime; S is t he  
concentration of so- 
lute at any given time; 
So i s  the solubil ity at 
the temperature of the 
experiment; a i s t h e  
solution rate constant; 
A N  i s  the surface area 
to volume ratio. 

Figure 2-1. -Typical dissolution curves in isothermal 
systems. 
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from a sampletaken at 4100C immediatelybeforethe temperaturewas
raised.
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3. CHEMICAL CORROSION PROCESSES

Leo F. Epstein

Chemical Reaction 2 Formation of Stable Compounds

Mercury is one of the most "noble" of the metals, and it is not

really surprising that with this material chemical reactions are of

less importance in the corrosion process than physical phenomena,

solution and diffusion transport, for example. It is easy to over-

look the fact that with alkali metal systems, the formation of new

chemical species in the system, by reaction with the fluid or some

impurity which it contains may be of considerably greater importance

than the solution mechanism.

The reactions of the oxygen-hungry metals Be, Zr, Nb, and Cr,

in some steels, are examples of this. In sodium, which ubiquitously

contains Na20 as an impurity, the principal corrosion effect observed

is the formation of a film of oxide on the metal surface, e.g.

Zr + 2Na20 = Zr0 2 + 4Na

The metallic specimen gains weight, and the correlation between these

AW's and the metallographically determined film thicknesses is quite

good. Occasionally, these films show poor adhesion properties, and

are readily spalled off. This is true, for example, of the Be0

films formed by exposing beryllium metal to sodium. If the fluid is

static and quiescent, the positive weight gains described above are

observed. But if the liquid is stirred, or flows past the sample at

high velocity, there is a strong tendency of the film to flake off,

and the sample may show positive (as above ), zero, or even negative
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weight changes (that is, weight losses). Sometimes these films are

rather impermeable to the corrosive medium and are therefore protective

-- the corrosion process slows down and approaches a zero rate. But

as often as not, they are non-protective, and do not seriously

inhibit corrosion. It should be noted that with many materials the

corrosion film formed by the oxidation process, as noted above, may

not be the simple oxide. With zirconium, for example, the formation

of stable sodium zirconate by reaction

Na20 + Zr0 2 = Na2Zr03

is thermodynamically favored, and may readily occur. The nature of

the films actually observed in post-exposure observation is highly

dependent on the experimental procedures employed: for example, if

the excess alkali metal is removed from the sample with water and

alcohol in the case above, some of the sodium salt may be soluble and

disappear.

Oxygen is not the only impurity element which contributes to the

corrosion process by forming stable compounds. Nitrogen forms a

stable nitride with lithium, and this can react with many materials

to produce heavy metal nitride films. Attempts to use nitrogen as

an inert cover gas over sodium have, in the past, gone awry when the

fluid contained calcium (as it frequently does) and was in contact

with a strong nitride-forming metal. The dissolved calcium seems

to have reacted at the gas-liquid interface to form the stable and

soluble nitride. This moves through the liquid and when it encounters

the metal, reacts with it to give up the nitrogen.
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Ca3N 2 (in solution in Na) + 2Zr(solid)

3Ca (in solution in Na) + 2ZrN(film)

The dissolved calcium metal thus regenerated then is free to pick up

another batch of nitrogen at the interface, and the process continues

indefinitely.

Another substance occurring quite commonly as an impurity in

alkali metal systems is carbon which also plays a significant role

in corrosion processes through the formation of stable compounds. Thus

stainless steels of the 18-8 type, exposed to sodium or potassium, in

the presence of a source of carbon, tend to pick up this element and

if the process proceeds far enough characteristic grain boundary pre-

cipitation of carbides is observed. It should be noted in passing

that the reactions with carbon in alkali metal systems have assumed

an enormous importance in recent times. First, nearly every reactor

which has had coolant trouble has run into this problem because of

carbonaceous material of some kind - the tetralin in SRE, the graphite

at Fermi and Dounreay, come to mind immediately. There is a growing

feeling that in some kinds of systems, sodium for power plant use

in particular) it is carbon and its corrosion behavior which sets

an upper limit on the temperatures practically attainable at the

present time (not so many years ago it was oxygen, but it is now

fel% that oxygen can be measured, removed, and controlled, whereas

each of these procedures is doubtful in the case of carbon)° We

shall discuss the problem of carbon again later.
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be Chemical Reaction Without Stable Compound Formation

From the earliest work on liquid sodium corrosion of steels, it

was clear that the process was accelerated by the presence of oxygen.

Nevertheless, the material which went into solution in the hot zone

of a loop, and that which came out in the cold region were both pure

iron. How could oxygen act to speed up the reaction

Fe(solid) - Fe(in solution in Na)

in the presence of huge excesses of the extremely powerful reducing

agent Na? All of the familiar oxides of iron, FeO, Fe203, and Fe304,

are thermodynamically unstable in the presence of liquid sodium at

elevated temperatures and should be reduced to the metal at equili-

brium. Faced with this perplexing anomaly in the late 1940's it was

postulated that a compound of the type

FeO'x Na20

might be stabilized to reduction by Na significantly so that it could

participate in the corrosion process and lead to the kinds of relation-

ships observed. This highly speculative and tenuous hypothesis was

given a substantial boost in 1954 when our guest, Dr. Geoffrey Horsley

of Harwel_ was able to prepare a compound of the type considered,

with x = 2, and to show that it in fact did have the properties needed

to explain the behavior of Fe-Na systems. The passage of time has

tended to strengthen the hypothesis that in many alkali metal corrosion

@rocesses, compounds of only limited stability, whose lifetime or

steady state concentration in the system may be extremely small, may

nevertheless play an important role in explaining the behavior of

the system.

t_
I

DO

DO
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c. Comparison with Aqueous Systems

Because of the comparatively greater amount of experience with

aqueous corrosion it is instructive to turn to these systems to see

whether analogues of what is observed in liquid metals are in fact known.

In water, often, the rate of solution of a solid is determined by

the diffusion of the resulting solute species in the H20 , just as

has been hypothesized for liquid mercury. Professor Bonilla will

discuss this process in some detail shortly. But in a number of

cases, it is found that the process is much slower than diffusion

control would demand, and a detailed examination indicates that in

many of these examples, there is always the possibility of a chemical

process occurring to modify the picture. One example is the solu-

tion of Fe in strong HNO 3. Here the corrosion rate is slower than

it is in other acids, and it is not difficult to believe that the

oxidizing characteristics of HNO 3 result in a passivating film on

the iron which slows down the process. Similarly, when the reaction

of magnesium and acetic acid is studied, using alcohol-water mixtures

as a solvent, the process has been shown to depend on something other

than the diffusion rate of the Mg++ ion in solution, and here the

chemical reaction which influences the rate is supposed to be the

esterification process where the alcohol as well as the metal compete

for the acid present.

d. Liquid Metals

The importance of iron base alloys led to the early study of

these materials in liquid metals, and this work has been most
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illuminating. With Fe in Hg, the corrosion process is quite rapid,

and maybe predicted almost quantitatively from information on the

equilibrium solubility of iron in mercury, and the physical properties

of the pure metals. With iron in sodium, the corrosion process is

much slower. This and other aspects of the corrosion process in

this system can be explained in terms of chemical reactions such as

have beendiscussed above. (In complete fairness and honesty, it

should be pointed out that there is a long-standing controversy on

the value of the equilibrium solubility of Fe in Na, and by choosing

the lower set of solubility values, corrosion rates consistent with

observation can be obtained using the diffusion hypothesis. This

explanation does not however account for the effect of oxygen on

the system.)

The early success of mercury systems industrially was possible

only after it had been discovered, quite empirically, that a few

parts per million of titanium or zirconium dissolved in the Hghad

a profound effect in inhibiting the corrosion process with iron,

that is slowing downthe rate of solution. This inhibition was at

an early date attributed to somekind of film formation, which

resulted in the rate of solution rather than the diffusion of the

solvent being the rate-controlling process. The nature of these

films will be discussed later. For the present it is sufficient to

point out that these inhibitors seemto work in other heavy metals --

bismuth and lead, for example -- and that the process can most readily

be explained as a shift from diffusion to solution control.

t_
I
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e. Other Examples of Solution Control

The corrosion of Fe by Ti-inhibited mercury has been cited as

an example where the solution rate, as influenced by chemical reaction

processes, rather than diffusion, is the rate-determining step. As

has been indicated, the corrosion of Fe by Na is also believed to be

largely chemically controlled. This arises from the low value of

the rate (although this argument is weakened by the inconclusive

solubility data); and even more importantly, from the strong influence

of oxygen on the system.

As a general rule, it may be assumed that whenever a trace amount

of impurity has a very strong effect on corrosion, a chemical rather

than purely physical process is responsible for the behavior of the

system. The effect of Ti on mercury, the large number of corrosive

systems involving the alkali metals where oxygen markedly accelerates

the process, and the marked increase of corrosion in lithium and

calcium melts by nitrogen contamination are all examples of chemically

controlled corrosion processes, in all probability.

Finally, it should be pointed out for the benefit of our NASA

friends that the refractory metals in which they are becoming so

deeply involved -- columbium, zirconium, molybdenum, tantalum, tungsten,

titanium, etc. - all form strongly acidic oxides, which readily combine

with alkali oxides to form rather stable niobates, zirconates,

molybdates, etc. Because of this, it can be quite reasonably pre-

dicted that corrosion in these systems will be chemically controlled,

and that the effect of oxygen present as an impurity will be extremely

large and important in determining the behavior of the system.
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4. MECHANISMS IN LIQUID- PHASE CORROSION

a. Diffusion Controlled

Charles F. Bonilla

In aqueous corrosion, the dissolving metal is almost always oxidized to

its positive ion, and also frequently undergoes further chemical reaction and

precipitation on the metal surface. But the corrosion of solid metals by

liquid metals can take place merely by solution of the solid metal at the inter-

face, followed by diffusion into the bulk of the liquid metal phase, _'dthout

com_lications from compounds or precipitates. In some cases compounds do form

in the liquid metal, but still without altering the diffusion step. In these

cases, the diffusion is generally the rate-controlling step, as ib is evidently

necessary, for such corrosion to proceed, for the solute to leave the arsawhere

it dissolved.

The two typical situations, or "geometries", in which diffusion-control

can occur are evidently:

a) Pure molecular diffusion of t_he solute molecules t_hroughout a whole

quiescent body of the liquid metal. The diffusivity, D, is here evidently

a key factor in the rate and total amount of corrosion, in addition to the

solubility of the solid metal and the size of the vessel. However, this situ-

ation will not frequently be important, in that seldom would a body of liquid

metal] be entirely quiescent unless deliberately so 5_tended (as in a test to

measure D); and even if it were quiescent in an actual situation, the total

corrosion would probably be low due to the low solubility in most practical

cases.

b) Transport of the solute away from the corroding area by flowing or

stirred solvent (Figure hA-l). Here the solute only needs to diffuse a short

distance (through a "laminar botmdary layer" of thickness _ ) to get into the
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main solvent stream. However,diffusivlty is a_ain important, becauseno

matter howshort the distance (howthin the boundarylayer), the rate of

diffusion wD1 be proportional to the diffusivity (as well as to the difference

in concentration, etc.).

Diffusivity

Therefore one of the f_rSt pieces of imformation one should seek in

correlating or predicting diffusion-controlled, or potentially diffusion-

controlled, corrosion is the diffusivity of the solute in the solvent.

Unfortunately, this is the most difficult and uncertain of the co.non

physical properties to measure. The Stokes-_instein formula:

RT I (1)
D •

where : R = the gas constant

T = absolute temperature

N = Avogadro's Number

= solvent viscosity

r = radius of the diffusing atom (or ion), as

calculated from the density of the (molten)

solute and the mass of one atom, considering

the atom a sphere.

Fortunately, _ is known for the alkali metals to reasonably high temper-

atures, and the equation is thus readily employed.

Comm;arison of this equation against available published experimental

liquid metal diffusivity data (1,2), shows t_hat the published data are all

either:

a)

b)

within an average of _ 5% of equation i, or

within an average of _ 15% of twice equation I.
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Diffusion of the alkali metals in mercury is found to fall under case (a).

From a consideration of equimolar counterdiffusion it iS e_oected that the

diffusion of mercury in the alkali metals, and thus pres_nnably also of other

heavy metals in the alkali metals, will also fall under case (a), which can

therefore be used with considerable confidence in corrosion. However, if it

is desired to be conservative, case (a) should be used for desirable phenomena

(e.g., dissolving of a fuel in a homogeneous liquid metal reactor) and case (b)

for undesirable phenomena (e.g., container or pipe corrosion).

}_ss Transfer Coefficients

Knowing the diffusivity of the metal pair and the "geometry" and flow

conditions, one can proceed to estimate the mass transfer coeffioient for a

corrosion situation, or correlate it as obtained from a corrosion test. The

mole cm _
usual units are moles/(sec x cm 2 x cm--_) = se---c' _ the symbol in corrosion

work is a_

This coefficient is used in the equation for the mass transfer or corro-

sion rate N _er unit time @ over area A:

N=dn SO -s). (2)

As shown in Figure _A-1, SO is the solubility of the dissolving metal in the

liquid metal and S is the appropriate concentration in the liquid phase.

Actually, non-ideality of the solution may be significant; it can be deter-

mined in various ways and taken into account (2), if desired.

One way that a can be predicted is from correlations of dimensionless

ratios obtained in other diffusion-controlled corrosion or dissolution tests

in the same geometry (i.e., to exact scale). For instance, in forced convec-

tion, it can be pres_ed, and has been verified, that:
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Sherwood No. --_(Schmidt No., _eynolds No.)

where u is an appropriate velocity in the stream, d an appropriate dimension,

such as a length or diameter, and p is the stream density. The function _ is

identical for any one shape or "geometry", regardless of the size or materials

involved.

However, few mass transfer tests have been carried out under sufficient

control to establish the correlation with reasonable accuracy. Fortunately,

it has been established (2, 3) for three key geometries (forced flow through

packed beds, forced flow in tubes, and natural convection outside of horizontal

cylinders) that liquid metal mass transfer follc_vs the sane correlations as

mass transfer of non-metals in the same geometry, and _auch _ore imp ortantl[,

is analogous to non-metal heat transfer in the same _eometries.

!_ass Transfer from Heat Transfer Correlations

In translating the heat trmusfer correlations into mass transfer correla-

tions, the follo_ring substitutions are emoloyed: replace the heat transfer

coefficient h by (_Cp), where C is the soecific heat of the liquid; replace

the thermal conductivity k of the liquid by (DCp); re_olace the rate of heat

transfer q by N; replace the driving force At by AS; and (in natural convec-

tion) replace the fractional thermal exp_sion (_At) by the fractional expan-

dp AS
sion (or contraction) due to change in concentration, (_ . _). Of course,

in a non-symmetrical _eometry, if the dissolving metal decreases the density

of the liquid metal, that element must be the heated element in the heat trans-

fer analog, and vice versa.

If these conclusions hold closely for such different _eometries, it is

evident that they can be oresumed to h_ld for all other _eometries, although

I
tO

tO
CO
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no liquid metal tests, and even maybe no mass transfer tests, have ever been

carried out on those _eometries. These would include such situations as forced

flmv across one tube or a b_uk of tubes, forced flow along a short tube,

natural convection inside a vertical or horizontal tube, _pingement of a jet

on a wall, and many other for which heat transfer correlations are available

for non-metals (4). However, it is important to reco_ize theft only non-metal

heat transfer correlations may be used, since heat trs.usfer in liquid metals

follows a different mechsm_sm than that of _ass transfer, i.e., electron flow

is the main mechanism of heat conduction in metals, but does not contribute

to diffusion.

As an example of profitable or potential car1_F-over fro_u heat tr_usfer

(or fluid flow) knowledge to diffusion, the short tube or L_ effect may be

cited. Established laminar flow pressure drop theory (4) shmTs that the vel-

ocity distribution across a tube containing l_minar flow does not reach the

asymptotic value until a dova_stre_m length L, expressed in tube dimmeters as

(L_), of 6% of the Peynolds Number. Between parallel plates the corresponding

(L/equivalent D) is 1.5% of the P_eynolds Number. For turbulent flow heat

transfer several complicated expressions are available, but the s£mple E_eneral-

ization that some 6 to 10 diameters is sufficient for the local coefficient

of heat transfer (thus mass tra_nsfer) to become substantially constant is

frequently adequate. If total corrosion is to be measured or predicted from the inletj

rather than local corrosion, the test specimen should be some 20 to 50 diam-

eters in length to aoproach the asymptotic corrosion fairly closely. This

L/D effect is no doubt the cause, or at least the principle cause, of the

"dovm-stre_m" effect, recently identified independently for corrosion by

Epstein, and covered in Section (10 A) of this discussion. From the theoret-

ically or e_erimentally knm'm effect of L_ on pressure gradient or on heat
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transfer, the corrosion test specimenlength to approachwithin any desired

percentage of the asymptotic or long specimencorrosion rate can be predicted

with confidence for either laminar or turbulent flay.

Prediction of Rate and Amom_t of Corrosion

Assumin C we kn_,;, measure, or predict D, then a, we still have a question

as to howmuch corrosion will occur, in view of variations in the drivin_ force

(SO - S) and other factors. This will be important in predictLng corrosion,

but also in interpreting tests.

The equation can be set up, and integrated if pertinent, according to

the geometry and circulation in the system. Two principal cases in testing

will be described.

l) Capsule tests, or the saturating of a pool kept uniform by natural

circulation or by strong agitation. At each instant:

N =_(S O - S)

However, also N = Vd_

where V is the volume of the pool or system.

from S1 (frequently zero) to $2:

S -S

(h).

(5)

Eliminating N and integrating

(6).

Thus, a semilog plot of SO - S vs. @ for an e_oeriment gives a straight line

if diffusion-controlled, and yields _ fr_n the slope. Or knowing _ for a

situation, S can be predicted as a function of time, and VAS = total weight

lost by corrosion. _.hen the pool is saturated (assuming it is isothermal) the

corrosion stops.

2) In a natural circulation or forced circtlation loon the circulating

metal goes from subsaturated towards saturation in the hot re_ion, and in turn

!
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gives up the metal recently dissolved when it _ets back into the cold region,

where it again approaches saturation, but from the supersaturated direction.

This thermal corrosion can keep on indefinitely until the hot spot corrodes

through_o_the cold spot fills up with crystals, thus is much worse. The con-

centration map is as shorn in Figure hA-2. It is seen that both curves follow

logarithmic approaches, t_ one with the larger conductance aA aoproaching its

SO more closely.

By setting up and ..... _ __u±_-in_ une s-L_dltaneous equations of c._s____. _n_ _ud

precipitating and fl_ transport, we get (5):

Q(S%h- )

1..e(" Q )] (7)

where Q is the flow rate in the s_me mass units as S,N and a, and the subscripts

h and c refer to the hot and cold sections, respectively. (So, h- SO, c) can be

obtained from the slooe, of thc _,,_1_+_j c_v.e _-odSx (_ot - tcold). Clearly,

if all of the other quantities in the equation are ku_Im N can be oredicted,

and thus the life of the loop. Or in a test, l_uo_'.in_N and (say) e_rerything

but (So, h- SO,c) , this can be calculated, and thus the temperature coefficient

of the solubility.

Evidently theory is available to predict or interpret most cases of

diflusion-controlled liquid metal corrosion. The main problem is setting up

and doing _ood experiments so as to be able to identify the dif%sion-controlled

systems, and so as to obtain the solubility data to permit designing around, or

containing, such corrosion.
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b. Solution Controlled
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In previous sections, corrosion processes determined by solution

rates, rather than the diffusion rates which Professor Bonilla has

just discussed, have been considered from a phenomenological point of

view. It is possible to formulate quantitative relations for these

various kinds of corrosion which are equally applicable to either of

these models.

Thus if a solid sample of surface area A (cm 2) is immersed in

V (cm 3) of a liquid metal at constant temperature for a time t sec.,

the concentration of solute in solution S (g/cm 3) is given by the

equation

S = S° _I- e-_(A/V)t_

where S° is the equilibrium solubility of the solid, and _ is the

specific solution rate constant of the pair, with the units of a

velocity, cm/sec. The mechanism of the process in this case, whether

it is diffusion or solution-controlled, how oxygen and other impurities

influence the system, etc., enter into this equation only insofar as

they influence _.

The simple physical concepts which lead to the equation for an

isothermal system above can also be applied to the more important case

where the fluid is flowing in a system where there is a temperature

gradient. In such a system, the corrosion rate at each point R

(g/cm2-sec) is given by
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R = a(s - s°)

where all of the quantities appearing in this equation refer to a

specific point in the flow pattern at which the temperature is T(°K)

and _, S, S ° and R all refer to this temperature. Specifically, if

the corrosion process is diffusion limited, the rate equation may

be written in another form

R = -- D (_S/_y)y=0

where bS/by is the solute concentration gradient, passing from the

wall into the solution, and this value at 7=0 represents the con-

centration gradient at the solid-liquid interface. D is the diffusion

coefficient of the solute in the fluid (cm2/sec°). Those who are

familiar with heat transfer relations will note the similarity of

to a heat transfer coefficient, and the parallelism between D and

the thermal conductivity, and other provocative relations. For a

closed loop of diameter D (cm) operated with two temperature regions,

a hot (symbol H) and a. cold zone (symbol C) and with the fluid

flowing around the system at a constant velocity v cm/sec., the

corrosion rate at a distance x cm. from the beginning of the hot zone

RH(X ) is given by

o_ o 4_ H

SH Sc exp_ D v_ x

RH(x ) = -- _I/_ H + I/czc

While the model here, with sharp discontinuities between the hot and

cold regions is rather unrealistic, this oversimplified system brings

out many important points on the corrosion pattern in dynamic loops

with a AT.

I
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In sodium systems, and presumably with other alkali metals as

well, the effect of oxygen on the corrosion process is to a first

approximation described by taking _ as directly proportional to p,

the oxygen content of the sodium (generally expressed in parts per

million by weight), i.e.

= kp + .....

While this relation is not well-confirmed experimentally, and further

observations are required, it should be pointed out that this equation

leads to quantitative predictions in the Fe-Na system that are in

excellent agreement with the observations made at the General Electric

Company in San Jose, California, by R. W. Lockhart and his co-workers

on the AEC-sponsored Sodium Mass Transfer Program.

In so!,at!en-ecntrolled corrosion, one of the important problems

is to identify the exact step which determines the overall rate

for the process. In the case of the sodium-iron system, recent

developments have suggested that the rate-determining step is the

diffusion of the (Na20)2-Fe0 the stabilized oxide species, in solution

(rather than dissolved metallic iron). This conclusion was arrived at

largely from an analysis of the "down-stream" effect which will be

discussed later, again from the data obtained in the G.E.-AEC Sodium

Mass Transfer Program. One fragment of evidence that may be cited

in support of this model is the dependence of the corrosion rate on

the fluid flow velocity. Based on the explanation above, this should

0.8
vary as v . The results of approximately 2000 tests on iron base

alloys in Na, has on statistical analysis led to a value for the

exponent of v of 0.76 _ 0.18, quite excellent agreement with the

predictions of the theory.
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5. EFFECTS OF I/_PUI%ITIES

a. Oxygen

John R. Weeks

In the alkali metals, 0, N, H, C, and inhibitors all have

an important and often dominating influence on corrosion processes,

both individually, and in combination.

In the alkali metals oxygen may have either or both

of two effects: it may accelerate corrosion by catalyzing

dissolution of the solid metal atoms, or oxygen itself may be

the major migrating constituent. Either process is a direct

result of simple thermodynamics.

A mechanism for O-catalyzed mass transfer is sketched

schematically in Figure 5-1. The reaction is presumed to reverse

in the colder portion of the flowing system. The predicted first

order dependence has been experimentally demonstrated, Oxygen-

catalyzed mass transfer through Na was observed at KAPL with

Ni, Cr, Co, Mn, Ta, from stainless steels; however, J. De Van

has found Ni to be less sensitive than the other metals to

O-catalyzed mass transfer; perhaps a result of the higher solu-

bility of Ni.

When the solid metal oxide is insoluble in the liquid

metal, we observe oxygen exchange ._ oxygen from the alkali metal

reacts with the solid metal surface, where it either forms

surface oxides or dissolves in and embrittles the solid metal.
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Alternatively, oxygen in the solid metal may be leached out by

the liquid metal, resulting in severe intergranular attack. In

either case, the important consideration is the exchange thermo-

dynamics of O. Evans and Thorley calculated the maximum embrittle-

ment of Cb at 700°C to be less than i0 ppm, in agreement with ex-

periment. We shall review their method and apply it to several

systems.

The activity of O in the liquid metal at any given temperature,

f_om Henry's law, can be assumed equal to the fraction of solu-

bility of the dissolved phase present:

[ao in L.M. IT = E (ppm O in L.S.)/(ppm O soluble) IT. (2)

The free energy of 0 in solution AF °_ then is

AF °_ = AF ° + RT log a O in L.M.' (3)

where _F ° is the standard free energy of formation of the oxide

at temperature T when the solubility and standard free energy

data are known. The Henry's law approximation is probably

good in the dilute solutions we are considering here. Figure 5-3

shows the results obtained for the Na-Cb-O and the Na-Ta-O systems

using the Na-Na20 solubility data of Salmon and Cashman and the

AF ° curves of Coughlin. Inouye has shown that high temperature

oxidation of Cb at low O pressures (analogous to the low O

activities here) proceeds by internal migration of O in the Cb

I
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and precipitation of CbO in the grain boundaries. For prevention

of precipitation of CbO by O exchange and the resultant embrittle-

ment of the Cb, the free energy of O in Na must be more negative

than that for unit activity of CbO. The required O level at 700°C

is <25 ppm and at 600°C <20 ppm from Figure 5-3, in agreement

with the observation that cold-trapped Na (20 to 50 ppm O)

embrittles Cb at 600°C while Na hot- "gettered" with Ti (assumed

<I ppm O) does not. Free energy calculations above the melting

point of Na20 (915°C) are questionable, since the change in the

solubility function is not known, and thus are dashed in Fig. 5-3.

Figure 5-4 shows the results of similar calculations for

the systems Li-Li20 and K-K20 , using the solubility data of

Hoffman for Li20 and Williams, et al. for K20. Hot-gettering

of K (or Na) with Ti or Zr (but not Ta) will prevent oxidation

of Cb, while Li itself will take 0 from Cb or Ta. Indeed, only

Y of the solid "getters" shown or Ca as a soluble getter would

be expected to deoxidize Li significantly at _800°C. Hoffman

showed slight O reduction of Li contacted with Y at 816°C; work

in our laboratory showed the addition of 1 wt. % Ca to raw

(_i000 ppm O) Li reduced the O content _400-fold.

Extremely pure Ti has been shown by Hoffman and DiStefano

to deoxidize Li, whereas Ti containing >i000 ppm O did not. The
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free energy function for TiO in Figure 5-4 is for unit activity

of TiO; the activity of 0 in solid solution in Ti is considerably

more negative. By using the data of Schofield and Bacon for the

solubility of 0 in e-Ti and a Henry's law approximation analogous

to equations (2) and (3), one can estimate the free energy functions

for O in Ti as a function of temperature:

AF_ in Ti _FTio + RT log [(O in Ti)/(O solubility)IT" (4)

The results are compared in Figure 5-5 with the calculated activ-

ities of 0 in Li. At 800°C one estimates the 0 content of Li

could be reduced to <i0 ppm by Ti. For this purpose the Ti/Li

ratio must be sufficiently great that the 0 content of the Ti

is not increased above 200 to 300 ppm, and sufficient time must

be allowed for the reacted 0 to diffuse into the Ti and away

from the Ti-Li interface. Thus deoxidation of Li by pure Ti is

limited in the amount of 0 that could be absorbed in the Ti;

the rate of deoxidation is probably controlled by the rate of

diffusion of 0 in Ti. Similarly, Cb would probably pick up

small amounts of O even from Na very low in 0 but not in sufficient

quantity to produce the embrittling oxide phase. We must emphasize,

however, that the major problem in corrosion of Cb by Li is not the

activity of O in the Li, but rather the activity of 0 in the

Cb; Figure 5-4 shows the potentia_ and a mass of experimental

I
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data shows the experience that Li will go after O in the Cb,

resulting in serious penetration of the Cb.

MoO2 on a plot such as Figure 5-4 lies well above the Na20

line; Na may well behave towards O-contaminated Mo in a manner

similar to the way Li behaves towards O-contaminated Cb; use of

Mo½Ti or TZM alloys should reduce this possible problem by lowering

the O-activity in the Mo. The oxides of Rb and Cs lie above the

K20 line on the figure, in that sequence.

There are two important effects not considered in these

calculations. Gibbs adsorption equation is given as
-c

F2(I ) 2 _y- RT Be " (5)
2

Since 0 lowers the surface free energy, y, of most liquid metals; one

anticipates a higher O concentration at the surface of the

(i)
liquid, (V 2 ), and therefore more 0 pickup than otherwise would

(C 2 is the concentration of 0 in the liquid metal
be observed.

in this case.)

Also, alkali metals tend to form spinels with many transition

metals - analagous to the ferrite shown in Figure 5-1. The im-

portance of these spinels appears to increase with atomic weight

of alkali metals: O in Li does not effect dissolution rates,

whereas O in Na has the above-noted effect on Fe (Figure 5-2)
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which appears to be increasingly important in K, Rb, and Cs,

particularly with the refractory metals. The stability of

these spinels may add an important (and unknown) free energy

term in the above calculations.

In addition, the oxygen solubility is higher in the heavier

alkali metals, as seen in Table 5-!. This solubility increase

and equations (2) and (3) suggest that, although _F is lower
O

for Rb and Cs, traces of oxygen may be more difficult to remove

from these metals than might be anticipated.

!
DD

_0

Table-5-1

Solubility of 0 at 300°C

wt (ppm) at. (ppm)

Li 200 86

Na 126 180

K 6000 15,000

Rb ? ?

Cs _31,000 _260,000
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NazO + Fe = 2Na + FeO

AH = + 36,000cai.

Cq
O_

I

FeO presumed soluble as

(NazO)zoFeO

_oCorrosion rate can be written

d(_WeO)

dt
- kA (NazO)

Figure 5-1. - Modelfor catalytic effect
of O on Fe dissolution into Na.

IOC

E
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O O.I 0.2

(P'Po) WEIGHT % AOOED OXYGIEN

0.3

Figure 5-2. - Effect of 0 on rate of mass transfer of Fe through Na.
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b. Nitrogen and Hydrogen

John R. Weeks

In the alkali metals, N like 0 may also have either

or both of two effects. N in Li may accelerate dissolution

in a manner analagous to the above mentioned behavior of O in Na.

Solubilities in Li of Fe, Cr, Ni, Cb, Ti, and Mo appear to be

a function of the N content; therefore N makes Li much more

aggressive by catalyzing dissolution. In Li, N in solution is

a much more active dissolution catalyst than O.

Nitrogen may migrate through Na from impurities in the

cover gas to nitride steel or Cb or Zr surfaces. Alan Thorley

of the Culcheth Laboratory observed nitriding of Cb only when the

Cb extended through the surface of quiet bath, suggesting that

N 2 migration is due to surface rather than to bulk liquid diffu-

sion. Ca in Na increases the N solubility and often introduces N

and N transfer problems. This effect may override any benefit

from the lowering of O activity by Ca. The large loop at

Cadarache, France has recently been shut down due to N embrittle-

ment catalyzed by Ca in the Na.

H embrittlement of the fuel elements occurred

at T<300°C in Dounreay from H20 in cover gas. H may react in

conjunction with O in accelerating corrosion of Fe by Na: the

NRL work on Fe solubilities in Na showed _i0 x increase in Fe

solubility with 0 additions, and _i00 x increase in Fe solubility

with O + H (added as NaOH).
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c. Carbon

Leo F. Epstein

In the study of materials for high temperature service in sodium

the role of carbon as an impurity has come to assume an extraordinarily

high importance. It is now thought by some workers that the upper

limit in the temperatures that can be practically attained in such

systems may very well be determined by the behavior of carbon - rather

than by the oxygen impurity which was thought to he limiting no more

than a few years ago. There has been a growing realization that car-

bon is a rather ubiquitous impurity in Na - after all, the metal is

manufactured by fused salt electrolysis with graphite electrodes.

Thus effects due to carbon are observed even when no external source

of this element may be present.

Austenitic stainless steels, the familiar 18-8's for example,

which axe among the most corrosion resistant iron base alloys known

for Na service, in the presence of carbon show a voracious appetite

for this element, and rather hungrily remove it from the system.

In so doing, the carbon deposits on the surface layer of the steel,

and a significant amount of embrittlement and other deterioration of

mechanical properties results. This carbon seems to readily combine

with the chromium and the stabilizing elements (i.e. Mo, Nb, Ti, etc.)

present in some steels of this type to form quite stable carbides.

These austenitic alloys are thermodynamically unstable at room tem-

perature, and can exist only because the delicately poised Cr-Ni-Fe
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balance inhibits the kinetics of transformation. When this ratio

is changed by the carburization process described above, it is not

surprising that the transition to the ferrite phase is observed.

This transformation also is accompanied by a change in the volume

of the metal, heat effects, and other processes which may result in

degradation of the useful life of the metal.

Ferritic alloys, on the other hand, seem to show just the opposite

behavior, as a general rule. Materials like low carbon steel,

or the common alloys like 2¼ Cr - I _ are quickly decarburized by

hot Na. Since a significant part of the strength of these materials

arises from the presence of carbon, it is not surprising that the

loss of this element results in a metal that is considerably

weaker and more limited in its usefulness than the original alloy°

These observations on the importance of carburization-

decarburization reactions have been developed principally from the

AEC's power reactor program, with iron alloys and sodium° The extent

to which carbon will be a source of difficulty with the other alkali

metals and the refractory alloys of principal interest in the NASA

space program still remains to be determined. Evidence to date is

limited and conflicting.

Because of the great importance which carbon in Na systems has

assumed, there has been a renewed and vigorous effort to develop

good analytical methods, as a step towards understanding the nature

and mechanism of the carburization-decarburization reactions. For

many years the standard technique for determining carbon in sodium

was by wet combustion in a strongly oxidizing chromic acid medium•

!
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The technique was to dissolve the Na sample in water, acidify, then

add the oxidant (Van Slyke reagent) and collect and determine the CO 2

thus produced. Recently, some rather surprising results have turned

up with this technique. Using gas chromatography, it has been found

that carbon-containing gases are released from an Na sample (along

with large amounts of hydrogen, of course) when pure water is reacted

with the metal. The resulting alkaline solution releases more

C-containing gas when it is acidified. In a great deal of earlier

work, the carbon bearing gases evolved during these water and acid

steps were not collected, and as a consequence of this, only about

haIf the total carbon content of the sample accurately determined.

Dry combustion as a means of determining carbon in Na and the other

alkali metals has also been revived recently. This method is quite

similar to that used to ana.lyze for C in steel and other heavy metals,

and has many attractive advantages. Early in the history of sodium

work, however, it was found that there was a grave problem in using

this technique: while Na readily burned to Na20 and the carbon present

to CO2, the latter was not released as a gas in the system but ended

up as stable, non-volatile Na2CO 3. The addition of Si02, AI203 and

similar acidic solids to promote carbonate dissociation through

reactions like

Na2CO 3 + SiO 2 = Na2Si03 + CO 2 t

seemed to work to some extent, but did not give quantitative results.

Within the last year, reports from both Great Britain (Aldermaston)

and the U.S. (Ethyl Corporation) have claimed that if the combustion
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is carried out in quartz boats at a temperature of about ll00°C

(some300o-400° higher than the usual combustion) the CO2 is com-

pletely and readily released. Since sodium carbonate is one of the

most stable materials known, the simple dissociation reaction

Na2CO3 = Na20 + CO 2 t

is not considered to be responsible for these recoveries -- at ll00°C

this reaction has a AF of + 33 kilocalories. It seems much more

likely that the reaction of Na2CO 3 with the Si02 of the container

results in the release of the C02: at ll00°C, the free energy change

for the reaction is -- 11.5 kilocalories. One of the most important

aspects of the use of the higher temperatures however probably arises

from the fact that at ll00°C all of the reactants and products are

fluid: sodium metasilicate has a melting point of I088°C. Work

has recently been reported on dry combustion in which materials other

than Si02 have been used to promote carbonate dissociation. Also,

a dry-wet process has been suggested: dry combustion at 600°-800°C,

followed by treatment with H2SO 4 to break down the carbonate formed.

This revival of interest in dry combustion methods is an extremely

interesting and important new development in recent times, and a

continued vigorous exploration of this method should be encouraged.

In this work, careful attention should be paid to the problem of Na20

or other oxide smoke being deposited on the system wails outside of

the reaction zone, and picking up CO 2 produced in the high temperature

region.
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Recently the AEC has been most anxious to develop dependable

methods of analysis for carbon in Na., and in an attempt to evaluate

the success achieved to date has sponsored two "round robins" in

which supposedly identical Na samples were analyzed for C by a score

or more laboratories, by a number of different techniques. The

results up until now have been grossly disappointing and both the

sample preparation and handling and the ana.lytical methods are open

to some suspicion.

The purpose of all of this analytical work of course is to attempt

to correlate the carbon content and form with the carburization-

decarburization reactions observed. To date, this effort has been

almost completely frustrated. It is now known that CO, methane

and other hydrocarbons, and some CO2 are evolved on reaction of Na

with water and acid. The assumption that the bulk of the carbon

present in sodium loop samples (that is, sodium which had been main-

tained at high temperatures for a.n extended period, with vigorous

agitation) is present as free C, either in solution or suspension,

is a rather oversimplified picture, even though the naive application

of themodynamic calculations seems to lead to this postulate. Few

workers experienced in this field are likely to argue with the sta.te-

ment that the nature of carbon in alkali metals and its reactions

with other parts of the system are essentially still unknown, and

need extensive further exploration.
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d. Inhibitors and Accelerators

Leo F. Epstein
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The use of dissolved titanium and zirconium to inhibit the

corrosion of ferrous alloys in liquid mercury has been mentioned

previously. The mechanism of this inhibition behavior was obscure

for many years. It was known that the use of these additives

resulted in a change over from the diffusion-controlled corrosion

previously discussed by Professor Bonilla, to the solution-controlled

process. The production of Ti or Zr-containing films on the steel

surfaces was long suspected, and there were some interesting studies

on intermetallic compounds of Fe and these elements. It was, rather

early in the AEC's sponsorship of_liquid metal studies, found that

these inhibitors seemed to work with other heavy metals, lead and

bismuth, about a.s they did with mercury.

An important breakthrough on how these additives worked came

from the work at Brookhaven by Gurinsky, Weeks, et al on Bi systems.

At the first Geneva convention in 1955, these workers were able to

announce that the inhibiting films had been identified as largely

ZrN and ZrC. This immediately raised the question as to where the

nitrogen and carbon needed to form these compounds came from, and

it came as somewhat of a surprise to many metallurgists to learn that

ordinary steels contain very large amounts of nitrogen. (The extensive

development of vacuum fusion techniques, and a widespread application

to the study of gases in metals since 1955 has tended to support this

concept.) Gurinsky, et a.l claimed that there was more than enough N 2

present to form the products necessary to obtain inhibition.
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The proof of this position came about from a further study of

the time dependence of the action of Zr as an inhibitor in Bi.

The initial effectiveness of this procedure, it was found, was

decreased by prolonged exposures. The explanation offered for this

phenomenon was that the ZrN or ZrC films formed by reaction of the

dissolved Zr and the non-metallic elements in the steel were not

perfectly adherent. After a while they tended to spall off, to be

worn away by the action of the flowing liquid metal. This resulted

in a depletion of the nitrogen and the carbon in the steel, and the

inhibiting films could not readily be re-formed on the surface because

virtually all of the N and C capable of participating in the film

producing process were gone. It was at this point that Geoffrey

Horsley, our guest here, conceived of a brilliant solution to this

problem of extending the useful life of a Zr inhibited system, which

simultaneously offered strong support to the Brookhaven hypothesis

on the importance of nitrogen. What Horsley did, at Harwell, was

to operate a high temperature Zr-inhibited bismuth loop at high tem-

perature, not in air, vacuum or an inert atmosphere as is customary,

but in ammonia gas. NH 3 at high temperatures is one of the best

materials known for producing nitriding in heavy metals -- nitrogen

goes into steel much more readily from ammonia than it does from air.

It was found that under these conditions, the fall-off of the

inhibiting action of the Zr with time did not occur - so long as

both nitrogen and zirconium were supplied to the system, the corrosion

rate continued to be acceptably low.
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The acceleration of corrosion processes in the alkali metals by

certain trace impurities in many ways appears to be parallel to the

inhibition process described above for the heavy metals. Oxygen,

at very low levels, appears to speed up the corrosion process with

many materials, principally by increasing the solution-rate constant

which has previously been called _. (As was suggested earlier, so

far as can be determined from the relatively meager data available,

is roughly linear in the oxygen content of the liquid.) Nitrogen

in lithium, the only alkali metal which forms a nitride stable at

elevated temperatures, seems to act in the same way, essentially.

It should be pointed out that the liquid metal itself is not

always the sole source of the oxygen and nitrogen impurities which

bring about accelerated corrosion. Some metals, including both Zr

and Nb, which are of such great interest in space work, have the

ability to dissolve considerable amounts of oxygen. When a sample

of such a metal is brought into contact with an oxygen-free or

oxygen-deficient alkali metal, a partition or redistribution of the

oxygen between the liquid and the solid phases takes place, and the

solution rapidly contains the amount of oxygen needed to explain

accelerated corrosion. This redistribution phenomenon will be the

subject of a paper by Thurber of ORNL at this afternoon's session.

The similarities in the corrosion mechanism between inhibited

mercury and sodium systems led to an early hope that corrosion by

alkali metals could be slowed down by addition of a few parts per

million of an appropriate material. This concept is still a valid

one -- there is no reason to dismiss the possibility of inhibition of
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corrosion in liquid alkali metal systems as inconceivable on the

basis of anything knownat present. But in spite of vigorous search,

no such specific inhibitor (parallel with Ti or Zr in Hg systems) has

ever been reported for the alkali metals° For a while the decrease

in the corrosion rate of certain types of iron-base alloys in Na on

the addition of the alkaline earth metals (particularly Ca and Ba)

to the fluid was thought to be evidence for this phenomenon° Subse-

quently, it becameclear that the modeof action in these systems

was largely to grab oxygen from the Na20in solution

Na20+ Ca = 2Na+ CaO

producing the more insoluble alkaline earth oxide.* Essentially

then these so-called "soluble getters" act simply by reducing the

concentration of available (i.e. dissolved) oxygen in the system

rather than through the sought-for specific inhibiting action.

Another class of materials which ha_e been examinedas possible

corrosion inhibitors with the alkali metals are the so-called

"insoluble getters". These are metals like Zr and Ti which (I) have

the ability to react with Na20and extract oxygen from it

2Na20+ Zr = 4Na+ Zr02

*It should not be forgotten that the use of soluble getters of this type

inevitably leaves material in solution which may be highly deleterious
to somesystems. Thus, as has been discussed elsewhere, the use of Ca as

a getter, while quite effective in removing oxygen, leaves calcium metal in
the fluid which reacts with nitrogen, nickel in somealloys, and has other

disadvantageous properties.
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and (2) in which the oxygen (or metal oxide) is significantly soluble.

This combination of properties makes it possible to obtain very low oxy-

gen levels in solution by "cooking" the alkali metal with the solid

material for some time. In this application, a large surface area

is desirable for the getter, so that foils, turnings or gauze is

frequently employed.* Note that with these materials, as with the

soluble getters discussed above, the behavior of the additive is to

remove oxygen from the system rather than a specific inhibiting

action.

Although the search for specific inhibitors in the alkali metals

has to date been singularly unsuccessful it will no doubt continue,

and it should perhaps be encouraged. Unfortunately there is no

credible rationale to guide such a search that is readily discernible,

and the effort must be largely Edisonian (a.s was the original discovery

of the .mercury inhibitors). At the present time, THE BEST TECHNIQUE

FOR INHIBITING ALKALI METAL CORROSION IS ELIMINATION OF OXYGEN IN

THE SYSTEM,

*Some of the metals used a.s insoluble getters for oxygen in alkali metals

also have a strong attraction for carbon and can remove this element simul-

taneously with oxygen.
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6. HETEROMETALLIC PHENOMENA

John R. Weeks

From the equal - chemical - potential postulate it is

immediately apparent that mixing materials can be dangerous

since the surfaces of both would strive to become

a common alloy between the two metals, An example of this

is shown in Figure 6-1, where Ni migrated through Na to a Mo

surface at 1000°C. The more soluble constituent usually migrates

through the liquid to form layers on the surface of the less sol-

uble constituent. The compound MoNi is stable up to 1300°C. Even

without intermetallic compounds in the system, alloying to make

both surfaces equivalent alloys is likely when solubilities of one

or both are finite. When both metals or alloys are essentially

insoluble, migration of non-metallics is the major concern.

Gettering O, N, and C in Na with Ti or Zr is a classic example.

Non-metallic exchange was previously discussed; in its more

subtle forms we see O migration through Na from Cb to Cb-lZr at

1200°C, C from one steel to another at 500°C. Gettering all

solid metals with Ti or Zr seems advisable to avoid exchange

of C, N, and O.

The safest way to minimize problems from heterometallic

phenomena is to avoid mixing alloys in a liquid metal system unless

the major metallic constituents of all alloys are known to be es-

sentially insoluble, and the activities of all possible non-metallic

transferring species (O, N, C, H) are equalized in all alloys by

gettering.
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7. NOIN_h4ETALLIC SOLIDS

a. Ceramics (Thermodynamics)

Leo F. Epstein

While metals are the principal structural materials which come

into contact with liquid metals, there are many applications where

the high electrical and thermal conductivity of the metallic state

is undesirable. For this reason, there has always been an interest

in the behavior of liquid metals and non-metallic solids. In this

section, a few of the common classes of materials will be discussed

with respect to their resistance to attack by liquid metals, par-

ticularly the alkali metals.

The most important group of substances of this type examined to

date are the oxidic ceramics. These materials are often used as

insulators, thermal or electrical. They may be represented by the

formula MaO b in general. The best guide to the probable stability

of an oxide in the liquid metal is the thermodynamics of the reaction,

like

MsO b + 2b Na = a M+ b Na20

which in many cases (but unfortunately not all of importance) can

be derived from available tables of free energy data. Alon B with

the main reactions of the type described by this equation, secondary

interactions to form salts, like

Ma0 h + x Na20 = Ma0 b • x Na20

can occur, and reactions of this type can be very important in some

systems. Compounds like silicates, zirconates, and aluminates, are

extremely stable, as is evident from their frequent occurrence in
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minerals and ores in the earth's crust. Unfortunately, the amount

of information available on these double oxides or salts, with the

alkali metals, is quite limited and much more extensive data on their

properties would be desirable.

Impurity levels in ceramics tend to be much higher than those

in metals, and constant care must be taken to avoid problems which

arise as a consequence of their presence. An interesting example

of this is the early history of work on ZrO 2. Thermodynamically

this material should be stable in Na, according to all of the

tabulated AF data. But experimentally, zirconia ceramics, most

puzzlingly, fell apart, crumbled to dust, when exposed to the alkali

metal. The answer eventually turned out to be silica: ceramists

love to use a little bit of SiO 2 or silicaceous clay to produce

improved forming and firing characteristics in ceramics. For many

materials this is advantageous -- but if the material is to come in

contact with sodium or other alkalis, it can be disastrous. The

reaction of SiO 2 with Na is rapid and extensive: the reaction products

include sodium silicate (due to salt formation with the Na20 present),

sodium silicide, it has been reported, and even some free elementary

Si. When ZrO 2 was pure, and no silica-containing binder was used

in the preparation of the ceramic, it behaved in liquid sodium just

as the thermodynamic tables predicted it would.

With insulating ceramics, perhaps the most extensive work has

been done with alumina, AI203. This compound in its purest form,

corundum or synthetic sapphire, is quite resistant to Na, again in

agreement with the thermodynamic data which suggests that reduction

by Na to form A1 metal should not occur. With sapphire, there is
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usually a slight weight gain on exposure to hot Na, due to interaction

with Na20 to form sodium aluminate. Passing to other forms of alumina.,

generally speaking the purer the material (FeO and SiO2, both of which

are readily reduced by Na are particularly harmful contaminants),

the higher the firing temperature (or what is equivalent, the higher

the density), the better is the corrosion resistance of the ceramic.

Porosity seems to promote reaction since the alkali metal penetrates

cracks and produces changes by both chemical and mechanical actions

(see discussion on graphite, below).

Having discussed the generally harmful character of silica in

crystalline ceramics, it should not be surprising, on turning to

glasses, to learn that these have only poor corrosion resistance with

Na and the other alkali metals. The higher the SiO 2 content, generally

speaking, the worse the misbehavior. Thus Vycor and silica glass

are much less resistant than the lowly soda-lime glasses or cormnon

laboratory Pyrex. This, perhaps the most familiar of the glasses, is

most gratifyingly one of the best for alkali metal service, possibly

because of its high B203 and consequently lowered SiO 2 content. This

is not to recommend any glasses for sodium service: at best, the

differences are small. The corrosion behavior takes the form of a

browning, or in the case of extensive reaction, blackening of the

glass and this is highly dependent on time, temperature, surface area,

etc. It should not be forgotten that exposure of any glass to hot

alkali metal for more than a few minutes will inevitably introduce

oxygen into the material. Few glasses should ever be used above 200°C;

in the case of Pyrex this figure may be as high as 250°C, and for

quartz or Vycor it might be well to stay below 150°C.
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There have been a few studies on the development of alkali metal

resistant glasses that have been concerned with vapor, rather than

liquid, attack. The not-uncommon sodium vapor lamps contain a coating

on the glass envelope which improves their lifetime and performance.

It should be noted that, generally speaking, alkali vapors are much

less destructive on glasses than the liquids, due to nothing more or

less than the fact that the concentration (atoms per cubic centimeter)

is less in the vapor state. Thus lithium, which in the molten state

reacts vigorously and rather spectacularly with Pyrex, can under

proper conditions actually be distilled in glass to produce bright

shiny mirrors.* The secret lies in keeping the liquid phase away

from the glass.

Finally, among glasses, attention should be directed to the newer

developments in recent years. The phosphate glasses, the high alumina

types, the use of rare earths and other new heavy metals, have resulted

in a very large number of products. Some of these are reputed to be

better in their resistance to liquid metals than the older more

familiar types, and the research worker faced with a problem involving

a glass and a liquid metal should not ignore these possibilities,

although really long life at high temperatures should not be expected.**

* Epstein, L. F. and Howland, W. H., SCIENCE 114 443 (1951).

**Ceramics other than metallic oxides are becoming increasingly important

in nuclear and space technology, but their behavior with liquid" metals is

largely unexplored. In the section which follows there is a short dis-

cussion of carbides, but the behavior of nitrides, sulfides, phosphides,

silicides, etc., with high temperature liquid metals is virtually virgin

territory.
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b. Graphite

Leo F. Epstein

Metallurgists and ceramists love to argue over whether graphite

is a metal or a ceramic, and its inclusion here is rather arbitrary

and for convenience only rather than an indication of a strong

partisan stand on this rather trivial question. Graphite has been

used in many sodium-containing systems -- in fact it is th____emoderating

medium in liquid metal cooled thermal neutron systems such as Atomics

International's SRE or Hallam plants. It has also been used in and

around sodium-cooled fast reactors -- the Fermi plant and Dounreay for

example. For this reason, and because all too frequently, unfortunately,

the graphite has been a source of difficulty, it is considered worth-

while to spend a little time discussing its behavior in liquid sodium

and other metallic fluids.

It should be recalled that no stable carbides of sodium have ever

been prepared by direct action of the elements at low temperatures.

In fact the only clear-cut sodium-carbon compound that is well known

is the acetylide

Na -- C _ C -- Na

In view of this, it is, at first, somewhat surprising to some workers

to learn of the tendency towards instability of graphite on exposure

to Na- many forms of this material simply disintegrate and fall to

powder.

Lithium does form a carbide, Li2C2, quite readily. Also the

heavier alkali metals potassium, rubidium, and cesium form well

characterized compounds with graphite, KC8, for example.*

*For an excellent review on this subject see the paper "Graphite Intercalation

Compounds" by W. Rudorff, pp 223-266 in Advances in Inorsanic Chemistry and

Radiochemistry, H. J. Emel_us and A. G. Sharpe, Editors. Volume i.

Academic Press (New York, 1959).
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In these very interesting compounds, the alkali metal atom is located

between the plane sheets of carbon atoms which make up the graphite

structure. The interplanar spacing is such that the heavier alkali

metals can readily fit in, but the sodium atom is too large to be

accommodated comfortably. Nevertheless, Na seems to be able to

penetrate the solid and to become lodged between the graphite planes.

In so doing, however, it distorts the graphite, because of its large

size, and the resulting stresses are what cause the material to

disintegrate, it is believed. How the atoms manage to get into the

interplanar region is another question: it is believed that this is

possible only because of the presence of defects and fissures in

the lattice. Thus the resistance of graphite to Na will depend

largely on the elimination of these flaws. This can be influenced

by the method of preparation of the graphite*, by various kinds

of impregnation which tend to clog up the holes and similar pro-

cedures. Such tactics result in improved resistance to the alkali

metal, but graphite is still a material whose corrosion resistance

in Na can hardly be characterized as anything but poor_ and in using

it in a liquid metal system, jacketing is virtually mandatory.

In this discussion, the emphasis has been on Na where there is

the most extensive body of experience. Data on graphite in the

presence of the other alkali metals is however quite meager. From

the nature of the compounds which can be found, it is to be expected

that corrosion resistance of graphite in these materials should be

much worse than that in Na.

*The dense "pyrolytic" graphites which have become popular in recent years

are markedly superior to older types.
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No discussion of the use of graphite in liquid alkali metal

systems woul& be complete without an admonitory comment about the

volatile impurities which occur in graphite. In a surprisingly

large number of cases, these materials have come out of the solid

(as CO, H20 vapor, etc.) and ended up by reacting with the alkali

metals with in some cases rather horrifying consequences. Some

important nuclear reactor projects have been delayed for months,

and perhaps even years, by this phenomenon, and the rectification

of this oversight has involved millions of dollars. This is par-

ticularly regrettable since methods of preparing graphite which is

not gassy are well known, and such material can be obtained without

major difficulty if only the engineer and his associates are aware

of the problem.

This discussion of graphite leads quite naturally to another

class of ceramic materials which are beginning to attain a great

deal of importance, the carbides. A little is known about the

behavior of the fissionable metal carbides (UC, PuC) and the refractory

metal carbides (of Mo, Zr, Nb, etc) in sodium, but not nearly enough.

Among other factors, the stoichiometry, that is the carbon to metal

ratio, is important in determining corrosion resistance. With al-

kali metals other than Na, the dearth of experimental data is even

more painful.*

_Note that one of the more promising combinations for thermionic conversion

and space application involves a UC-ZrC mixture exposed to hot Cs vapor.
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8. VAPOR PHASE PHENOMENA

Leo F. Epstein

Most of the discussion of corrosion phenomena here this morning has

been concerned with reactions with _ metals. In the last three or

four years there has been a growing interest in the behavior of materials,

in particular metals, in the presence of metallic _ at high tem-

peratures. This phase of corrosion has come into prominence largely

because of the growing interest in the use of metallic vapors in turbo-

electric power conversion systems. This field is by no means new. As

has been pointed out elsewhere, the first large scale industrial utiliza-

tion of liquid metals came about in the use of mercury vapor as the

working fluid in a turbogenerator system. The work with sodium in the

late 1940's and early 1950's was in some cases carried out at temperatures

high enough so that the vapor pressures were significant, but observations

of effects due to the metal in gaseous form were generally incidental to

rather than a direct object of the research.

Corrosion by liquid metals in many systems has been explained

previously as a solution phenomenon. If this is so, it is to be expected

that vapor phase attack should be much less than that of solids in contact

with the liquid, because materials do not "dissolve" in gases, in the

usual sense. Also, in some cases, it has been pointed out that liquid

metal corrosion is due largely to dissolved oxygen, present as an im-

purity in the liquid. Recognizing that in the systems where this is most

important, i.e. the alkali metals, the common oxides are (I) extremely

non-volatile and (2) stable to very high temperatures, far beyond those

of current interest, it is not surprising that for these materials as well

vapor phase corrosion is much less severe than attack by the liquids.

These predictions are in fact verified by observation.
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Sometimes there is the possibility of direct reaction between the

metallic vapor and an impurity in the solid. An example of this might

be pure potassium vapor reacting with oxygen dissolved in a columbium

or zirconium alloy. Similarly reactions with carbon are conceivable.

When corrosion involves intermetallic compound formation, it should make

little basic difference if one of the constituents of the pair is in the

vapor rather than the liquid state. Ca or Li, which form intermetallic

compounds with nickel, for example, would be expected to severely attack

Ni-bearing alloys at temperatures where the concentration in the vapor

is high enough.

Most so-called vapor phase corrosion is, in fact, due to liquid

condensed from the vapor. Such a material is extremely pure, free of

solute, and consequently tends to dissolve fresh metal quite rapidly.

For this reason, in Hg systems, a large amount of corrosive attack is

ordinarily observed in the condensing vapor region.

Another important source of apparent rather than real vapor phase

attack arises from the carry-over of liquid droplets with the vapor.

At the very high heat fluxes in the two-phase heat transfer systems

which are currently attracting so much interest, it is not easy

to prevent "bumping" and boiling instabilities that result in a

significant number of liquid droplets being carried along with the

vapor, depositing on solid surfaces some distance removed from the

liquid-gas interface, and exerting a strong corrosive influence. Note

that in this mode of action, the non-volatile impurities dissolved in

the liquid (Na20 in Na, for example) are not only available to exert

their pernicious effect, but their action may in fact actually be

intensified. This could come about in the following way:
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i. Droplets of liquid Na, containing dissolved Na20 , are thrown

into the vapor phase, and carried along by the flowing gas

stream.

2. At some "superheat" region farther downstream, enough energy

may be pumped into the system, so that the liquid metal in

the drops evaporates. This leaves a dust or fog of the Na20

and any other non-volatile impurities to float around in the

metal vapor.

3. At some point in the system, these Na20 particles impinge

on the walls. This may come about through some hydrodynamic

or geometric peculiarities or otherwise.

4. In any case, the walls are then subjected to attack by the hot

oxide in a very concentrated form, which may be much worse than

anything normally observed with the comparatively dilute solu-

tions of the oxide in the liquid metal. Such reaction, micro-

scopically, should be characterized by pinhole-like corrosion

sites, corresponding to the tiny particles of solid oxide whose

deposition was the source of the trouble.

These considerations on the behavior of vapor systems are based on

a relatively small amount of observation, and a great deal more work is

required in the field and will no doubt be forthcoming as more and more

NASA-inspired boiling-condensing studies come to fruition. The importance

of minimizing boiling instabilities and liquid carry-over in order to

eliminate corresponding errors in the interpretation of vapor phase

corrosion cannot be over-emphasized. How to achieve this kind of
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stability, which has significance over and beyond the corrosion question

considered here, will be the subject of other papers today and tomorrow.

Suffice it to say that this objective is not easy to attain, and good

vapor phase corrosion data is still very scarce as s result of this

unhappy state of affairs.
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9. TWO-PHASE MECHANISMS

John R. Weeks
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A schematic boiling loop is shown in Figure 9-1. Dissolution

occurs primarily where the solute-free condensate contacts the

metal surface. Precipitation may occur at the coldest spot in

the metal circuit, or where the solute is concentrated by flow at

the boiler interface, With useful boiling rates, back diffusion of

the solute is too slow to prevent concentration to the saturation

point of most solutes in the boiler.

Slugging may cause corrosion in the superheater by carrying

liquid against the hot surfaces there. Bumping may carry saturated

droplets into the superheater, which vaporize there, leaving

their dissolved metal behind as fine deposits on the superheater

wall.

Adsorption on metal surfaces may occur even in dry vapor when

liquid wets solid. A simple calculation, assuming complete (vSL=0)

wetting of the solid by the liquid at the superheater temperature,

suggests that with _50% saturation vapor, one has _.99999 of a

complete monolayer of adsorbed liquid atoms on the superheater

surface, which amount is quite sufficient to initiate non-metallic

exchange attack. Therefore, the requirements for selecting materials

for liquid metal use also must be followed in selecting materials

for use in dry vapor.
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At the liquid-vapor interface in static reflux capsules,

Gibbs adsorption isotherm predicts concentration or depletion

of solute. As a possible example, Cb-lZr-Na-5000 hour 1200°C

reflux capsules at BNL have shown slight intergranular attack

in both the liquid and the vapor regions and none at the inter-

face, suggesting that whatever was being leached in the attacked

regions may have concentrated at the interface and locally re-

duced the attack.
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Figure9-1. - Schematicboilingloop.
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I0. SPECIAL TOPICS

a. Downstream Effect

Leo F. Epstein
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Comparatively few new types of phenomena have been uncovered in

liquid metal corrosion work in the last few years. It is therefore

of very great interest when an altogether unexpected and surprising

relation is found. This seems to be the case with the so-called
J

"downstream" effect.

This has been brought to the attention of workers in this field

by R. W. Lockhart and his associates working on the AEC's Sodium

Mass Transfer Program at the General Electric Company installation

in San Jose, California. In this study, a series of pumped loops,

of various steel alloys considered suitable for power plant applica-

tion have been extensively studied over the last few years. Over

I00,000 hours of operating experience has been accumulated and of

the order of 2500 samples examined, from the point of view of

corrosion and the associated mass transfer phenomena.

In theory, heat exchange systems and loops of this type should

have temperature distributions which are continuous and smooth, from

the hot to the cold zone. In reality, of course, this is a difficult

if not impossible state of affairs to achieve. With this particular
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set of loops, at various points in the flow pattern there were regions

of considerable length which were at the sametemperature. In these

isothermal regions, the corrosion rate was highest near the beginning

of the constant temperature zone, and decreased downstream from this

point. This briefly is the downstream effect. It seems to have

escaped detection for many years because few other systems have

been operated with isothermal regions* in which corrosion samples

could be taken.

The exact nature of this downstream effect is still obscure.

Professor Bonilla (see elsewhere) feels that it is simply related

to the familiar entrance condition relations of heat transfer. The

phenomenon would then be associated largely with the establishment

of a hydrodynamic steady state, and this would be dependent, more

than anything else, on the ratio x/a, where

x = distance downstream from beginning of isothermal

region at which corrosion measurements are made

a = tube radius

While this hypothesis is plausible, and entrance condition relations

certainly play some part in the phenomenon, there appear to be other

important factors as well. Quite reasonably good quantitative agree-

ment with observation can for example be obtained ignoring this aspect

*This is probably a very poor way to operate a heat transfer system, and in

principle, a smoothly varying temperature distribution around the loop should

he the design objective, with no plateaus or discontinuities. In power

plant systems, as in laboratory set-ups, this ideal configuration is much

easier to describe than it is to attain.
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entirely and approaching the problem from a completely different

point of view. Such an analysis has been quite revealing, and has

yielded new insights into the nature of liquid metal corrosion

phenomena which may be much more important than the application to

the downstream effect. The details of this analysis are too lengthy

for this audience, and will be issued shortly in AEC reports, it is

expected, and consequently only the briefest mention of the results

can be made here, those which are most important to the subject of

this discussion, Mechanisms of Corrosion by Liquid Metals.

The simplest (and most fashionableS) way to describe the corrosion

process in a constant temperature hot region of a loop has been

with an equation like

(I) R = -- (D/8)(S ° -- S)

where

R = corrosion rate (g/cm2-sec.). The minus sign indicates

that this is a weight los_.__.ss,in the hot zone.

S° = equilibrium solubility of the loop wall material

in the liquid metal at the temperature under con-

sideration (g/cm3).

S = actual concentration of solute in solution (g/cm3).

D = diffusion coefficient of dissolved species in the

liquid (cm2/sec).

8 = boundary layer thickness (cm). In a turbuiently

flowing stream, moving at a high velocity v (cm/sec)

on the average, the fluid velocity adjacent to the wall

is taken to be zero. Moving into the stream a distance

6, the fluid has attained its mean velocity _.
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Applied to an extended isothermal region, this formulation leads

to an expression for the corrosion rate R(x) at any point x cm.

downstream from the beginning of the constant temperature zone.

(2) R(x) - (D/6)(S ° -- S e) exp (-- 2D/6a)(x/v)

All the symbols here have been defined except Se_ this is the con-

centration of the solute in the liquid (g/cm 3) at the entrance of

the region under examination.

Long usage and familiarity have caused many workers to forget

or ignore the fact that equa.tion (I) above is only an approximation,

and one of rather dubious physical significance at that. This is no

place to argue over the validity of the whole boundary layer concept

- most hydrodynamicists, if pressed, will immediately concede it to

be a useful model for some applications, but will be equa.lly quick

to acknowledge its approximate nature.

If, a.s has been assumed here, liquid phase diffusion of some

dissolved species determines the rate of corrosion, then an exact

expression can be written down for R, derived from Fick's first

In pla.ce of the approximation (I), the exactlaw of diffusion.

relation is

(3)
R = - D(_S/_y)y=0

Here y is the distance into the stream, measured from the wall, so

that the term (_S/_y)y=0 represents the concentration gradient at the

wall-fluid interface. Applying (3) rather than (i), the expression

for the local corrosion rate comes out very different in form

i

(4) R(x) - (DI_'x/v) _ (S ° -- S )
e
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Careful analysis suggests that the approximate technique results

above should be valid only for long residence times, i.e. high x/v

values. For the conditions observed in the SMT loops, on the other

hand (high velocities, short residence times), J. M. Mottley, who

was largely responsible for the theoretical analysis of this effect,

found that the exact relation (4) rather than the result of the

approximate treatment (2) gave substantially better agreement with

observation.

Obviously, this is an intriguing problem, with implications far

beyond those to which it can be immediately applied. The downstream

effect is mentioned here as an interesting example of a new dis-

covery in what was long considered a thoroughly explored and well-

understood field. The theorists as well as the experimentalists may

derive some encouragement from this case -- there is still a great

deal that they can do in liquid metal corrosion. It is to be hoped

that there will be an appreciation of the importance of the new

insights which this problem has given into the nature of liquid metal

corrosion phenomena, and that further encouragement and support for

this kind of study will continue to be available in the future.
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b. Physical Properties (Embrittlement} S

5ohn R. Weeks

Except for the embrittlement under stress of AISI 4130

when wetted with Li, no instances of liquid metal embrittlement

of useful containers by the alkali metals are known to me*.

All other changes in mechanical properties can be directly

attributed to mass transfer during the contact period: carburized

steels become harder and stronger, 0 and H pickup make Cb more

brittle, etc. However, there is still a remote possibility of

liquid metal embrittlement in some unknown system, especially

when high-strength age-hardening alloys are used under stress,

so the phenomenon should be briefly described here.

Embrittlement occurs in specific systems. These have no

intermetallic compounds and low solubility of the solid in the

liquid. Embrittlement is related to properties at the liquid-

solid interface. A high adsorption energy of the liquid on the

solid results in a low interfacial energy. The liquid atoms,

being strongly adsorbed on the solid atoms, reduce the inter-

facial surface energy, and therefore reduce the stress required

to separate atoms of the solid metal, as sketched in Figure 10-B-I.

Failure by liquid embrittlement may be intergranular at

*Embrittlement by alkali metals of A1 and Mg - base alloys has

been observed.
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twin boundaries, or trans-granular; in all cases external or inter-

nal stresses are required. The phenomenon is similar in many ways

to stress corrosion cracking by aqueous solutions.
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Figure 10B-1. - Schematic diagramof relations between solid
and liquid atoms at crack tip. The energy of attraction be-
tweenthe solid (small circles) and liquid (large circles)
atoms reduces the energy required to separate the solid
atoms. The presenceof liquid atoms at the crack tip is
therefore a requirement for crack propagation by this
mechanism.
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c. Radiation Effects

Leo F. Epstein

Since the important applications of liquid metals in recent years

have involved their use in and with nuclear reactors, it is not

surprising that a great deal of effort and thought has been devoted

to the question of the influence of radiation on the corrosion

characteristics of these materials. Although, theoretically, there

are cases where radiation acceleration of corrosion could readily be

imagined, as a matter of fact no such serious and detrimental

behavior associated with the radiation environment have been

observed.

If the corrosion process is controlled by the diffusion of a

dissolved species in a liquid metal, radiation would not be expected

to influence the process. First, because with monatomic fluids

(i.e. liquid metals) there are no compounds to be damaged by radia-

tion (this is in marked contrast to water systems, for example, where

the radiation-induced dissociation to form H 2 and 0 2 is one of the

basic facts of life which can never be ignored). Secondly, in

liquid systems there is enough disorder so that the effect of

radiation in bringing about structural damage is quite negligible.

This is in marked contrast to crystalline solids, whose properties

depend significantly on the existence of an orderly patterned array

of atoms or molecules. Here, even with a monatomic material, a

violent disruption of the lattice, producing a significant number

of displacements, defects, dislocations, etc., in the solid structure

can certainly affect many of its properties, including its solution
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behavior. Specifically, it is difficult to imagine how the diffusion

coefficient of a solute species in a liquid could be altered by a

radiation environment.

In solution-controlled rather than diffusion-controlled liquid

metal corrosion, on the other hand, radiation could and should be

expected to have an affect on the corrosion rate. This could come

about because the species participating in the rate-determining step

in the corrosion process may be polyatomic (e.g., the FeO-2 Na20 ,

which is believed to be responsible for the behavior of iron in Na)

and consequently vulnerable to attack by the energetic particles

present in the radiation field. It will be recalled, also, that

in some very important cases, the rate of corrosion is markedly

influenced by the presence of adherent films on the corroding sur-

faces. If these protective layers are exposed to the bombardment

of radioactive particles, they may spall off or slough off or suffer

cracks and flaws, all effects which should accelerate the corrosion

process.

Quantitative evaluation of these conceivable radiation damage

effects, however, indicates that for radioactive environments normally

encountered in power plant and space applications, or likely to be

encountered in the near future, radiation acceleration of corrosion

by liquid metals should be only a small effect, of quite negligible

importance. There is to date, so far as I am aware, no experimental

evidence for such radiation enhanced corrosion. People have looked

!
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for it in the sodium-coolednuclear submarineprogram_an attempt

wasmadeto detect differences in corrosion behavior in the West

Milton prototype and in the Sea Wolf, compared with the observations

on non-radioactive corrosion loops. These attempts failed - if any-

thing the large operating systems showed less rather than more corrosion

than the laboratory tests. (The decrease, rather than the looked-for

increase due to radiation, was attributed to the better control of

liquid metal purity possible with the larger system.) Also, in the

work with bismuth at Brookhaven, Gurinsky and his associates* built

and operated an in-pile corrosion test loop specifically "...to

determine the effect of in-pile irradiation on the corrosion of

various materials by a uranium-bismuth solution." This, it might

be noted, should show an effect on corrosion if anything does, for

the fission process takes place right in the corroding liquid.

Nevertheless the authors concluded that "Results indicate that

in-pile and out-of-pile experimental results are similar and that

fission fragment recoils did not contribute materially to either

wetting or corrosion under the conditions imposed in this test."

Similar conclusions have been reached in all other tests of this

point that I know of.

*Waide, C. H., Kukacka, L. E., Meyer, R. A., Milau, J., Klein, J. H., Chow, J. G . Y,

Klamut, C. J. and Gurinsky, D. H.: Uranium-Bismuth In-Pile Corrosion Test Loop.

Radiation Loop No. I. Report No. BNL 736(T-365), Brookhaven National

Laboratory (Upton, New York, May, 1961).
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In spite of this lack of confirmatory experimental data on

radiation enhanced liquid metal corrosion, it seems certain that

under sufficiently severe conditions, this will sooner or later be

seen in some kinds of systems. Solids where corrosion results in

films with weak adhesion characteristics (BeO on Be in Na is an

example which comes to mind) should be particularly vulnerable.

The effect should be greater at higher fluxes (nv - neutrons/cm2-sec.).

Also, it should depend on the neutron and fission product energy

spectrum -- the larger the fast (more energetic) component, the

greater the expected damage should be. It would not be surprising if

some minimum energy was required for this phenomenon, that is that

there was an energy threshold for this radiation process as there

seems to be for so many others. If these considerations (or perhaps

they are best called speculations) are correct, the fast liquid-metal

cooled reactors just now beginning to functien should be the first to

show radiation enhanced corrosion. Workers at Fermi, the EBR's,

Dounreay, Cadarache, Obninsk (BR-5), and elsewhere who are in the

vanguard of the effort on fast reactor systems should be urged to

be particularly watchful for any signs of this effect.
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ii. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Leo F. Epstein
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From the information presented and the subsequent discussion, the

following conclusions can be reached on the state of knowledge of the

mechanism of corrosion by liquid metals:

le So far as the basic phenomena of liquid metaT, corrosion are con-

cerned, the physical and chemical origins of the effects are

probably well understood.

e Quantitative predictions of corrosion rates, and extrapolation to

working systems, is presently possible in only a. very few cases.

Although the basic concepts and formulations required for this are

available, there is a lack of observational data required for the

equations° Information on equilibrium solubilities, diffusion

coefficients, and rate constants, for example, is available for

only a. limited number of liquid metal-solid pairs. Even in the

cases where such measurements have been attempted, some glaring

discrepancies and inconsistencies exist.

o While the gross phenomena of liquid metal corrosion appear to be

adequately described by relations which have been developed, many

details are still obscure. The nature of the downstream effect

(the change in local corrosion rate in a flowing stream in an

isothermal region) is one example. The transport of carbon in

liquid alkali metal systems is another phenomenon which is unclear.

o The lack of precise experimental and analytical data has in many

cases inhibited the progress of development of theories of liquid

metal corrosion. The poor reproducibility of corrosion observations

from one laboratory to another, and the lack of dependable techniques

for the analysis of oxygen and carbon in the alkali metals are

typical examples of this.

0 While sodium and bismuth have been extensively and intensively

studied, there are still many aspects of these liquid metals which

require clarification and further study. The situation with the

other alkali metals -- lithium, potassium, rubidium and cesium --

is even worse, and the information on the physical and chemical

behavior of these metals necessary for a meaningful analysis of the

mechanism of corrosion is only just beginning to be accumulated.

Similarly, while data on the behavior of iron base alloys in these

fluids is available, much more information on the interactions of

the refractory metals -- columbium, zirconium, tantalum, molybdenum,

tungsten, etc. -- which are of great interest in high temperature

applications, particularly for space systems, is urgently needed

for intelligent design.
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There is a widespread and growing interest in two phase liquid-

vapor, systems using the alkali metals. A great deal of experimental

work on these systems is still required before they can be adequately

understood. The problem of attaining reproducible steady-state

conditions in boiling metals is a severe one, and there is widespread

disagreement even among experts on the state of the art with these

systems.

As in previous periods of liquid metal history, the present revival

of interest in the use of these materials is characterized by a

concentration of effort on component fabrication ("hardware") and

empirical testing. The support being given to basic studies on the

behavior of these systems, which is most desirable, if not essential,

to the development of dependable equipment, is relatively minor° An

expansion of this program, to fill in the gaps noted above, and others,

would seem to be urgently required.
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SURFACE ENERGY PHENOMENA AND CORROSION

Robert J. Good
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As Theo 
For two substances, having the same type of cohesive forces

(e.g., two metallic phases) the free energy of adhesion, _F_2,

should be approximately the geometric mean of the free energies

c and AF_ :of cohesion of the separate phases, z_F 1

-AFa

The theoretical basis for this equation was given in Ref. 1. It

was shown (1) that if the intermolecular forces are of the same type,

and if the molecular radii are appreciably differentithat

_-  (vlv2)I/3 (2)
3 2

where the V's are the molar volumes of the two substances. Unless

the molar volumes are extremely different, the expression for _ p

equation 2, yields a value quite close to unity. (If the forces

are of unlike type, and the force laws are sufficiently well known,

then it is possible to compute _ from the physical properties --

dipole moments, polarizabilities, etc.,--that determine the force

laws. This was done with good success for organic liquids vs. water,
/%

as will be reported in a forthcoming paper_2)).
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Since _FI_ _ Y12 - _1 " _2' where Y is surface free energy*,

and AF_ _ -2 Tl' AF_ = -2 Y2' equation 1 may be put in the form

_12 = YI + Y2 - 2@ (s)

If _ - 1, then

(4)

!

["0

(Equation (4) betrs a striking resemblance to the Hildebrand-

Scatchard equation (55 for the energy of mixing, AE m, of two sub-

stances that form a regular solution:

i
_lvl + N2v2: Lt,VT'l) - t,v--7-/.I<_1_°_ (5)

where E v is the energy of vaporization, the V's are molar,volumes,

the N's are mole fractions, and _1 and _2

* We will discuss only the surface free energy, y , usually referring

to it am the "surface energy". The total surface energy, e , and

the surface entropy, _ , are related to Y by

Y = _ - T_

The total surface energy can be treated by the same theoretical

methods, resulting in equations resembling those given here.

However, the theory should, in principle, be less accurate in

predicting o's than _'s (cf. ref. 3); and also the necessary

data to determine o's are less often available. The relationship

between surface free energy and surface tension (which are dimension-

ally the same) is discussed by McLean (4) and by Yates (5).
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are the volume fractions in the mixture. The resemblance between

(4) and _5) is no coincidence, for the derivation of the inter-

facial energy theory is closely related to the derivation of the

Hildebrand-Scatchard solubility theory).

C_

!

For substances that have appreciable mutual solubility, it

was shown (6) that r I and r 2, in equation (3), should be replaced

by the terms gl and g2' defined as follows*;

gl = T1 - N2 Ay

: r2 - ar (6)

AT : Y1 - T2 > 0

Thus,

YI2 = gl + g2 - 2¢' (7)

or

r12 = r I + Y2 + (NI - N2)ar - 2¢'_/(_i - N2 AY)(Y2 + N1 Ay) (8)

Here N 1 is the concentration of substances 1 in phase 2 at saturation,

and N 2 is that of substance 2 in phase 1. _T is given by

 (vlv )i/3

*gl and g2 are the concentration-weighted average surface tensions of

the two phases, and correspond to the hypothetical surface tensions

of the solutions, that would obtain if there were no adsorption. They

are used, rather than the actual surface tensions of the solutions,

because the latter in general represent surfaces containing an adsorbed

film (surface excess) of one component at the liquid-gas interface.

Adsorption at a liquid-gas interface clearly has little bearing on

the adsorption at a liquid-solid or _-_ interface.
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V I -= V I - N 2 AV

V' =V 2 +NIA v2

av : vI _ >o

Be

If N 1 and N 2 are small, then equation 7 or 8 reduce to equation 5.

For practical purposes, "small" N 1 and N 2 usually means less than

about 2 to 5 mole %.

Tests of theory, not involving solid metals.

Equations I and 2 have been tested successfully _I) for fluore-
F k

carbons vs. hydrocarbons. Their general application to liquid-

solid interfaces have been developed for the interpretation of

heat immersion iT)"_ and contact angle _8)"_ data, for solids such as

Teflon (7'8), graphite (7), and adsorbed filus (8) such as octadecylamine,

perfluorolauric acid, etc.

For metallic systems, data obtained in this laboratory (2'9)

are in accord with this theory, for gallium vs. mercury; and

Russian data (10) show fair agreement for the Pb-Zn system.

!

_0
Do

System Temperature

Hg-Ga 50 e

Pb-Zn 420

TABLE I

Expt. (calcul.) expt. (caleul.) Method

59.7 0.997 0.989 50 Drop

Weight

128 0.985 0.928 65 Frozen

Sessile

Drop*

* The method used by Gold and Chuehmarev (10) is open to challenge because

of (a) their use of an approximate equation to treat their data, and

(b) possible distortions of drop shape or freezing. The application

of the theory, eq. 1 etc., te Pb vs. Zn is open to challenge, because

the failure of this system to obey the predictions of solubility based

on Hildebrand's (5) theory is, to date, an unexplained anomaly.
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While these data constitute a very far from sufficient proof

of the interfacial tension theory, for metals, still they are en-

couraging enough that an application of this theory to liquid-solid

metallic systems may be essayed.

C. Applications

Two applications of this treatment can be made to corrosion

phenomenon. The first is to stress-corrosion cracking; the second

is to the prediction of grain boundary penetration in corrosion by

solution mechanisms.

(1) Stress corrosion cracking.

The cracking of a metal, under stress, in a corrosive

environment such as a liquid metal, can be studied quantitatively

by the 0briemov-Gilman method _11), and by the effect of grain

size on fracture stress L12'15'14)__. In the former method, the

TO tension machine

F Crystal

ivot bearings

FIGURE 1

the crack to increase by unit area is then a measure of the

surface energy of the cleavage plane. In the second method, a

theory due to Petch and Stroh _12'13'14j predicts a relation

between the applied tensile stress at failure, _m ' the surface

free energy, Y , the shear modulus, G, Poisson*s ratio, v , and

the average grain diameter, d:

energy of fracture is measured

by first initiating a crack,

in the desired crystallographic

direction, with the crystal

clamped so that cleavage

does not propagate through

the crystal. The sample is

then placed in a tensile

machine, as shown in Figure 1,

and pulled until the crack

propagation starts. The

energy necessary to cause

(10)
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A comparison was made by Stroh (14) of the slope of the line

obtained, when _m is plotted vs. d _ vs. the theoretical

slope, for several metals, with agreement in the range of

10 to 40_. This method has been used by Rostoker et al (15)

to estimate the interfacial energies in certain solid metal/liquid

metal systems.

In addition, the Cottrell-Petch condition "16'17"(_ for

ductile-to-brittle transitions employs the surface free energy

of the solid as a parameter; and results for the Cu-liquid Bi

s y |tom were reported by Rostoker, et al _15) using this method.

I \

!
_O

DO

Table II shows the liquid-solid interfacial tensions cal-

culated by equation 5, (or in the Cu-Bi case, where solubility

is appreciable, equation 7) compared with the experimental

values obtained by the three methods. Also included are the

calculated interfacial tensions for Fe vs. molten Na, K and Cso
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(2) Discussion of stress corrosion cracking.

The qualitative agreement between values of Ys_calculated

by equation 5 and the experimental values is quite notable.

The behavior of the series of alkali metals on iron is now

explainable, as due to the fact that lithium has a high enough

cohesive energy density (and hence surface tension) that the

liquid-solid interfacial tension vs. iron is relatively low.

Hence the energy required to form a crack is relatively small.

But Na, K and Cs have much lower liquid surface tensions than

does Li; hence the predicted _s_ is higher than that of the

Li-Fe interface, and the energy of crack formation is also

higher. Apparently the critical interfacia] tension for stress

corrosion cracking of iron is between 500 and 850 ergs/cm 2.

!

The calculated value of Ys_ cannot be used alone, for the

prediction of stress corrosion cracking (in particular, it

cannot as yet be so used for alloys) because the deformation

behavior of the solid metal must be taken into account, and

also the occurrence of intermetallic compounds. But at this

stage, it is evident that the theory presented above yields a

qualitative explanation of the surface energy aspect of stress

corrosion cracking; and it gives a good explanation of the trend

in stress corrosion cracking in a series such as the alkali

metals on steel. Thus for a given series of liquid metals, all

having surface tension lower than that of a given solid metal,

the embrittling power of the liquid metal will increase with

increasing surface tension.

(5) Grain boundary grooving and penetration.

When a metal surface which is intersected by a grain

boundary is heated at a temperature within a few hundred degrees

of the melting point, surface diffusion (or some other transport

mechanism) enables the surface to attain its equilibrium shape.
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The contour then exhibits a groove at the grain boundary, shown

schematically in Figure 2*. (Thermal grooving is reviewed

extensively by Gjostein and by others, in Ref. 28).

VAPOR OF METAL

GRAIN----_

BOUNDARY
FIG. 2

The angle _ is determined by the equilibrium of the three

surface tensions, indicated in fig. 2, and by Smith's

equation (29)

er

c_ Yss
cos -- = --

2 2Tsv

(ll)

c_ Tss

cos _ = 2_.s

When a similar metal surface exposed to a liquid metal is

heated, a similar grooving phenomenon may occur, except that

the groove angle is in general more acute, and may be zero.

(ln practice, the grooves may be somewhat obscured by surface

faceting effects, which are ignored here). See figures 3 and 4.

* The fine-structure of a thermal groove, which may include a slight

hump on one side, is ignored in Figures 2 and 3. See ref. 28°
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GRAIN -/

BOUNDARY FIG 3

///,/_// / "/ /_

GRAIN -J
BOU N DARY FIG. 4 /

I

L"5

t..O
L',3

In the case illustrated in fig. 3, [TSSI'_" < 2 [_SZl

and_ > O; the groove angle is _able, In the case illustrated

fig. 4 l_ssl > _ l_szl , and the groove angle is zero.in

Hence no stable location for the triple-interface-line exists,

and the liquid penetrates the grain boundary without limit,

destroying the adhesion between the grains. The behavior is

as if the grain boundary tension had "pulled" the two liquid-

solid interfaces *'down" in between the two grains. The actual

mechanism of the grain boundary penetration, of course, ie the

transport of solid metal from the region of the grain boundary

to some other part of the system, e.g., into zolution, or if

the liquid is saturated, redeposition on zome other crystal

faces°
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The two types of behavior just indicated in figs. 3 and 4

are actually observed in the Cu-Pb and Cu-Bi systems respectively.

At 900 ° , molten lead does not embrittle copper, but molten

bismuth (even bismuth saturated with copper) rapidly destroys

the mechanical strength of copper. Figures 5a and b are drawn

from photomicrographs of C. S. Smith (29) showing that for

Cu + Pb, a stable groove angle is formed, about 600; but for

0_

I

FIG. 5

Cu + Bi, the groove angle is zero, and grain boundary corrosion

occurs.

The behavior of these two systems can be explained

quantitatively by means of equations 6 to 8 and equation 11o

Table III shows the comparison of theory with experiment. The

grain boundary tension is taken _ be 550 ergs/cm 2 (30).
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System

Cu-Pb

Cu-Bi

Temper-

ature,°C

900 °

900*

TABLE III

GRAIN BOUNDARY CORROSION OF Cu BY Pb AND BY Bi

rsv Yss _s

Dihedral Solubility Extrapo-

Angle of Cu, mole _* lated) 2 Calcul. 2 Exper. 2
ergs/cm ergs/cm 2 ergs/cm ergs/cm

500 21 1740 550 990 305

0 74 1740 550 I00 275

For the Cu-Pb system, the agreement is well within the

experimental error. For Cu vs. Bi the dihedral angle data lead

to the conclusion that YsZ is less than 275, but give no further

information; the calculatedTs_ of 100 is in full agreement with

this experimental result.

(4) Discussion and speculations regarding liquid metal corrosion.

For systems such as alkali metals on refractory metals, it

is reasonable to expect that equation 5, together with equation

11, should lead to a goed accuracy of prediction of mode of

grain boundary attack. (Since solubility is very small, there

is no need to employ equation 8). The theory is in accord with

the observed lack of grain boundary penetration of the pgre re-

fractory metals by the alkali metals. The depth of grain boundary

grooving should decrease with increasing atomic weight of the

alkali metal.

I

The theory as presented applies only to two-component

systems. The effect of a third component, such as oxygen, on

grain boundary attack would depend on the adsorption. (This

discussion is not concerned with the rate and mechanism of
t

dissolution of the solid metal, which may involve oxygen com-

plexes, nor with the effect of third components on the equilibrium

solubility of the solid metal. It is recognized of course that

such rate, mechanism and solubility effects may very often be

the dominant influences in the corrosion behavior).

* Solubility data from references 51, 52, 55.
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There are three loci where the adsorption of oxygen (or

nitrogen, carbon or hydrogen) may influence corrosion behavior.

These are: the liquid-vapor interface, the liquid-solid-vapor

interfacial line, and the liquid-solid interface. Oxygen is

known to lower the surface tension of liquid alkali metals (34)

By the Gibbs equation, we know that this means adsorption of

oxygen. (Much less is known about the surface behavior of C,

N and H in liquid alkali metals). The adsorption of oxygen

at the liquid-vapor surface means a concentration of oxygen

at the liquid-vapor-solid interfacial line. Hence enhanced

corrosion at that line, over the corrosion underneath the liquid

surface, is to be expected.

The adsorption of oxygen (or N, H or C) at the liquid-

solid interface is at present a completely unexplored field.

It must be emphasized that the adsorption at the liquid-gas

interface does not lead to any prediction of adsorption at the

liquid-solid metal interface _. On the basis of chemical affinities,

no very great adsorption (either positive or negative) would

be predicted. In the very different case of an alkali metal on

a metal oxide, or on glass, chemical considerations lead to the

confident prediction of strong oxygen (or metal oxide) adsorption.

The wetting behavior of liquid potassium on stainless steel or

glass is in accord with these prediction.

See also ref. 35, on the modification of the Gibbs equation that

must be used for a 5-component system.
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Finally, it must be pointed out that caution must be used

in applying this theory to the corrosion of alloys. No general-

izations can be made, as yet, but it is evident that marked

differences in the solubility of the components of an alloy in

a corroding liquid metal could overwhelm interface and grain

boundary energy effects. Cfe Harrison and Wagner, ref. 36.

Besides, the presence of precipitates at grain boundaries may

so drastically modify grain boundary energies as to render

predictions of the type described above quite difficult.
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II. COMPATIBILITY TESTS WITH ALKALI METALS

David Gurinsky, Chairman

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton (L. I. ), New York

The time allotted for this session permitted only

a limited discussion of current compatibility test

results, under the headings of (1) test type ([. e. ,

capsule or loop) and (2) fluid. However, detailed

questionnaires (designed by C.A. Barrett, NASA

Lewis) completed by those participating in this

session are presented herein. The purpose of

the questionnaires was to ensure completeness

and uniformity in reporting of corrosion test in-

formation.
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A. CAPSULE TESTS



MSA RESEARCH CORPORATION

Callery, Pennsylvania

Liquid Metal Corrosion Capsule Questionnaire

oa
o_

oa
!

i. Purpose of Test and Sponsor - Evaluate mechanisms of attack

of structural metals by liquid and vapor cesium, AF

(ASD) sponsored.

2. Flui_i - cesium.

3. Type - All liquid to date. Dissimilar metal and "solubility"

capsules. Future tests to include boiling-reflux capsules.

4. Alloys - Cb-I Zr recrystallized rod
_o-i/2 Ti recrystallized rod

[_aynes-25 annealed tubing

After machining, cai>sule components are lightly abraided

and degreased with acetone.

5. Test Specimens - Dissimilar metal couples that have been studied
to date are:

Haynes-25 vs Cb-i Zr (tab)

I,io-I/2 Ti vs Zr (tab)

Cb-I Zr vs ._o-I/2 Ti (tab)

Solubility capsules of haynes-25, He-I/2 Ti and Cb-i Zr have

been fabricated with an inverted sampling crucible of either

high purity alumina or refractory alloy. Solubility capsules

are inverted at temperature.

6. Dimensions of Capsule - 3/4 in. O.D. x 1/2-5/8 in. I.D. x 4 in.

long. Approximately i0 grams of cesium covering tabs that

are .,Jl zn. x 1/2 in. x 1/8 in. thick. Solubility capsules
include an inverted crucible.

7. Controlled Variables Studied - Time, oxygen and carbon content of
cesium.

8. Purity of Alkali _ietal The cesium was hot-trapped with zirconium

turnings at 1400°F for at least 15 hours. Negative oxygen

values were obtained by the amalgamation and butyl bromide

techniques. A modified al,ialgamatien method resulted in higher

oxygen levels. Evaluation of freezing poifft depression of

cesium by oxygen has indicated a reliable and precise method

for oxygen in cesium.

Carbon is analyzed by dissolution in water, acidification,

boiling to dryness an_ dry oxidation of the salt witl, 02
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at _._I400°F. ]'he CO2 produced is analyzed by infra-red.

9. Lethe@ of Loading and Sealing Capsules - Capsules are charged
witi] cesium in argon filled vacuum dry-box, and are TIG-welded
shut.

10. Test linvirom;zent - Haynes-25 capsules are heated in air, refractor),
capsules in vacuo (4 10-4 mm Itg). Getter turnings and
foil are included in the furnace hot-zone.

11. Fluid Flow Rate - Negligible - both tr, e dissimilar metal and
solubility capsules have been maintainea isothermaI (+2°F).

12. Flow Stability - not applicable.

13. _,;ethod of lJeating and Control - ;qanually controlled continuous
electrical power input to SiC element furnace with overnight
variation less than + 10°F. Temperatures are measured with
L&N, K-3 potentiomet_r.

I4. Ir_strun_entation Capsule exposures are relatively uninstrumented.
Argon cover gas anaIysis (for dry-box) includes _,!inoxo
indicater for oxygen (sensivity = 0.5 pi_m).

15. Post-Test Procecture - Sectioning of capsules in a dry-box under
argon.

16. t!etliod of iqeasuring Corrosion Includes metallography, x-ray
diffraction, weight change, g.i;. microprobe analysis,
_,icrohardness, analysis of refractory components for oxygen,
carbon an_ nitrogen.

17. keproducibility - Too few capsules are run under identical con-
ditions to permit ar r_de:cu_tc _:escriktion of rei;roducibility.

18. Nun_ber of l-_rer,,ature Failures aue _c, Causes Other than Corrosion -

harly in the _rogran,, four c,i, sules failures resulting from
cracked welds 3 Cb-i Zr ant i ,io -I/2 Ti capsule. Two
;b-i Zr solubility capsules have plastically failed in the
region of the sal;ti_fingcrucible.

19. i,:anpewer - Level of effort - 1-1/2 technical men + 1 technician.

20. Suni:i;ary of Results -

Dissin_,ilar _etal Tests - The transfer of oxygen, carbon and
nitrogen between t_4o compone_:ts of a dissimilar metal
capsule is being evaluated as a function of ti_'e. Consider-
able isotherr-ml J:._ass transfer iv all couples has been indi-
cated by microprobe analysis.

I
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Solubilit) r Tests - Necessary variations in technique have

not permitted quantitative solubility relationships to be
derived at this writing. Low solubility values (_i0 _I_

at 2500°F) and possible interaction of "catch" crucible

with the charge have been responsible for the variations.

O_

I
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ROCKETDYNE

DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Capsule Questionnaire

O3
O_

03
!

I@ Purpose of Test and Sponsor: The purpose of this investigation was to

define and develop a better understanding of the modes of attack of various

structural metals by as-received cesium under both static and refltuxing

conditions. This proooT__mwas sponsored by the Aeronantical Systems Division

under USAF Contract No. AF 33(616)-8._35.

2o Fluid: Cesium (as-received)

3. Type: Two-phase static and refluxing capsule tests.

Alloys or Materials: The metals investigated were Inconel-X, 310 stainless

steel, zirconium, hafnium, columbium, columbium + 1 percent zirconium,

molybdenum, tantalum, and tungsten.

Inconel-X _as purchased in the hot-rolled condition, 310 stainless steel

in the anmealed condition 9 and the remaining metals in the recrystallized

condition. The recrystallizaticn heat treatments are given in Table I.

TABLE I

R_CRYSTAIJf_ATION }IF_%TTREAT}-_NTS

FOR CAPSUT_Z _TE_L%LS*

Metal TLme, hours Temperature, F

Zirconium

Hafnium

Columbi_

Col1_nbium-1 percent Zirconium

Molybdenum

Tantalum

Tungsten

1

1

1

1

IA

1750

22O0

2200

2100

2200

3100

*Performed by _appliers.
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(cont.) The hafnium, colttmbium, and tantal_ were electron-beam melted,

sad the zirconiun, molybdenum, and tungsten were vacuum-arc cast. The

columbium-1 percent zirconium alloy was vacuum-arc cast starting with

electron-beam melted columbium. All capsule materials were purchased as

1/2- and 1-inch diameter bars.

Conventional methods were used in machining the capsules of all materials

_xcept tungsten. The tungsten capsules were produced by the Elox method.

After machining, the capsules were cleaned, first with acetone and then

_th alcohol.

!

DO

_O
DO

The Inconel-X capsules were given the follo_dng heat treatment in aro_on:

21OO F for 4 hours followed by a flowing argon quench to room temperature,

plus 1550 F for 24 hours, followed by a flowing argon quench to room tem-

perature, plus 1300 F for 20 hours, follc_ed by furnace cooling in argon.

All capsules were degassed by heat treatJmg in a vacuum of 10-_ torr or

less for the times and temperatures given in Table II.

TABLE II

CAPSULE D_I_SSING _AT T_ATF_TS, H_T TREATED IN
VACUA OF 1 X 10 -_ TO 3 X lO -U TORR

Metal

Inconel-X

Zirconium

310 Stainless Steel
Hafnium

Columbium

i Columbium-l% Zirconium
Tantalum

Molybdenum

Tungs ten

Static Capsules

Time, Temperature#
hours F

l-l/3 1490
l-l/3 149o

1 !979 - 1700

1 1975 - 1700

l 2z5o
1 2150

l 2150
1 i 2150
1 2150

Boiling-Refluxing Capsules

Tine, ''_ Temperature,
hollrs F

2200
2200
2200
2200

2200

1

1

1

1

1
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(cont.) As can be seen, the dezassing heat treatments were carried out at

essentially the same times and temperatures as had been used for the recrys-

tallization heat treahuents. Thus, the degassing heat treatments also

served to eliminate the s_irface cold wo_ produced by machining. The Elox

process used on tungsten does not produce cold work.

5. Test Specimens: The containers were the test specimens.

. Dimensions and Sketch of Capsule: The capsules for the static tests were

2 inches long with an outside diameter of 1/2 inch and _n inside diameter

of 1/4 inch. The capsules for the boiling-refl_ing tests were 6 inches

long with an inside diameter of 1 inch and an inside diameter of 1/2 inch.

The capsules were closed at one end by welding in a cap, in which a 0.030-

inch hole had been drilled at a 30-degree angle.

A sketch of the capsules for all materials other than tungsten is shown in

Figure 1. The only difference for tungsten was that the lip was not

machined into the caps.

e Controlled Variables Studied: Time, temperature, variation between static

and refl_Dd_ug conditions, and fluid phase environment (i.e., pure vapor,

pure melt, or the two phase exposure) were the controlled variables. The

static tests were for lO00 hours at 1600 F. The refluxing tests target

conditions were 1800 F for 1000 hours and 2500 F for lOO0 hours if possible.

The 2500 F tests _re discontinued after 54-1/2 hours when the next to the

last of the molybdenum capsules corroded through.
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B@ Purity of Alkali Metal: The purity specifications to which the cesium was

bought are given in Table III along with the analyses. No purification

method was used as the purpose of the test was to shldy corrosion modes

with as-received cesium. The oxygen content was analyzed independently by

two laboratories by the mercur5 r amalgamation method. The data obtained by

this method of oxygen analysis are of relative value only and probably do

not represent t/le actual oxygen content. Refractor}- metal determinations

in cesium were made on converted chloride or sulfate of the cesium

utilizing colorimetric and emission spectrographic methods.

I

co

_o
co

TABLE III

SPECIFICATION _-hD ANALYSIS OF AS-RECE_ CESIUM

Specification Aaalysis,

Impuri_j _un Content, ppm ppm

!

Lithium

Sodium

Potassium

Rubidium

Oxygen

Calcium

Silica

Iron

Aluminum

50

lO0

5oo

2000

500

100

50

10

lO

..39

69

192

626

9*

*All oxygen considered present as Cs20. _ss spectrc_aeter tests

proved other oxides are actually present. However, the value

can be used for comparison purposes. The reported result is the

average of three tests carried out independently in two labora-
tories.

a_o t determined.
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9. -_4ethodof Loading & Sealing Capsules:

capsule bodies (see Fig. I).

The caps were TIG welded into the

In a purified argon filled glove box, cesiumwas loaded into the capsules

through the O.030-inch holes, using a plastic syringe fitted with a

stainless steel capillary.

Ca
O_

!

The fill holes of the static capsules were closed in the glove box by TIG

welding.

The fill holes of the refluxing capsules were closed by electron-beam

weldinz. For transfer from the glove box to the electron-beamwelder, each

capsule was placed in an airtight fitting so that purified argon was main-

tained over the cesium during transfer. This fitting was then opened in

the electron-beau welder.

lO. Test Environment: Both the static and refluxing capsule tests were run in

vacuum at presm_res of 3 X lO -6 torr or lower.

Pressures were determined by ionization gages (Consolidated Vacuum Corp.).

ll. F_lidFlowRate: Refluxing conditions were originally assumed to be pre-

do_minating in the reflux tests and calculations were made before running

the refluxing tests on vapor velocity at pool surface (Vv) , velocity of

condensate returning to pool (Vc) and the seconds per inventory change (t).

For the 2500 F tests, these values were roughly as follows:

Vv 2500 = 0.6 ft/sec

Mean Vv 2500 = 0.5 ft/sec

t2500 = 6.5 seconds/invento_j change
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-I.

12.

13.

(cont.) The lower furnace setting and the higher latent heat of vaporiza-

tion for cesium in the 1800 F tests re_alted in a calculated approximate

tlS00/t2500 of 1._.

Examination of the capsule interiors after test and observations during

tests indicated that splashing of liquid cesium predomiuated over refl_(-

ing conditions in the actual tests.

Flow Stability: The flow was not ver_j stable. Constant monitoring of

capsule base temperatures revealed sudden steady temperature rises occur-

rin_, followed by audible clicks and abrupt lowering of the capsule base

temperature. The temperature rise is attrd_Ited to formation of a bubble

between the capsule base and the molten pool. The noise is attributed to

the _abble burstinz after dislodging from the capsule base snd rising to

the top of the pool. The abrupt lowering of the temperatare was due to

quenching of the hot capsule base by the pool coming into contact with the

capsule metal again.

Method of Heating and Control: For the static tests, the capsules were

placed in an Inconel tube vacuum chamber which was heated with a clam-shell-

type furnace. The furnace had a heating zone 18 inches long. The capsules

were held in a stainless steel f_xture in three rows and all capsules fit

within the central lO inches of the heating zone. A number of radiation

shields were placed at each end of the rows of capsules. Chromel-al_Lmel

thermocouples were used for capsule temperature read-out and control. The

temperature recorder indicated a temperature of 1600F + 5 over the lO00

hour run at the center of the group of capsules. The temperature gradient

I
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13. (cont.) from one end of the rows of capsules to the other was not measured

but is estimated to have been about 20 F.

The refluxing capsule tests were conducted in a furnace designed for this

program. It is of the cold wall tank type. Thirteen cylindrical tantalum

heating elements, each with molybdenum radiation skields, are arranged on

a 12-1/2-inch reference circle. The heating elements are connected in

series. The capsules are supported in the heating elements on pedestals.

Approximately the lower 1 inch of each capsule is in the heating zone. The

capsule support is vertically adjustable over a total distance of about

1 inch.

A cold-wall heat barrier separates the lower (heating) portion of the

run, ace tank from the upper (cooling) portion. A cooling cell, each with

its o_n water ±ulet and outlet, is provided for each capsule.

A tantal_m_-sheatb_d platinum-6 percent rhodium/platinum-30 percent rhodium

thermocouple is brought up through each capsule support snd fits into a

small ca_lty drilled in the bottom of the capsule. A tungsten/tungsten-26

percent rheni_uu control thermocouple extended in through the side of the

furnace to within about 1/8 inch of one of the heating elements.

Although individual capsule temperatures could be controlled over 200 to

300 degree ranges by changing the capsule positions within heating elements,

it was not possible to maintain all of the capsules at the same temperature.

The temperature measured at the bottom of the capsules during the 1800 F

refluxing run are shown in Table IV. The temperature ranges indicated for
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13. (cont.) so_e capsules represent short-term temperature cycles believed

d_e to nonnucleate boiling of the cesium. It is believed that the top

of each capsule was about 50 F cooler thsn the bottom.

Premature failures during the 2500 F refluxing run, which are discussed

below, make difficult an estimation of temperature gradients and stability

for that run.

TABLE IV

CkPSULE TEMPF2A__J_$ _JRING 1800 F BOILING-P_D__-LI*]Z_GR_JN

Tungsten

No. 3
No. 2

Tantalum

No. 4
No.

Molybdenum

No. 6

No. 5
No. 2

Cols_mbium

No. 3
No. 5
No. 6

Columbium-l% Zirconium

No. 3

No. 4
No. i

Temperatt_re _ F

1820

1820

1698 to 1755

1718

1825 to 1762
18OO

1728

1875 to 188o
1725 to 1786

17o5

1635 to 1650
1630 to 1700

1750 to 1820

14. Instrumentation: The instramentation on the static tests included c_hromel-

alumel thermocouples, ion gages, and a controller recorder which con%rolled

to + 5 F. Temperature sensing devices also served to actmate liquid nitrogen
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lb. (cont.) valves serving the cold traps. T_hreethermocoupleswere inserted

along the furnace.

The refl1_xing caps_!e tests utilized platinu_-6 percent rhodium/platinum-

30 percent rhodium thermocouples(see item 18) for recording temperatures

and a tungsten/tungsten-rhenilun thermocouplefor controS1ing* the tempera-

ture. Thermocouplesin each capsule basewere monitored separately.

Tb__irteenthermometerswere used to measurethe temperatures of the water

com/_ngfrom the cooling coils arot,ndeach of the 13 capsules and one upstream

thermometerindicated the original water temperature. Thewater from each

cooling coil was ejected through individual fountains into a basin in a

msnnerthat allowed measurementof the flow. Thus by measuring the AT

and _rater flow, the heat taken out from the top portion of each capsule

_as _dividually monitored.

$_fhespecial Rocketdynereflllx capsule furnsce utilizes a saturable core
reactor device in its controlling mechanist to mi_ui_dzetemperature
excursions and _uctuations. The parts and description of the controller
are given below:

(a)l_eelco Model 8000-2517-XX _IC Potentiometer Strip Chart

Recorder-Controller; ll" calibrated scale; dual range, a

manual switch operated; #1 Range: 0 to 3000 F. Calibrated

for platinum-platinum 13%. #2 P_nge: 2500-h500 F. Cali-

brated for tungsten-tungsten 26% rhenium; measuring accuracy

1/h of 1% of scale span, chart speed l, 2 and |_inches per

hour; Zener diode constant voltage standardization; _,_C

current controller witb three function control; proportional

band, automatic reset, and rate action; ll5 volt, 60 cycle,

one phase.

(b) Fidelity Saturable Core Reactor, Model FE6-7, _0 volt, one

phase 60 cycle input, 396 volt, one phase, 60 cycle output,

40 KVA; current li_it device provided.

(c) Stepdo_nu Transformer, 396 volt, one phase, 60 cycle, 30 KVA

outvat.
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15.

16.

17.

18.

Post-Test Procedure: After the test runs were completed, the capsules

were quenched. They were then photographed, a section was thinned down. on

a lathe, and the capsules were then opened _th a tube cutter and the

contents, which up to this time had been kept cold_ were _ismzed up to

about 85 F and transferred by means of a hypodermic needle to glass vials.

The neck of each glass _al was attached to a vacuum line ir_side the glove

box and radiant heating was applied around the vial neck until closure

occurred. The sealed glass visls and the empty capsules were then removed

from the glove box. The capsules were measured for I.D. changes and then

longitudinally sectioned and photographed. Sections from the vapor zone,

melt zone and interface zones were removed and prepared for metallurgical

exsr_inations. A thin layer of alloy (0.040 in.) was machined away from

the I.D. of other sections and these layers were subjected to chemical

aualyses.

Nethod of Measuring Corrosion and Material Change: The methods of measur-

ing corrosion and material change included metallographic _2_nination,

microhardness surveys, ch&nges in capsule specimen I.D., visual inspection,

and chemical analysis. The metallographic exs_nation served as the main

diagnostic tool.

Reproducibility of Results: The reproducibility of results can be seen

in the similarity in photonicrographs between duplicate and triplicate

specim2ns exposed to nearly identical conditions.

Number of Premature Failures Due to Causes Other than Corrosion: Failures

due to causes other ths_u corrosion did occur. All the vacuum-arc cast

!
CO

_O
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18. (cont.) t_mgsten "pressure vessel" capmlles cranked through the welds as

did a fe_ of the va_#.tuu-arecs.st mo]ybdenlt_cap_:]es. In the static tests_

nitrogen coc].in:gof ccld traps occasiona!.]_r gave trouble whenvalves would

freeze and.col0. traps w_Id heat up. The most tro_bleso_e failures were

the E_,_decay of the platinum-6 percent rhoditn_.,platinlnn-30 percent rhodi_[n

tempera_Ire recording thermocoup].esdur__ngthe refl_t_xing tests.

The cesium relensed into the ftJrz_acecavities by failure of someof the

capsules causedconsidersble trouble. The p]a%im_mcollectors of the

vacuuatmeasuringdevices (ion gages)on the static tests were %nisibly

attacked by the cesi_q vapor to the e3[tent that these ion gages had life-

times of approximately two days. The reflux tests avoided this problem by

trapping cesium vapor, but no other vapors, prior to admission into the

ion gage. The temporary high transient cesi,&m pressures caused drastic

sputtering and arcing of tantalum he_ting elements within the furnace cavity

in the refluzing tests. The arcing and sputtering resulted in destruction

of these heating elements which caused shutdo_m for element replacement or

re_ntring to allow for omission of d_ajed elements in the series heating

circuit.

19. 14anp_;er Involved: No significant hardware design time.

2/3 man year for Engineer in preparation and operation.

2/3 man year for Teclmician in preparation and operation.

1/3 man year for E_.gineer i_u analyses

1/3 man year for Technician in sm.alyses

1/3 man year for Shop ti_.e
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20. Summaryof Results to Date: All the results indicated below obviously

apply only to the unpurified cesi_nnused in this program. Thefoll_ng

materials appear adequatefor structural applications in stagnant cesium

liquid or vapor at 1600F.

310 Stainless Steel

Inconel-X

Hafnium

Columbium

Columbium-1Percent Zirconi1_ Alloy

Molybdenum

Tantalum

Tungsten

Zirconium is not adequatefor structural applications at 1600F becausea

phasechangeoccurs near that temperature. Almost no zirconium was found

in the cesiumfrom these capsules.

Col_umbiun,columbium-I percent zirconium alloy, molybdenum,and tantalum

donot appesmcorrosion resistant to boiling, splashing, and refluxing

cesiumat 1800F. Molybdenumis the least compatible. Columbium-1percent

zirconium alloy suffers grain boundaryattack, associated with preferential

leaching of zirconium from this alloy at 1800 F.

Columbium-1 percent zirconium alloy was the best materisl tested in boiling,

splashing, and refluxing cesi_un at 2500 F. The grain boundary attack

noticed in the 1800 F tests did not appear at 2500 F. Mo]ybdemm dissolves
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20. (cont.) rapid/y in boiling cesi_unat 2500F. The dissolution of mol_odenum

into cesiummelt, under these conditions, leaves the molybdemza_th a mirror

smoothstufface finish.

Thesecompatibility conclusions do not apply to stress corrosicn phenomenon

which were not studied.

Interstitials enter into the compatibi/ity problem. Both 310 and Inconel-X

are decarburized by cesiumof the pui_tyused in these tests. O_gen con-

tent maybe one of the most important variables Ln compatibility studies.

Themodeof corrosion included intergranular attack and general dissolution.

No prediction can be madeas to whichmodewould be operative as a function

of chemical composition of the material used. Themodeof attack can change

under different exposure conditions.

Fluxing of oxides maycontribute to dissolution. The columbium-1percent

zircorfi1,J_alloy, with coherent precipitate particles of ZrO, preferentially

loses zirconium to cesium. A possible reaction to explain this is

2 Cs20+ ZrO--_ Cs20.ZrO2 + Cs

Oxygencarr_ng compotmds,other than Cs20, occur in molten cesium, hence

all analyticsl methods, other than vacutm_fusion, massspectrometryj or

neutron activation, can give only relative results.

Pertinent photomicrographsand figures are shownbelow (Figs. 2 to h).
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STATICTESTCAPSULE REFLUXINGTEST CAPSULE

Figure 1. - Capsule design for materials other than tungsten.
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(a) Magnification, 100X. I 
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(b) Magnification, 500X. 

Figure 2. - Columbium capsule from 1800 F reflux test run. Surface shown exposed to 1800 F condensing 
cesium vapor for 720 hours. The scooped-out appearance of the surface is difficult to explain. One 
possible hypothesis would be that an intergranular precipitate was attacked by cesium fluids. The higher 
magnification photomicrograph may be showing this Phenomenon in its initial stages. Etchant: 30 iacticl 
ZHNO3IlOHF. 
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(a) 1800 F for 720 hours. 

_ -  

(b) BOO F for d hours. 

Figure 3. - Columbium-1% zirconium capsules exposed to boiling cesium melt. Note intergranular 
2 

nature of attack at 1800 F as compared to braod attack at 2500 F. 
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Figure 4. - Section through molybdenum reflux capsule exposed to boiling, splashing cesium at 2500 F 
for 54- hours. Effect may be due to Redox reaction involving a volatile molybdenum oxide or merely 
to hot cesium solution splashing against a cooler wall and precipitating dissolved molybdenum. 

1 
2 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Evandale (Cincinnati) Ohio

Space Power and Propulsion Section

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Capsule Questionnaire

oa
o_
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i.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7.

S.

9.

i0.

ii.

12.

Purpose: To examine the corrosion resistance of Cb-lZr, AS-55,

and D-43 (X-110) in refluxlng potassium environments.

Sponsor: NASA Contract NAS 3-2140, AS-55 Program.

Fluid: Potassium.

Type: Reflux capsule.

Materials: Cb-iZr: i hr at 22000F, weld, I hr at 2200°F

AS-55: I hr at 2800°F, weld, i hr at 2400°F

D-43: i hr at 2200°F, weld, i hr at 2400°F

All 80-mil thick sheet pickled in 20% HF, 20% HN03,
60% H20 and degreased in acetone and ethyl alcohol.

Heat treatments were conducted in vacuum environments,

10 -5 torr.

Test Specimens: Monometallic capsules with tab inserts in the

liquid and vapor regions.

Capsule Dimensions: See Figure I.

Range of Variables: Temperature - 2000°F to 2200°F; time - 245

to I0,000 hrs.

Potassium Purity: Oxygen - 22 to 760 ppm by zirconium gettering

in an auxiliary Cb-lZr capsule; 7 to 72 ppm by the

amalgamation method.

Loading and Sealing: Refer to report GE62FPD365 for initial pro-

cedures. The current procedure involves filling and

sealing under a 10 -5 torr vacuum in an electron beam

welding chamber (Figures 2 and 3). This is a modifica-

tion of the procedure used at the NASA-Lewis Laboratory.

-7 -9
Test Environment: Vacuum - i0 to i0 torr at test conditions

(Figure 4).

Fluid Refluxing Rate: 0.5 ib/hr at 2000°F and 1.0 lb/hr at

2200°F under stable conditions.

Refluxing Stability: Some of the first capsules bumped, up to 5,000

times in 1,000 hrs with 50°F temperature surges. More

recently tested capsules appear stable at the test

conditions, as indicated by the absence of temperature

surges (limit of detection approximately 5°F).
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Methodof Heating and Control: Tantalum resistance heater with
constant voltage control (Figures l, 5, and 6).
Thermocouplesare used to record the temperature, and
optical pyrometer measurementsare used to correct
for drift and to set the tantalum heater voltage.
Theoretical estimates indicate that the temperature
gradients must be small, less than 25°F.

Instrumentation: Tantalum-clad, Al203-insulated, Pt vs. Pt + 13%

Rh thermocouples attached to the outside of the capsule

by tantalum straps. Using a similar MgO-insulated

thermocouple at 2200°F led to a reaction with the AS-55

and a capsule failure after 245 hrs of testing.

Post-Test Procedure: Capsules are opened and drained under an

inert gas cover and then cleaned with a hexane - ethyl

alcohol solution.

Methods of Measuring Corrosion: Weight change and bend testing

of tab specimens; light and electron microscopy;

hardness measurements; chemical analysis and stress

rupture testing of sections from the capsule wall.

Reproducibility of Results: Duplicate tests have not been con-

ducted. However, results from somewhat similar tests

indicate a generally consistent behavior with respect

to weight change, hardness, chemistry, stress rupture

properties, and the amount of general corrosion. The

selective attack of some of the weld grain boundaries

of one Cb-iZr capsule does not appear reproducible, as

will be described presently.

Premature Failures: One capsule was discarded after it was acci-

dentally overheated during start-up. Another capsule
failued after 245 hrs at 2200°F as a result of a reaction

with the thermocouple and penetration of the capsule

wall. No weld, heater, or corrosion failures have

occurred.

Manpower: Approximately one engineer and one technician with

support for design, chemical analyses, and fabrication.

Summary of Results: Detailed results are presented in GE62FPD365,

an interim report which describes the work conducted

under NASA Contract NAS 3-2140.

In summary, 1000-hr exposures of Cb-lZr and AS-55

capsules to potassium at 2000°F resulted in a small

!
['0

_O
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amount of general corrosion, as evidenced by solution-

ing, stains visible at the liquid-vapor interface and

other locations, a slight increase in hardness in the

vapor region of the capsule, and small changes in the

weights of specimens enclosed in the capsules. The

selective attack of some, but not all, of the grain

boundaries in weldments exposed to liquid is considered

one of the more serious aspects of the observed corro-

sion effects, since it is not understood and it can

extend to a considerable depth (approximately i0 mils

in Cb-iZr, Figures 7, 8, and 9). Possibly, this non-

reproducible attack is associated with vapor nucleation.

Of major significance from the alloy strengthening

standpoint is the fact that the carbides in AS-55 were

apparently stable for long times in a high vacuum and

in potassium environments at temperatures on the order

of 2000°F to 2200°F. Chemical analyses revealed no

significant mass transfer of carbon, and metallographic

examination showed no significant coalescence of the

carbides. As additional evidence of the carbide

stability, stress rupture tests, conducted at 2200°F on

specimens which were machined from the wall of the AS-55

capsule exposed for 1,000 hrs at 2000°F, showed that the

elevated temperature strength was not appreciably

affected by the exposure to potassium and high vacuum.

Presumably, the carbide strengthened D-43 alloy will

behave similarly. Exposures of Cb-iZr, AS-55, and D-43

alloys for 5,000 and I0,000 hrs at 2000°F are in progress.
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5 LAYERS OF - TANTALUM 
RAOIATION 
SHlEOlNG 

SPLIT 
TANTALUM 

HEATER 
. STRIP 

Figure 1. - Reflux capsule illustrating the location of 
radiation shielding, radiation zone, tantalum heating 
element, and height of potassium at temperature. 

Figure 2. - External view of the apparatus for filling capsules with liquid metal 
in a vacuum and sealing by electron beam welding. 
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F igu re  3. - I n t e r n a l  view of t h e  apparatus for f i l l i n g  capsules w i t h  l i q u i d  metal in a vacuum a n d  
seal ing by electron beam welding. 

Figure 4. - High vacuum systems (lO-lotorr range) used in the  study of t h e  corrosion be- 
havior of columbium alloys in potassium. Each chamber is 18 inches in diameter and 
30 inches h i g h  a n d  incorporates a 4OO.k’hc getter-ion Pump and th ree  adsorption pumps. 



3 1. - T2 

e- split Element - 
0.003'' Tantalum 

- Two Rings - 
0.020'' Tantalum 

Figure 5. - Tantalum strip heating element used for ref lux capsule 
testing. 

Figure 6. -Tantalum heater and shielding assembly with thermocouples and 
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columbium alloy capsules in position for reflux corrosion testing. 



0.060" 

Figure 7. - Localized attack observed on the surface of a Cb-1Zr 
weld exposed to liquid potassium for lo00 hours at 2000' F. 

0.002" 
I 

Figure 8. - Intergranular attack observed in the transverse section 
of Cb-1Zr capsule weld exposed to liquid potassium for 1000 hours 
at 2000° F. Etchant: 60% glycerine, 20% HN03, 209b HF. 
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0 - 
Figure 9. -Areas of intergranular attack observed in the transverse section 

of Cb-1Zr capsule weld exposed to liquid potassium for loo0 hours at 2oooo F. 
Etchant: &%glycerine, 209b HN03, 209b HF. 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER

Cleveland, Ohio

Liquid Metal Corrosion Capsule Questionnaire

Questionnaire 1

¢x3

xfl

!

i. Purpose of Test: To screen possible columbium and tantalum tubing

alloys with potassium as a working fluid for advanced space nuclear

powerplants.

Sponsor: NASA.

2. Fluid: K.

5. Type: Two-phase refluxing capsule (fig. i).

4. Alloys or Materials: Cb-iZr, B-33, FS-85, AS-55_ X-IIO_ Ta-IOW, T-ill,

C-129, S-291, Cb-752, B-66, Cb-5Zr capsules from rod stock, typical

chemistry and matching sheet stock for high-vacuum creep program.

5. Test Specimens: Capsule wall and tab inserts from creep stock sheet.

5
6. Dimensions: iV inch by 1/2 inch by 40 mil wall; 1/4 by 1/4 by 0.050 inch

tab insert.

7. Controlled Variables: (i) Qualitative: composition (alloys);(2) quan-

titative: temperature, 1800 ° - 2200 ° F; time i000 - 2000 hours; oxygen

content in K, 20 - 200 ppm; oxygen content in alloy as received, +2000 ppm.

8. Purity of Alkali Metal: Cold trapped, hot trapped, followed by vacuum

distillation. Oxygen content varied by Granville-Phillips controlled

leak valve. Analysis by Hg amalgamation under vacuum.

9. Method of Loading and Sealing Capsules: Vacuum extrusion, hot-wire cut

off, and E.B. welding; vacuum _lO-5mm Hg (fig. 2).

i0. Vac-lon pumped tanks, tests run in the low 10 -7 range

ll.

12.

15.

Test Environment:

(fig. 5).

Fluid Flow Rate:

Flow Stability:

14.

To be determined.

Constant A_ 50°-75 °.

Method of Heating and Control: Tantalum Cal-Rod heaters with swageable

AI20 _ insulators and Ta sheath; special terminations. Control-off Pt-
Pt-13_ Rh check couple at bottom of capsule.

Instrumentation: Thermocouple top and bottom of capsule (Pt-Pt-15% Rh).

Pressure - vacuum.

Columbium contamination tabs. Mass spectrometer or oxygen analyzer.

Bristol multipoint temperature recorders, input electric power.
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15. Post-Test Procedure: Drain under butyl alcohol, section longitudinally,

photograph, mount for metallography, selected vacuum fusion_ microhard-

ness, X-ray diffraction, and E.B. probe.

Tab will be weighed and other tests run on the capsule where feasible.

16. Method of Measuring Corrosion and Material Change: Metallography,

weight change of tabs, microhardness and E.B. probe.

17. Reproducibility of Results: To be determined.

18. Premature Failures: From preliminary tests, approximately one-eighth

to one-fourth. Probable failures in weld or thermocouple junction.

19. Manpower Involved - Professional 2

Technical 2

Analytical i

20. Summary of Tests to Date: Preliminary.

Corrosion detected in nongettered alloys (e.g._ B-33, Ta-IOW)_ test

times to 2000 hours; temperatures 1800 ° and 2200 ° F. Oxygen in K at

18 ppm, 90 ppm, and 200 ppm. Alloy as received.

!
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Que stionnaire 2-

O3
O_

O3
!

i. Purpose of Test: To compare the relative corrosiveness of K, Rb, Cs,

and Na with high-temperature Fe-_ Ni-, and Co-base alloys.

2. Fluid: K, Rb, Cs, and Na.

3. Type: Two-phase reflux capsule.

4. Alloys or Materials: 316, 318, HS-25, Hastelloy X; others later.

5. Test Specimens: Capsule wall; possibly tab inserts.

3
6. Dimensions: i_ inch by i/2 inch by 40 mil_ 1/4 by i/4 inch tab inserts.

7. Controlled Variables: Alloys; temperature, 1400 ° - 1800 ° F; fluid;

time. Hopefully 02 in fluid.

8. Purity of Alkali Metal: Same procedure as refractory metal capsule
program.

9. Method of Loading and Scaling Capsules: Same procedure as refractory

metal capsule program (fig. 2).

iO. Test Environment: High-purityargon; positive pressure static system.

ii. Fluid Flow Rate: To be determined.

12. Flow Stability: To be determined.

13. Method of Heating and Control: NiCr heater wire wrapped around a

magnesium silicate spiral cylinder; sheathed with magnesium silicate.

Chromel-Alumel thermocouples to multipoint recorders. Top and bottom

of capsule thermocoupled. Control from bottom check couple from

manual power setting.

14. Instrumentation: Thermocouples with Bristol Multipoint. Meters to

monitor power input and powerstat adjustment. Constant voltage power
source.

15. Post-Test Procedure: Comparable to refractory metal program without
vacuum fusion.

16. Method of Measuring Corrosion: Same as refractory capsule program.

17. Reproducibility of Results: To be determined.

18. Premature Failures: Unknown.

19. Manpower Involved o Professional 1
Technical 1

Analytical 1/2

20. Summary of Tests to Date: None; test chambers being constructed.
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C S -22943 

Figure 1. - Reflux capsules used in liquid-metal corrosion studies. 

Figure 2. - Electron-beam welding capsule facility. 



Figure 3. - High-vacuum capsule test rig. 



AEROJET-GENERAL NUCLEONICS

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Capsule Questionnaire

O)

O_
!

i. Purpose of Test and Sponsor: USAEC Contract AT(04-3)-368. Techniques were

developed for determining the equilibrium concentration of various metals in

rubidium and the corrosive effects of rubidium on selected commercial refrac-

tory and nonrefractory metal alloys. The equilibrium concentrations of Cb, Zr,

Mo, Ti, V, Ta, Fe, Be, Cr, and Ni in rubidium were determined over the temper-

ature range i000 ° to 2000 ° F. The corrosion of Mo-0.5Ti, Cb-IZr, Haynes-25,

alloys and beryllium and vanadium metal by rubidium was determined at various

temperatures from i000 ° to 2000 ° F in 1000-hour tests. Equilibrium concentra-

tion and corrosion results are reported and evaluated.

2. Fluid: Rubidium

3. Type: Boiling-refluxing, two-phase capsule

4. Alloys or Materials:

(a) Capsule Cleaning Procedures:

Capsule tubes, end caps, sample cups, and test materials were rinsed

with acetone to remove fine films of grease and fingerprints prior to

pickling. Pickling was performed, as shown on Table i.

(b) Starting Form and Heat Treatment:

As shown on Table 2

5. Test Specimens: The test specimens of Cb-IZr, Mo-O.5Ti, and Be were in the

form of 1/2 in. OD tubing. Each specimen was inserted into the tantalum cap-

sule shells, as shown in Figure I. The vanadium specimens, which were not

easily available in tubing form, were tested in the form of strips: 6 by 1/2

by 0.049 in. The position of the vanadium strip in the capsule is the same

as the tubular test specimens mentioned above. These tests can be considered

bimetallic tests because of the continuous contact of two materials with ru-

bidium; however, due to the good corrosion resistance of tantalum to rubidium

at the test temperature, the effect of tantalum on the test materials is ex-

pected to be nil.

The Haynes-25 corrosion capsule was made of Haynes-25 tubing. No insert was

required. This capsule is shown in Figure I.

6. Dimensions and Sketch of Capsule: As shown on Figure i

7. Controlled Variables Studied: Effects of temperature on corrosion were

studied for each material for identical lengths of time. The oxide content

of rubidium before and after each test was noted but no correlations were at-

tempted between oxide content and the corrosion rate. Test parameters may be

found on Table 3.



TABLEI

CLEANING AGENTS FOR CAPSULE MATERIALS

Material Pickling Agent

Cb-iZr

Vanadium

Beryllium

Tantalum (tubes, caps, cups)

Haynes-25

Rinsed with water and dried

in air after pickling.

Mo-0.5Ti

The parts were rinsed with

water and alcohol and dried

in air after pickling.

i00 ml HNO 3

i00 ml H2SO 4

50 ml HF

250 ml H20

30 ml lactic acid

I0 ml HNO 3

2.5 ml HF

37.5 ml H20

i0 gm K3Fe(CN)6

i0 gmKOH

i00 ml H20

!

_O
_O

After pickling, all surfaces, except the OD of the tantalum

containment capsules, were handled with clean forceps. The

samples were individually wrapped and placed in plastic bags

until ready for capsule loading and welding.
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TABLE 3

CORROSION CAPSULE MATERIALS AND TEST TEMPERATURES

Test

Temperature OF 70 i000" 1400" 1700" 2000*

oa

o_

¢q
!

Cb-IZr Reference

Mo-0.5Ti Reference

Haynes-25 Reference

(Co Base)

Be (QMV) Reference

V Reference

Ta (Sample Container) Reference

mm

_m

X X X

X X X

X X --

X X Bm _m

X X ....

X X X X

*All tests run for I000 hours.

8. Purity of Alkali Metal: Oxygen content only was determined pre and post

test. Samples were taken at room temperature, not at the test temperature.

Oxygen content of the capsules post test was never over i00 ppm as measured by

the mercury amalgamation method. The rubidium was purified before filling the

capsule by filtering, gettering with a TiZr alloy at ii00 ° F, and then frac-

tional distillation. Prepurification content was roughly IIi ppm in contrast

to 6-17 ppm after purification.

9. Method of Loading and Sealing Capsules: Capsules were loaded directly

from the tank of purified rubidium. After loading under argon gas in an en-

vironmental chamber, capsules were transferred to a leak proof bomb. This

bomb was then transported to a vendor and inserted into a vacuum chamber.

This chamber was evacuated and the capsules were then seal welded by the elec-
tron beam process.

i0. Test Environment: The environment inside the capsule furnace was argon
gas; the purity of the gas was not monitored.

Ii. Fluid Flow Rate: Not known. ZIT between top and bottom of the capsule as

measured on the external surface of the capsule wall can be found in Table 4.

12. Flow Stability: Not known

13. Method of Heating and Control: The heater consisted of a cold wall pres-

sure vessel insulated on the interior with Foam silo This surrounded a ni-

chrome clam shell heater which in turn surrounded a graphite heat focusing

block. Holes were drilled in the heat focusing block to receive the capsules.

Furnace temperature was controlled by a null point galvanometer, saturable

core-reactor combination. Temperature was controlled automatically between
+__5° F.
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TABLE4

RECORDED CORROSION CAPSULE TEST TEMPERATURES

Test Temperature (_ 5°F) _ T

1000°F

1400°F

1700°F

2000°F

161°F

160°F

230°F (this thermocouple

became non-functional

after the second day)

165°F

I
DO

_O
DO

14. Instrumentation: Control and miscellaneous temperature readout was by

Pt/Pt 10% Rh thermocouples.

15. Post-Test Procedure: After the test run the capsules were removed from

the furnace and opened in an argon environmental chamber. Test materials were

removed, cleaned of excess rubidium and the rubidium from the capsules was an-

alyzed for oxygen. The test specimens were sectioned in three phases for me-

tallographic examination: the top for examination of specimen surfaces ex-

posed to rubidium vapor, the middle for examination of surfaces near the liq-

uid vapor interface, and the bottom for examination of surfaces in the liquid

phase. The remaining portions were machined into tensile specimens so that

any changes in strength after testing at the various temperatures could be

determined.

16. Method of Measuring Corrosion and Material Change: Methods of measuring

corrosion and materials changes included macro and metallographic examination,

microhardness tests, and tensile tests.

17. Reproducibility of Results: Reproducibility of results does not apply to

these tests since duplicate capsules were not run.

18. Number of Premature Failures Due To Causes Other Than Corrosion: A total

of 16 capsule tests were run. Of these, four were failures due to heater

burnout, cracked welds, and possible impure argon gas external environment.

19. Manpower Involved:

2357 salary hours

1948 hourly hours

$11,759 materials, equipment, and outside production
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20. Summary of Results to Date:

A. CORROS ION

In general, all alloys tested during this program exhibited

adequate resistance to corrosion by rubidium liquid and vapor at test

temperatures and times. Within the limits of experimental error no weight

or thickness changes were observed. The effects of exposure to test condi-

tions upon the mechanical properties of these materials are difficult to

determine since to conduct parallel blank tests at the test temperature in

a neutral atmosphere would have exceeded the scope of this program. There

was little correlation between oxygenoCOntent of the rubidium and corrosion
results, _= _ _ h=_ ", =_ _ • ._ + _ • •e....p_ fo .... ylllum _ 1400 _. A revlew of _he opeclflc _esults
is as follows:

i. Columbium-l% Zirconium

Columbium-l% zirconium alloy was not corroded by rubidium

liquid or vapor in the 1400 ° to 2000°F temperature range, nor were corrosion

products or mass transfer effects noted; however, there was evidence of

selective leaching of the zirconium out of the columbium during the 2000°F

test. Compared to pre-test values, the alloy was considerably softer after

the 2000°F test; this was probably due to annealing effects rather than

attack by the rubidium, except in the leached areas along the surface. No

mass transfer effects were noted which seems in opposition to the apparent

columbium and zirconium solubility results. The alloy is considered condi-

tionally adequate for containing rubidium in this temperature range. Further

study of the leaching of zirconium (hardening constituent) is necessary

before Cb-iZr alloy is used under conditions of high stress for long periods
of time at 2000°F.

2. Molybdenum-0.5% Titanium

There was no evidence of corrosion products, mass transfer

effects, or corrosion of the Mo-0.5Ti alloy by rubidium liquid or vapor in
O O

the 1400 to 2000 F temperature range. There was evidence of selective

leaching of the titanium out of the molybdenum during the 2000°F test, but

the analysis techniques were not sensitive enough to quantitatively determine

the amount of titanium dissolved out of the alloy. No mass transfer deposits
were found. The test temperature had very little effect on the hardness of

the alloy. The low ductility of the alloy and the problems encountered in

fabricating tensile specimens precluded acquiring tensile data. The Mo-0.5Ti

alloy is adequate for containing rubidium at the test conditions. Investiga-

tion of the titanium (hardening constituent) leaching is necessary before

_-0.5Ti alloy is used under conditions of high stress for long times at
000°F or above.
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3. Vanadium

There was no indication that the vanadium metal was corroded

by rubidium liquid or vapor in the i000 ° to 1400°F temperature range.

Except for a slight discoloration at 1400°F, no corrosion products or mass

transfer effects were noted. The solubility results indicated this was to

be expected. Some softening of the metal occurred in the tests at i000 ° to

1400°F due to annealing. The ultimate strength after the 1400°F run was

lower than after the 1000°F run, and lower than that of the as-received

material; this is also probably due to annealing rather than to effects of

the rubidium environment. Vanadium is considered adequate for containing

rubidium at the test conditions.

4. Beryllium

Except for minor surface roughening at 1400°F, there were

no indications of corrosion by rubidium liquid or vapor in the i000 ° to 1400°F

temperature range. No corrosion products or mass transfer effects were

noted, except for small amounts of black scale on the surface of the samples
from the 1400°F test run. This scale was BeO and is believed to have resulted

from reduction of rubidium oxide in the liquid; oxygen content of the rubidium

after the 1400°F run is somewhat lower than the pre-test value. The lack

of mass transfer effects was expected on the basis of the solubility results.

The corrosion tests had little effect on the hardness of the metal; this is

not surprising since the annealing temperature of beryllium is higher than

the test temperatures. Tensile data is inconclusive since the material is

so brittle that valid rssults were not obtained. If ductility is not a

requirement, beryllium is adequate for containing rubidium at 1000°F;

however, for use in the 1400 F range, further testing will be necessary to

determine the full effects of the scaling tendencies of the metal.

5. Haynes-25

There were no indications of corrosion by the rubidium liquid

or vapor in the 1400 ° to 1700°F temperature range except for some surface

roughening of the liquid phase sample at 1700°F. No mass transfer or

corrosion products were noted in any of the test capsules. The lack of

observable mass transfer effects is in opposition to the results of the

solubility tests, especially regarding the iron, nickel, cobalt, and chromium

results. The alloy increased in hardness during the 1400°F test due to

precipitation hardening, but the hardness anomalies at 1700°F cannot be

explained on the basis of these limited tests. The strength of the alloy
increased after the 1400°F run (precipitation hardening) and decreased after

the 1400°F run (precipitation hardening) and decreased after the 1700°F test

(annealing). Haynes-25 is probably satisfactory for containing rubidium at

low or medium stress levels up to 1700UF. More data from long-time tests

and a better understanding of the property changes at 1700°F are necessary

before this alloy could be considered suitable for long-time use.

!
tO
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B. SOLUBILITY

The concentration of columbium species in rubidium is less than

14 ppm below 1400°F and in the 14 to 30 ppm range between 1400 ° and 2000°F.

Agreement of duplicate samples and presence of a general upward trend with

temperature indicate the results to be relatively valid.

The concentration of zirconium species is between i and i0 ppm

between i000 ° and 1400°F, and rises to between i0 and I00 ppm in the 1400 °

to 2000°F range. Good agreement of the data was not found in the capsules

tested at 1700°F and this data should be held in question. The general

upward trend established by the 1400 ° and 2000°F data appears to be valid.

The concentration of molybdenum species is in the I to I0 ppm

range between 1400 ° and 2000°F. A trend cannot be established due to

scattering of the data; however, the results are reasonably good considering

the low concentrations present.

The concentration of titanium species is in the i to 4 ppm range

between 1400 ° and 2000°F. A negative slope in the data occurs at 1700°F,

probably due to experimental error. A general upward trend seems to be

established by the 1400 ° and 2000°F data.

No results are included for the solubility studies since it is

not within the scope of this conference and since the solubility results are

not conclusive.
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Figure 1. - Corrosion capsule design.
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JET PROPULSION LABORATORY

Pasadena, California

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Capsule Questionnaire
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I

i. Survey of new Cb and Ta base alloys; Sponser NASA

2. Li, K, Cs, and Rb

3. Tilting and reflux

4. 321 and 410 S.S.

Cb-IZr

Wah Chang C129

Westinghouse B33 and B66

Ta-IOW

Union Carbide CB-752

Westinghouse T-ill

Mo - 1/2 Ti

5. Tabs for both ends to obtain weight change, to be machined

into tensile specimens and provide metallographic and

chemical analysis samples.

3/4 in. OD X i0 in. length

Effect of Y gettering on mass transfer

High purity starting material. Analysis by supplier after test.

Melted and poured under high purity atmosphere, sealed by TIG welding.

High purity argon monitored by oxygen and moisture monitor.

Tilting capsules cycled at I/min.

6.

7.

8.

9.

I0.

II.

12.

13 Recording of thermocouples attached directly to capsule.

14. Thermocouple and atmosphere monitoring.

15 Analysis of liquid metal, weight change, tensile test metallographic

examination microhardness and analysis of test material.

16. Weight change, metallography, microhardness and liquid metal analysis.

17. Tests just starting

18. None in 6 tests

19. 2 1/2 men full time

20. Material in procurement, stainless steels in test, Cb-IZr in preparation.
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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

Upton (L.I.), New York

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Capsule Questionnaire

i. Purpose of Test: To evaluate the possible use of Na as a

coolant and a working fluid for power conversion systems.

Sponsor: Ao Eo Co Reactor Development Division

2. Fluid: Na

3o _Y_Rg_: Two phase refluxing capsules°

4. Alloys or Materials: Cb-lZr tubing and other refractory metal

alloys in form of tubing and/or drilled rod. The other alloys in-

clude X-II0, FS-853 X-343 Cb-10Ta-10W, Ta-10Wo See Table III for

details.

5. Test Specimens: Made from container material°

6. Dimensions: Approximately 6" long x 1/2" inside diameter°

7. Controlled Variables Studied: Variables include temperature

(2000-2400°F), oxygen content in Na (as purified to 600 ppm),

carbon content, gettering additives (Ba I Mg, Ca, Y) metallic in-

serts (Ta, Mo, Cb), time (up to 5000 hours).

8. Purity of Alkali Metal: Purified by cold trapping at 250°F

for 24 hours and hot trapping with Zr and Ti for 500 hours at

1200°F. Method of analysis not established as yet°
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9o Method of Loadinq and Sealinq Capsules: The methods varied

for different tests. Methods include loading and sealing in argon

dry box, loading under vacuum and sealing in argon dry box, and

loading and sealing under vacuum°

-6
i0o Test Environment: Vacuum chambers with pressures from 2 x i0

-8
to 2 x i0 torr.

iio

12.

13.

Fluid Flow Rate: Estimated at 2 grams/minute.

Flow Stability: Stable according to thermocouplesQ

Method of Heatinq and Control: Heated by Ta wire wound

Alumina furnace cores and instrumented with W/W 26_e thermocoupleso

14. Instrumentation: Temperature control - W/W 26_e

Vacuum control - Bayard Alpert gages.

15o Post-Test Procedure: Post-test procedure includes metallo-

graphic examination for corrosion, x-ray diffraction, mechanical

tests, vacuum fusion analysis of container, chemistry of Na, micro-

hardness tests.

16o Method of Measurinq Corrosion and Material Chanqe: Metallo-

graphyo

17o Reproducibility of Results: Not determined°

18. Premature Failures: None due to container failure but several

due to heater and instrument failure.

!

_o
Do
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19. Manpower Involved: Professional - 1/2 man

Technical - i man

Analytical (including metallography) - 1/2 man

20° Summary of Results to Date: No corrosion found in 5000 hours -

2200°F boiling test except for: pure Cb insert_ Cb-iZr wall in

150 ppm oxygen contaminated capsules and Cb-iZr wall of Ba additive

capsule° Maximum penetration on Cb-iZr capsule has been 0o004"_

All pertinent details are given in Tables I and IIo
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Tab le I

Capsule Tests #i and 2 - Corrosion Investigation

and Microhardness Tests

Ca_apsu le Materia i Additive Corr os ion

Average

Microhardness*

DPH/200 gm ___

#15

#16

#21

#17

#18

#20

#19

Insert Ta

#22

Insert Mo

#24

Insert Cb

Cb-iZr None

Cb-lZr 75 ppm O

Cb-lZr 150 ppm 0

Cb-lZr 300 ppm O

Cb-iZr 500 ppm Mg

Cb-lZr 500 ppm Ba

Cb-lZr (Ta Insert)

Cb-lZr (Mo Insert)

Cb-iZr (Cb Insert)

None Detectable 82

None Detectable 82

0°003" Max° Depth 80

Transgranular and

Intergranular in

Liquid Portion

None Detectable 79

Slight Trans- 81

granular in Liquid

Portion (<0°0005")

0.004" Max° Depth 86

Intergranular in

Vapor Portion. Pos-

sible Transgranular

in Liquid Portion

Slight Transgranular

in Liquid Portion

(<0.0005)

None Detectable

None Detectable

None Detectable

None Detectable

0_006" Max. Depth

Intergranular in

Vapor Portion

!

DO

Note: *Average Microhardness of Cb-lZr Tube prior to test was about

192 DPH/200 gm
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Table II

Summary of Vacuum Fusion Analyses of Cb-iZr

Capsule Tests #i and #2

A. GENERAL

Test NO o Capsule No.

1 14, 16, 17

18, 20

2 19, 223 24 5xl0-6torr

B o STANDARDS

As Received PPM 0 PPM N

Materia 1

Cb-iZr Bar #201 177 34

(capsules) 231 33

Cb Bar #192 600 95

(Insert)

Ta Bar #190 (Insert) 195 16

Mo Bar #191(Insert) 481 26

Chamber Avg. Liquid AVgo Vapor

Pressure Temperature Temperature

ixl0-6torr 1210°C(2210°F) I176°C(2150°F)

Co CAPSULE VAPOR PORTION (Entire wall sampled)

Capsule NOo PPM Oxvgen

15 520

16 664

17 676

18 673

20 888

684 Avg.

922

938

835

865 Avg.

19

22

24

1210°C(2210°F)

PPM H

24

24

9

9

i0

i176°C (2150°F)

PPM Nitroqen

34

35

41

36

77

45 Avg.

82

177

151

137 Avg.
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Table II continued

Do

Capsule NOo

15

17

24

mo

Capsule No°

15

16

17

18

20

19

22

24

mo

Capsule No.

15

24

CAPSULE LIQUID-VAPOR INTERFACE (Wall sampled in half-sections)

Half-Section PPM Oxygen PPM Nitro eqe_q

OoDo 892 26

I .Do 160 68

526 AVgo 47 Avgo

OoDo 949 8

I oDo 223 67

586 Avg. 38 Avgo

OoDo iii0 30

I oD o 515 185

813 Avg. 108 Avg.

CAPSULE LIQUID PORTION (Entire wall sampled)

PPM Oxy_qe_ q PPM Nitroqen

832 49

827 63

863 45

943 20

907 74

874 Avg. 50 Avgo

1070 108

1030 128

971 149

1024 AVgo 128 Avgo

CAPSULE LIQUID PORTION (6 mils removed from OoDo - remainder sampled)

PPM Oxygeq PPM Nitroqen

993 83

470 41

I
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Table II continued

¢4
o_

!

GQ

Capsule No.

19

22

24

Insert PPM O

Material

INSERTS (Entire wall sampled)

Portion

Ta Liquid 34

Vapor 54

Mo Liquid 92

Vapor 150

Cb Liquid 49

Vapor 75

PPM N

12

20

17

57

104

125

PPM H

41

42

4

23

25

46
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Capsule No.

Boiling

Table III

(i) Sodium Reflux Capsule Run #3

Material Additive PPM

25 Cb-iZr None

26 Cb-lZr 500 Ca

27 Cb-iZr 500 Mg

28 Cb-iZr 500 Ba

29 Cb-lZr 1500 y{3}

30 Cb-lZr 150 O

31 Cb-iZr 600 O

32 Cb-IZr 150 C

33 Cb-iZr 600C

34 Cb-10Ta-10W None

35 Cb-10W-iZr-olC None

36 Cb-5W-3Zr-.IC None

Remarks

Note (2)

Added as pure Ca

Added as pure Mg

Added as pure Ba

Added as pure Y

Added as pure Na202

Added as pure Na202

Added as Spectro-

graphic Carbon

Added as Spectro-

graphic Carbon

Drilled from bar stock

Drilled from bar stock

Drilled from bar stock

!
?0

co
_3

Notes:

i) Operating temperature = 2300°F (1260°C)

2) Sodium was cold trapped and hot trapped before adding to capsules°

Additions were made to purified Na.

3) Not soluble
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Evandale (Cincinnati), Ohio

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Loop Questionnaire

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Purpose: To examine the corrosion resistance of AS-55 and a

columbium, 10%W, l%Zr alloy in flowing liquid potassium

and, particularly, to examine the extent of interstitial

element mass transfer under thermal and compositional

gradients.

Sponsor: General Electric Company, Contractor's Independent

Research and Development Program.

Fluid: Potassium liquid.

Type: Natural convection.

Loop Size: 17 inches high and 7 inches wide from tubing center-

lines (Figures i0, ii, 12, and 13).

Containment Alloys: Seamless tubing (0.887-inch O.D. by 0.068-

inch wall) of AS-55 and a columbium, 10%W, l[_r alloy.

The latter alloy was specially prepared to have a low

interstitial element content; 0.0017_, 0.015_,

0.0009_, and 0.O012%H. The interstitial element con-

tent of this AS-55 material was 0.067_, 0.029[_,

0.024_, and 0.0012_. Heat treatments were conducted

in iO torr vacuum environments as follows:
--O

AS-55: 1 hr at 28000F + 1 hr at 2400°F; welds:

1 hr at 2400°F (locally)

lOW-1Zr: 1 hr at 2200°F; welds: 1 hr at 2200°F

(locally)

Cleaning procedures included pickling in 20%HF, 20_iNO3,

60%H20 and degreasing in acetone and ethyl alcohol.

The Ioops were assembled by TIG welding, and post-weld

heat treatments were conducted at the above temperatures

and as illustrated in Figure 14.

Test Conditions: Temperatures - 2000°F (maximum) in the hot zones

and 1850°F (minimum) in the 7-inch long radiation zones;

pressure was not measured - 150 psia potassium vapor

pressure at 2000°F; flow rate - 5 in/sec; operating

time - 2,000 hrs.

Test Specimens: A 6-inch long section of AS-55 tubing was included

in the hot zone of the columbium, 10%W, l_r loop (Figure 13)

to determine whether a preferential transfer of interstitial

elements would result from the differences in the contain-

ment material compositions. In addition, several TIG welds

were made in the loop tubing to permit the examination of

corrosion effects at welded regions (Figures 12 and 13).
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8. Pretreatment of Loops: None following the cleaning, welding, and

weld heat treatments described in item 5 above.

9. Method of Filling Loops: Potassium was introduced under an inert

gas cover, and sealing by electron beam welding was

conducted in a vacuum of 10 -5 torr.

i0. Start-up Procedure: The loops were slowly heated to approximately

1000°F (hot zone) and then rapidly heated to the test

temperature conditions, one loop at a time, to minimize

bumping and to limit the initial vacuum chamber pressures

to the 10 -6 tort range.

ii. Test Environment: Vacuum - 10 -6 to 10 -8 tort at test conditions.

The vacuum chamber is shown in Figures 4 and ii.

Pressures were determined from the getter-ion pump

current and by attached and nude ionization gauges.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Instrumentation: Tantalum-clad, AI203 - insulated, Pt vs. Pt ÷
i3_h thermocouples were attached to the outside of the

loop by tantalum straps and used to record the tempera-

ture. Optical pyrometer measurements of the radiation

zones were used to correct for drift and to adjust the

tantalum heater voltage.

Loop Components: The heater was similar to that shown in Figure 5

except that the tantalum heating element was 6 inches

long.

Potassium Purity: The potassium was sampled during and after loop

filling and analyzed with the following results: Oxygen

- 300 ppm by zirconium gettering in an auxiliary Cb-lZr

capsule; 7 to 87 ppm by the amalgamation method. Analyses

for oxygen were not conducted during or after loop testing.

Loop Flow Stability: The loops were unstable at moderate tempera-

tures during start-up, and bumping with 700OF temperature

surges was encountered. At the test temperature condi-

tions, the loops appeared stable, as indicated by the

absence of temperature surges (limit of detection approx-

imately 5°F).

Post-Test Procedure: The loops were opened and drained under an

inert gas cover and then cleaned with a hexane-ethyl

alcohol solution. Methods of examining for corrosion

effects include metallographic examination, dimensional

and hardness measurements, chemical analyses for the

interstitial element content of sections taken from the

loop tubing, room temperature and 2000°F tensile testing,

and stress-rupture testing of specimens obtained from

the loop tubing.
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19.

Major Loop Problems: None.

Manpower: Approximately one engineer and one technician with

support for design, chemical analyses, and fabrication.

Summary of Results: Evaluation of the loops is largely complete,

except for the stress-rupture testing. Aside from

surface stains that will he mentioned later, there was

little evidence of general corrosion or mass transfer

which could be observed metallographically or by

dimensional changes. Chemical analyses of samples

from the AS-55 loop tubing revealed no significant

change in carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, or hydrogen content,

indicating that the imposed thermal gradient did not

result in the transfer of these elements. Analyses of

the columblum, 10_W, l%Zr alloy loop and the AS-55

insert indicated that the carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen

did not undergo significant transfer under the combined

thermal and compositional gradients. It was evident,

however, that oxygen was gettered by the AS-55 insert

but not appreciably by the columbium, 10%W, l%Zr alloy.

In addition to the oxygen in the potassium, oxygen may

have been supplied by the columbium, 10%W, l%Zr alloy;

however, this is not readily apparent from the analytical

results. Probably, the residual yttrium in the AS-55

(0.4%) makes it the more effective getter, and t_e stain

or thin film (less than 1 mil) on the AS-55 insert

(Figure 13) may be a yttrium compound, although it has

not yet been identified. The AS-55 from the all AS-55

loop was not stained in this way; this suggests that

one of the constituents of the stain may have come from

the columbium, 10%W, l_Zr alloy.

Tensile tests, conducted at room temperature, indicate

that the properties of the AS-55 from the AS-55 loop

are similar to the initial material. The room tempera-

ture tensile strength of the columbium, 10%W_ l%Zr alloy

decreased slightly, from 75 ksi to 68 ksi, as a result

of the exposure. The 2000°F tensile strength of AS-55

material from both the AS-55 loop and the AS-55 insert

in the columbium, 10_W, l%Zr alloy loop decreased from

an initial value of 31 ksi to 24 ksi. Similarly, the

2000°F tensile strength of the columbium 10%W, l_Zr

alloy decreased from 30 ksi to 24 ksi. Tensile elonga-

tions were greater than 18_ in all the above cases.

Metallographic examination of the AS-55 alloy did not

reveal any changes in the metallurgical structure, which

may have been associated with the decreased tensile

strength. Stress-rupture testing is planned to determine

if the longer-time, high temperature properties were alsQ.

altered by the exposure.
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Weld defects were observed in both the AS-55 and colum-

bium, IO%W, l_r alloy loops at locations where the arc

was extinguished upon terminating the weld (Figures 15

and 16). These defects were revealed by radiographic

inspection before loop testing. Similar inspection

after loop testing provided some slight indication, but

not definite proof, that their depth was increased by

corrosive attack. It should be noted that these defects

are quite different in appearance from the corrosive

attack observed in the welded region of a Cb-iZr reflux

capsule@(Figures 7, 8, and 9). Overall, it appears

that the presence of the defects in the loop welds and

their depth, which has been measured up to approximately

40 mils, are a matter of welding technique and how the

weld is terminated. These regions may, of course,

exhibit unusual corrosion effects because impurities

and alloying constituents may tend to concentrate and

segregate at the end of the weld.

In summary, it appears that carbon, oxygen, nitrogen,

and hydrogen did not mass transfer as a result of the

thermal gradient imposed on the AS-55 loop. In the

columbium, 10%W, l%Zr alloy loop, carbon, nitrogen,

and hydrogen did not transfer under the combined

thermal and compositional gradients, whereas oxygen was

gettered selectively by the AS-55 alloy insert. In

these respects, the interstitial elements in the AS-55

alloy, particularly the strengthening carbides, appear

stable. The decrease in the 2000OF tensile strength of

the AS-55 alloy after loop testing suggests a change in

the alloy structure, which was not identified by metal-

lographic examination or confirmed by room temperature

tensile tests. Stress-rupture testing of this material

must still be conducted; however, such testing of AS-55

material from previously described reflux capsules did

not indicate a change in rupture strength. Overall,

the strengthening carbides have appeared quite stable

during prolonged exposures at 2000°F but this requires

further investigation, taking into account the important

effects of the prior heat treatment.

t_
!
tO

_o

See Genera/ Electric Company capsule question-

naire, p. 153.
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Figure 10. - Columbium alloy natural convection loops filled with 250 grams of potassium. Left: AS-55 
alloy (5% W, 1% Zr, 0.06% C, 1% Y added, bal. Cb); Right: 10% W, 1% Zr, bal. Cb with an AS-55 alloy 
insert. 

Figure 11. - Two columbium alloy natural convection loops positioned in a high 
vacuum chamber after testing with liquid potassium for 2ooo hours at tem- 
peratures of & F in the hot zones and 1850' F in the radiation zones. 
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Figure 12. - AS-55 natural convection loop sectioned after testing 
with liquid potassium for Moo hours at temperatures of 2000° F 
in the hot zone and1850° F in the radiation zone. 

Figure 13. - Columbium, 10% W, 1% Zr alloy natural convection loop. 
with an AS-55 hot zone insert, sectioned after testing with liquid 
potassium for 2OOO hours at temperatures of Mooo F in the hot 
zone and 18500 F in the radiation zone. Note the discoloration of 
of the AS-55 hot zone insert. 

N 
Ip 
(D 
N 
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Figure 14. - High vacuum system torr range) and tantalum strip heater 
assembly used for heat treating welds in columbium alloy natural convec- 
tion loops. 
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Figure 15. - Cross section of a weld defect area from the hot zone of an AS-55 
natural convection loop sectioned after testing with liquid tassium for 2OOO 
hours at temperatures of 2000° F in the hot zone and 1850 F in the radiation 
zone. Such weld defects sometimes occur at locations where the arc is ex- 
tinguished, and their size may be increased by corrosive attack. Etchant: 
609bglycerine, 2lB HN03, E% HF. 

r .  
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Figure 16. - Cross section of a weld defect area from the hot zone of a columbium, 
10% W,  1% Z r  alloy natural convection loop sectioned after testing with liquid 
potassium for 2000 hours at temperatures of 2000~ F in the hot zone and 1850' F 
in the radiation zone. Such weld defects sometimes occur at locations where 
the arc is extinquished, and their size may be increased by corrosive attack. 
Etchant: 60k glycerine, 25% "03, 20% HF. 



NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER

Cleveland, Ohio

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Loop Questionnaire

O5

!
_3

.

2.

3.

4.

.

.

7.

S.

13.

14.

Purpose of Loop and Sponsor: Corrosion test at advanced space

power system conditions.

Fluid: Potassium.

Natural or Forced Convection: Forced convection.

Approximate Overall Size of Loop(s): 0.250 inch tubing for all loop

components except condenser, which will be 0.50 inch tubing. Loop to

be contained in vacuum bell jar 5 feet O.D. by ii feet high (fig. i).

Containment Alloys: Monometallic construction from thin-walled tubing

of advanced refractory metal alloy being produced as result of the

activity of the joint NASA-DOD-AEC Tubing Panel. The specific alloy

has not yet been chosen. Majority of material will be 1/4 inch O.D.
and 1/2 inch 0.D. tubing. Some bars stock and rod will be used in

fabricating valves, pump, etc.

Test conditions: Approximate advanced space power system conditions.

Test Specimens: Loop is the containment vessel.

Pretreatment of Loop: Determined by choice of containment alloy.
"Clean room" procedures will be utilized.

Method of Filling Loop: Distillation of K directly into loop.

Start-up Procedure: Bake-out of vacuum chamber and loop with residual

gas monitoring to determine end of bake-out period. K will then be

distilled into loop system.

Test Environment: Vacuum 10 .8 mm Hg monitored with mass spectrometer.

Instrumentation: Pt/Pt-Rh thermocouples, strain gage pressure

transducers, E.M. flowmeter.

Loop Components: Helical induction pump. Direct resistance heating

for preheater and superheater, and radiation heater for boiler. Heat

rejection from condenser by radiation to vacuum chamber walls through

radiation controlling shutters.

Alkali Metal Sampling or Monitoring Procedure: Initial and final

sample planned for first loop. Subsequent loops may have sampling taps.
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15. Loop Flow Stability: Stable Flow. Determination of stable flow is
by temperature, pressure, and flow-rate instrumentation.

16. Post-Test Procedure: The loop is cut apart and visually examined.
Specific parts are then to be metallographically examined.

1V. Major Loop Problems:

18. Manpower: Design - 1 man-year; setup, 1 man-year; operation,
2 man-years; technicians, 1 man-year.

19. Summaryof Results to Date: Program is now in the early design stage.
!

_O
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Figure I. -NASA potassium corrosion loop.
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AEROJET-GENERAL NUCLEONICS

Liquid-IV[eta/ Corrosion Loop Questionnaire

0_

!

i.

.

5.

4.

5.

.

7.

8.

.

Purpose of Loop and Sponsor: To design, operate, and analyze a pumped

corrosion loop simulating some of the characteristics of a boiling

rubidium space power conversion system. This work was sponsored under

USAEC Contract AT(04-3)-251.

Fluid(s): Rubidium.

Natural or Forced Convection: Forced convection.

Approximate Overall Size of Loop(s): See figure i.

Containment Alloy(s): Cb-l%Zr; 1/2 in. and i/4 in. 0.D. by 0.0_9 in.

wall (plus 316 SS surge tank). Assembly by fusion welding of similar

metal joints. The 316 SS/Cb-IZr joint made with a Swagelok union.

Test conditions: The loop operated approximately 330 hours at the

following thermal equilibrium conditions:

Measured preheater inlet temperature

Measured preheater outlet temperature

Measured boiler temperature

Measured condenser inlet temperature

Measured condenser outlet temperature

Measured rubidium flow rate

Estimated rubidium flow rate

Estimated argon flow rate

Rubidium operating pressure

Measured power to preheater

Measured power to boiler

Estimated losses from preheater
Estimated losses from boiler

Approximate rubidium vapor quality

Vapor in boiler by volume

520 ° F

1500 ° F

1790 ° F

1770 ° F

550 ° F

0.26 gpm at 520 ° F

0.50 gpm

1/2 capacity, i.e., 2550 ib/hr

175 psia
6.50 kw

8.75 kw

~2.00 kw

• .00 kw

0.09 (9%)

92%

Test Specimens: Containment material served as test specimens.

Pretreatment of Loop prior to filling: Vacuum outgas the loop interior

to less than 1 micron for approximately 24 hours at 150 ° F.

Method of Filling Loop: Transfer of fluid into loop by combination of

argon gas pressure on loading tank and vacuum in loop.
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lO.

ll.

Startup Procedure: Prior to startup, the loop and all materials
within the chamberwere heated at approximately 150°F under a vacuum
of S to lO microns to outgas any volatile substances in the loop in-
sulation and other components. The chamberwas then back filled with
high purity argon, with continued heating. Heating of the environ-
mental chamberwas accomplished with three finned space heaters. Op-
eration of the blower during the heating period promoted uniform heat-
ing of the entire loop and components. The heating of the loop was
necessary, prior to loading, to prevent freezing of the rubidium
during the loading operation.

Test Environment: A portion of the argon environmental gas was con-
tinuously passed through a purification train. The train was made
up of a 1400°F chip furnace (chips of 509 Ti-509 Zr) for oxygen re-
moval, and a molecular sieve to remove water vapor. The oxygen
analyzer (described in paragraph 12) continuously monitored the oxygen
content in the chamber, usually below 5 ppmoxygen. The water vapor
in the environmental gas could not be detected on a dew point analyzer.

Twothicknesses of 2 mil zirconium foil (1/2 in. wide) were
wrapped around the entire Cb-lZr surface exposed to the chamberenvi-
ronment. This served as a getter for any minute quantities of con-
taminants which could not be removed by the gas purification apparatus,
but whosepresence over a long testing period could be detrimental to
the Cb-lZr surface.

12. Instrumentation:

Recorder, Temperature: Leeds & Northrup, 0-2200°F range,
<±0.59 accuracy full scale;
for Chromel-Alumel thermocouples

Recorder, Flow: Mine Safety Appl., Inc.
0-2.5 Mv range, Model H

Pressure Recorder & Controller (Loop): Taylor Instrument Co.,
5-500 psi range, to fit and
position Hammel-DahlSeries
5000 valve which stabilizes
loop pressure

Temperature Recorder & Controller:
(Environmental Chamber)

Honeywell Instrument, O-1600°F,
115 V 60 cycles, for Chromel-
Alumel thermocouple, Model No.
I_6RI6-PS_-I_8

I
_c

_C
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Temperature & Controller:
(water in argon to water heat
exchanger)

Oxygenanalyzer :

0-500°F, Bristol Instrument,
Model No. OT50A-EW-IA

Leeds & Northrup, 0-i00 plan 02 ±1%full scale
precision, ±2%full scale accuracy, Speedomax
Type, Responsetime 5 seconds full scale,
Cat. No. 2-930-041-099-6-24-5-5¢

No limitations on instruments during operating life set by test.

13. Components:

15.

16.

Pump: Electromagnetic, MSAType5-30

Flowmeter: Electromagnetic, MSA

Heaters: Electrical potential across the heating section of loop
yielded an I2R heating of the containment material

Boiler: Sameas above

Condenser: A coiled section of the loop was passed through an
annulus which contained a dynamic argon gas flow. The
argon gas which was heated in the annulus was cooled
as it passed through a water heat exchanger.

Alkali Metal Sampling or Monitoring Procedure: Only the pre- and
post-test rubidium were analyzed. The analytical procedures used
were: (A) Mercury amalgamation methodfor oxygen content analysis,
and (B) spectrographic analysis of the rubidium salt for metallics.
The rubidium salt was prepared by (1) converting the rubidium to
rubidium methylate by adding anhydrous methyl alcohol; (2) convert-
ing the rubidium methylate to rubidium hydroxide by reacting with
water_ and (3) converting the rubidium hydroxide to rubidium salt
by adding acid and drying the precipitate.

Loop Flow Stability: Loop flow wasstable; criteria for stability
were constancy of temperature distributions and steadiness of liquid
flow rate.

Post-Test Procedure: The rubidium was drained back into the loading
tank and the tank removedfrom the loop. The loop was then physically
disconnected from all pressure connections madeon the environmental
chamber. The exposed connections were immediately cappedwith a
Swagelok cap to prevent reaction of any rubidium which mayhave con-
densed in or near the connection joints. The loop was removed to the
liquid metal decontamination pad, cut into sections and each section
individually decontaminated with alcohol and water. Areas of interest
were cut open and examinedmacro- and microscopically for corrosion
and/or masstransfer.
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17.

18.

19.

Major Loop Problems: The environmental atmosphere must be free of

oxygen and nitrogen from the air to prevent reaction with the columbium

tubing. Lubricants that are exposed to the purified environmental at-

mosphere and temperature, and which are required for normal operation

of components, i.e., blower bearings, mechanical component gears, etc.,

must be free of carbonaceous or organic impurities. The lubricants

must be capable of remaining chemically stable and not outgassing at

elevated temperatures or high vacuum. These comments are essential

since columbium has a strong affinity for the interstitial elements.

The reaction of columbium with minute quantities of interstitials over

a long period can produce sufficient corrosion of the columbium to

render it structurally useless. During welding it is extremely essen-

tial to have a high pure argon atmosphere (<2 ppm 02, and water vapor

below the dew point detection sensitivity). If the interstitials are

present in the welding atmosphere (>5 ppm 02), their reaction with

the molten columbium will result in a brittle weld joint which can

fracture very easily if joint is subject to any jarring during loop

assembly.

Manpower :

6512 salary hours

4651 hourly hours

$42_205 material, equipment, and outside production

Summary of results to date: The second loop was a Cb-l_Zr alloy loop

operated for 455 hours total at 18A0°F and a vapor quality of 9_. In

the latter loop, the last 555 hours of operation were continuous.

Stable boiling at this vapor quality level was achieved without the

use of special liquid vapor phase separation devices. Operation of

the loop was stable in all phases; however, overheating of the envi-

ronmental chamber was observed due to insufficient insulation on the

loop and resultant high heat losses from the loop heater and boiler.

The columbium loop run was terminated by a cracked weld at the en-

trance to the condenser section in the hot portion of the loop. Neg-

ligible corrosion by the rubidium on both loops was observed. Some

carbide penetration on the outside of the columbium loop was observed

which apparently was caused by carbonaceous impurities in the argon

gas. The failure of the weld at the entrance to the condenser was

believed to be caused by carbide penetration effects. The protective

coating of zirconium foil wrapped around the columbium loop was ob-

served to fulfill its function and to be entirely necessary to insure

the long life operation of the columbium loop. However, some alloy-

ing of this foil with the columbium occurred at the hottest portions

of the loop. Improved and refined existing metallographic techniques

were developed for the evaluation of refractory metal corrosion. Re-

sults showed corrosion of refractory containment materials by rubidium

is not critical in this temperature range. Rather, the critical corro-

sion occurs from the contaminants in protective and environmental at-

mospheres.

!
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Figure 1. - Dynamic test loop for liquid rubidium.
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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Loop Questionnaire

Questionnaire 1 - Pumped Loop

¢q
O_

I

i. Purpose of Loop: To evaluate Cb-iZr as a possible container

material for liquid Na and Na vapor at high velocities in a

Rankine cycle system°

Sponsor: Ao Eo Co Reactor Development Division

2o Fluid: Na

3o Forced Convection: Flow achieved by means of a G. E. helical

induction pump° Status - under construction.

4. Approximate Overall Size of Loop: About 8 feet tall and fit-

ting into a 4 foot diameter chamber°

5° Containment Alloy: Cb-lZr

6. Test Conditions: Temperatures - 2000°F boiling

1700°F condensing

Flow rates - 20 #/hour°

7. Test Specimens: Mostly made from container material° Refrac-

tory metal alloy specimens in turbine simulator.

8. Pretreatment of Loop: In general3 post weld heat treat at

2200°F for 1 hour.

9. Method of Fillinq Loop: Under vacuum into a dump tank. Fill

loop under inert gas cover.

i0o Start-up Procedure: Undecided.

ii. Test Environment: Vacuum chamber at about 1 x 10 -8 torr.

12. Instrumentation: W/W 26Re thermocouples_ flow meter 3 and

pressure transmitters by Taylor°
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13o Brief Description of Components: Flowmeter built by BNL,

Cb-iZr valves by Hoke, Go Eo helical induction pump=

14. Alkali Metal Sampling: None planned to date°

15. Loop Flow Stability: Unknown.

16o Post-Test Procedure: Post-test procedure will include metal-

lographic examination for corrosion, x-ray diffraction, mechanical

tests, vacuum fusion analysis of container, chemistry of Na, micro-

hardness tests.

17o Major Loop Problems:

i.e. tubing°

18o

19.

Procurement of good container material

Manpower: At present - Professional (Design and Engineers) - 1

Technical - 1

Analytical (Including Metallography) - 0

Summar Z of Results to Date: Under construction°

I
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Questionnaire Z - Natural Boiling

io Purpose of Loops: To evaluate the possible use of Na as a

coolant and a working fluid for power conversion systems.

Sponsor: Ao E. Co Reactor Development Division

2. Fluid: Na

3. Natural or Forced Convection: Mostly natural convection. One

forced circulation loop (discussed in separate questionnaire) and

one large natural circulation loopo

4. Approximate Overall Size of Loops: Small natural convection

about 8" x 16" rectangular shape° Large natural convection - about

6 feet tall.

50 Containment Alloys: Mostly Cb-iZro Others being fabricated

are X-II0, FS-85 and Ta-10Wo Large loop made from Cb-lZr alloy.

6. Test Conditions: Temperatures - 2000 to 2200OF boiling°

Flow rates - !#/hour to !0#/_our.

Operating time - up to 5000 hours.

7° Test Specimens: Mostly made from container material°

8o Pretreatment of Loops:

2200°F for 1 hour.

9° Method of Fillin_ Loops:

after crimp under inert gas cover.

In general, post weld heat treat at

Under vacuum and crimp sealed° Weld

Large loop filled via dump

tank°
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i0o Start-up Procedure: Simply apply heat to small loops° Large

loop filled under vacuum, raise pressure in dump tank and increase

boiler temperature°

ii. Test Environment: Vacuum chambers from 1 x 10 -6 torr to

-8
1 x i0 torr.

12o Instrumentation: W/W-26Re thermocouples for small loops and

for large loop. Pressure gage on live ballast dump tank system°

13o Brief Description of Components: For small loops - none.

For large loop - low voltage - high current furnace (Ta)o

14o Alkali Metal Samplinq: None to date°

15o Loop Flow Stability: 8mall loops stable as indicated by

thermocoupleso Large loop unstable due to dump tank cold fluid°

16. Post-Test Procedure: Post-test procedure includes metallo-

graphic examination for corrosion, x-ray diffraction, mechanical

tests, vacuum fusion analysis of container, chemistry of Na_ micro-

hardness tests°

17o Major Loop Problems: Procurement of good container material

i.e. tubing°

18. Manpower: Professional (Design and Engineers) - 1 1/2 (large

loop) and 1/2 (small loops)

Technical - 3 (large loop) and 1 (small loops)

Analytical (Including Metallography) - 1

19. Summary of Results to Date: No corrosion of Cb-lZr seen after

_000 hours at 2000°F boiling°

I
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UNITED NUCLEAR CORPORATION

DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

NDA

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Loop Questionnaire

03
O_

03
I

.

.

3.

4.

.

.

.

.

.

lO.

ll.

12.

13.

Purpose of Loop and Sponsor: Quantitative comparison of

stainless steel corrosion by liquid sodium and potassium,
sponsored by UNC.

Fluids: Liquid sodium and potassium.

Type of Loop: Natural convection.

Size of Loop:

duplicate).
Small, see attached sketch (run in

Containment Alloy: Type 316 stainless steel, 1/2 inch

IPS schedule 40 pipe, TIG welded joints.

Test Conditions: 1575 ° F maximum, II00 ° F minimum,

45 psia, 2 in./sec for sodium, 4 in./sec for potassium,
5000 hours.

Test Specimens: Type 316' SS tabs hung at hottest point

and removed through top end of loop for weighing at
lO00 hour intervals.

Pretreatment of Loop: Degreasing by hot detergent,

water rinse, acetone rinse and vacuum outgassing.

Method of Filling Loop: From bottom, to level of "spark
plug" probe temporarily inserted through top end.

Startup Procedure: Conventional for natural convection

single phase loops.

Test Environment:

outside.
Argon cover gas inside loop, air

Instrumentation: Chromel-Alumel thermocouples made from

bare 20 gauge wire, and ceramic beads. Maximum tempera-
ture measured in a well centered in the stream. This

couple was removed and checked at intervals against a
secondary standard.

Cover gas pressure was continuously indicated by
a Bourdon gauge.

Brief Description of Components: Conventional for

natural convection loops. 4 kw Globar h4ater.



14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Alkali Metal Sampling: Before and after test only.

Loop Flow Stability: Stable flow, single phase loops.

Post-Test Procedure: Measure tab weights, sample alkali

metal in loops, radiograph loops, drain wash and section

loops, metallography on loops and tabs.

Major Loop Problems: No major problems. One loop

sprang a slow potassium leak, first detected by tab

weight change measurements. The leak sealed itself

and could not be located in post-test examination.

The sodium used was purified only by aging and

filtering. The filling line constituted a small dif-

fusion cold trap during loop operation. The potassium

was aged, filtered and gettered with zirconium foil for

I00 hours at 1250 ° F. No purification was provided

during loop operation other than the diffusion cold trap.

Manpower: Total budget is 1030 man-hours, approximately

1/2 technician, 1/4 engineer, 1/4 chemist. Of the total

about a fourth was spent building the two test stands

and the potassium purification system.

Summary of Results to Date: All work is complete except

for oxygen analysis of the potassium samples and some

metallography. The corrosion data are summarized in

Figure 2. The corrosion rate of stainless steel decreased

with time in both sodium and potassium, apparently due

to selective leaching of elements from the steel. A

ferritic layer formed on the exposed surface in both

cases. The corrosion rate was consistently lower in
potassium. At 5000 hours the corrosion rate in 1575 ° F

potassium was 20 mg/dm2mo, equivalent to a uniform

surface removal rate of 0.12 mils per year. The corre-

sponding rate in sodium was 60 mg/dm2 mo, or 3 times

higher.

The sodium test was run in duplicate. The two

curves differed by a maximum of 13 percent, apparently

due to accidental oxygen contamination in one loop at

the 2000 hour shutdown. The same two loops, with fresh

tabs, were used for the potassium test, but one was
shut down by a slow leak at I000 hours. The 500 hour

data points were in excellent agreement. It is believed
that the observed difference in sodium and potassium

corrosion rates is real and typical for stainless steel
thermal convection loops in the absence of any unusual

oxygen sources or sinks.
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C. MISCELLANEOUS TESTS



ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Questionnaire

C_
O_

C_
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1.

2.

3.

4.

.

6.

.

.

.

10.

ll.

12.

13.

Purpose of Test and Sponsor: Contract for Conduct of Solubilities

and Diffusion Studies of Ultra Pure Transition Elements in Ultra Pure

Alkali Metals. This program is sponsored by the Lewis Research Center,
NASA.

Fluid: Potassium (and Lithium)

Type: All Liquid.

Alloys or Materials: for exposure in liquid potassium; Single crystal

Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Mo, W, Re, and Fe; Metal compounds, NbO, TaO, Zr02,

ZrC, BeO, VO, "ZrO," and "HfO;" for exposure in liquid Li; Nb and BeO.

Test Specimens: Single crystal crucibles.

Specimen Dimensions: Nominally a J2" D x 2-i/2" long sample material

crystal with a nominal 3/8" ID x 2" deep cavity in which the liquid
metal is exposed.

Controlled Variables: Temperature, 400 °, 600 °, 800 °, lO00 °, and 1200°C

to _ l°C if possible; Time: nominal 1-8 hours exposures, but up to

40 hours exposure if required.

Purity of Alkali Metal: The goal is to use the purest K and Li that

can be produced. Tentative purity goals are set: oxygen, 5 ppm;

alkali metals, 5 ppm; C, 2 ppm; total impurities, lO0 ppm.

Method of Loading and Sealing Capsules: The sample crucibles will be

loaded in vacuum with extruded slugs of distilled potassium and sealed

with a sample collector within a molybdenum or niobium-alloy test cap-

sule using an electron beam weld seal. (During test, the potassium is

contained in the sample crystal; at the end of the test, the test cap-

sule is inverted to pour the potassium into the sample collector.)

Test Environment: The test environment for the test capsule will be

vacuum at 10-5-10 -6 Torr level. The test environment for the sample

is the interior of the sealed test capsule, which is sized to minimize

the amount of vapor volume over the sample. The vacuum will be moni-

tored using an ionization vacuum gauge. In addition, the oxygen con-

tent of the atmosphere will be monitored using a liquid alkali metal

getter surface and analyzing for oxygen content increase.

Fluid Flow Rate: None.

Flow Stability: None required.

Method of Heating and Control: Radiant heating with thermocouples

spot-welded to the test capsule to monitor temperature gradients and
to effect control of multi-section heater.
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14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Instrumentation: Multipoint temperature recorder for sample and furnace

monitoring; potentiometer; timers; vacuum gauges.

Post-test Procedure: Open test capsule in vacuum, transfer frozen

potassium sample in sample collector into glass vial for transfer to

laboratory for chemical analysis.

Method of Measuring Corrosion and Material Change: Chemical analysis,

such as colorimetric techniques and emission spectroscopy.

Reproducibility of Results: Program is not yet developing data, but

reproducibility within the limits of chemical analytical techniques is
the goal.

Premature Failures: Experimental phase has not yet begun.

Manpower Involved: 12 man-years total over a two-year period.

Summary of Results to Date: Test system component specifications have

been_epared and have been submitted to vendors for bid. Single crystal

suppliers have been canvassed for their ability to produce crystals of

the desired purity and size, with several encourgaging responses.

Analytical and sample characterization techniques are being critically
evaluated.
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BATTELLE MEMORJ.AL INSTITUTE

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Questionnaire

I. FATIGUE OF Cb-IZr SHEET IN POTASSIUM AND LITHIUM

I. Purpose:

Sp onsor:

To develop fatigue data for Cb-IZr sheet during exposure

to liquid alkali metals.
AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona (SPUR Program).

2. Fluid: Liquid potassium; liquid lithium.

3. Type: Fatigue specimens submerged in liquid 4aring test; saturated
vapor (no inert gas) above liquid surface.

h. Materials: Cb-lZr sheet stock, 30 mils thick, surface degreased.

. Test Specimens: Constant-stress cantilever-bending fatigue speci-

men (Figure I-l), mounted in 316 stainless steel assembly

(Figure I-2).

. Capsule Configuration: Pot is 3-1/2-in. 1D by 5 in. deep. Liquid
depth is approximately 1-1/2-in. (See machine assembly,

Figure I-3).

. Variables Studied: Temperature - 800F for potassium; 16OOF for

lithium. Peak stresses (reversed bending)-to 49,500 psi

for specimens tested in potassium; to 30,000 _si for
specimens tested in lithium. Runouts - to lO cycles.

. Alkali Metal Purity: Potassium -MSAR special purity potassium,

received in glass vials; spot checks by mercury amalgamatior

showed 75 ppm oxygen. Lithium - Material gettered batch-

wise by exposure to 16OOF Ti-Zr chips; typical analysis

after treatment, _ 20 ppm nitrogen (micro-Kjeldahl) and

_150 ppm carbon (Leco conducto-metric); further getter-

ing during test by Ti-Zr foil placed in fatigue-test
chamber.

@ Charging: Potassium - glass ampoule placed inside sealed sidearm

attached to fatigue-test chamber, system evacuated,

ampoule shattered by hammer blow on sidearm, potassium

melted by external heat, liquid forced by inert gas

pressure through stainless filter into fatigue-test

chamber. Lithium - individual charging pots loaded and

sealed in helium-filled drybox, gettered, connected to

evacuated fatigue-test chamber, and lithium transferred

by inert gas pressure.
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lO.

Ii.

12.

13.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Test Environment: Static vacuum (i-5 micron, measured by thermo-

couple gage) in leak-tested fatigue-test chamber.

Fluid Flow Rate : No flow.

Flow Stability: Not applicable.

Heating and Control: Resistance furnace surrounding fatigue-test

chamber (see Figure I-3). Controller operated by sheathed

thermocouple immersed in liquid metal.

Instrumentation: Conventional thermocouple recording and control

instrumentation; capacitance-type sensor probe shuts off

machine and furnace when specimen breaks. Number of

cycles measured by mechanical counter on drive mechanism.

Post-Test Procedure : Apparatus cooled to _, 150F above the melting

point of the liquid metal; liquid metal drained into stor-

age vessel; fatigue-test chamber opened; specimen pieces
removed and cleaned in alcohol.

Method of Measuring Corrosion: Hardness changes; changes in oxygen,

hydrogen, nitrogen content of specimens.

Reproducibility: No exact duplicate tests were run; scatter in

S-N data points normal for fatigue results.

Premature Failures: About I0 per cent of the tests were invalid for

one of the following reasons- (1) furnace failure, (2) leak,
(3) malfunction of failure-sensing cutoff device, (4) dif-

ficulty in transferring lithium to test chamber.

Manpower:

Results :

One engineer and one technician, about half time, for one

year.

S-N curves were established, as shown in Figure 1-4.

Endurance limits in reversed bending were approximately

27,000 psi for Cb-lZr in 800F potassium and 20,000 psi in

1600F lithium. These are absolute data for bellows design;

no inert-environment tests were run for comparison. Hard-

ness and gas-analysis data are summarized in Table I-1.
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TABLEl-1. Cb-IZr Fatigue-Test Samples

Specimen
Exposure Hardness, Parts Per Million
Time, hr. VHN(lOkg) Oxygen Hydrogen Nitrogen

os
oD

!

As received O 82.9 367 1.8

Specimens Tested in 800F Potassium

1OO

5 20 101.4 456 35 70

7 45 107.6 506 40 45

I 210 113.6 582 154 142

Specimens Tested in 1600F Lithium

IL 3 106.3 289 4 99

2L I0 87.1 284 1.5 113

6L 95 83.0 280 1.6 125
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Specimen thickness 

0.100 w n  

Specimen test 
section to be 
symmetrical about 
this axis within 
0001 inch 

0.215 
0.214 

1.500 ( ref 1 

1.650 fa.oio 0-2723S 

Figure 1-1. - Nb-1Zr fatigue specimen. 

Figure 1-2. - Specimen, driving and sensing rods, and flexure plate assembly 
of cantilever bending fatigue apparatus. 
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Figure 1-3. - Machine for conducting cantilever bending 
fatigue tests in iiauid metals. 

Fatigue Life, cycles 

Figure 1-4. - Results of reversed-bending fatigue tests on Cb-1Zr in liquid potassium 
at 800 F and liquid lithium at 1600 F. 
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II. FATIGUE OF Mo-O.5Ti IN POTASSIUM VAPOR

i@ Purpose:

Sponsor:

To see if e_ost_e to potassium vapor has any influence

on fatigue behavior of Mo-O.STi.
AiResearch Manufacturin4E Company of Arizona (SPUR Program).

2. Fluid: Potassium.

3. Type : Inside surfaces of hollow specimens exposed to saturated

vapor.

h. Materials: Arc-vacuum-cast, hot-rolled, ground, 3/h-in.-diam bar

stock, stress-relieved 1 hr. at 180OF.

5. Test Specimens: Cylindrical, threaded-end axial-load fatigue

specimens, hollow with welded end plugs (Figure II-1)o

. Capsule Configuration: Vacuum chamber is 2-in. I.D. Inconel tube,

with No-O.STi specimen g rips sealed through stainless

steel bellows, as shown in Figure II-2. A few drops of

potassium inside the specimen cause the specimen cavity
to be filled with saturated potassium vapor at the test

temperature.

7. Variables Studied: Temperature - 1500 and 200OF; load ratio

(alternating stress: mean stress) - 0.95; peak stress

range - 31,500 psi to lO0,O00 psi; runouts - to lOu cycles.

.

.

Alkali Metal Purity: MSAR special purity potassium. A single glass

vial supplied potassium for all tests; no oxygen analysis

made on this particular sample; other samples from same

MSAR batch, handled in the same manner, showed 75 ppm

oxygen by mercury amalgamation.

Charging : Potassium taken by hypodermic needle from heated (20OF)

glass vial and inserted in specimen cavity inside helium-

filled drybox; end caps Heliarc welded in place.

10. Test Environment: Specimen internal - saturated potassium vapor

plus helium; specimen external - dynamic vacuum to 5
microns or le ss.

II. Fluid Flow Rate: No flow.

12. Flow Stability: Not applicable.

!
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13. Heating and Control: Resistance furnace surrounding vacuum chamber;

thermocouple s wired to tantalum-foil-wrapped specimens

used for temperature measurement and control.

Instrumentation: Conventional thermocouple recording and control

instrumentation; number of cycles, specimen strain, and

failure cutoff device are part of the Ivy Dynamic Creep
Machine instrumentation (Figure II-3).

15. Post-Test Procedure: Apparatus cooled down and specimen removed
in air and cleaned with alcohol.

16. M^$_^_w_v_of Measuring Corrosion: Hardness changes; metallography;

endurance limit comparison with results on specimens with

no potassium present.

17. Reproducibility: Very few duplicate tests run; scatter in S-N data
points only slightly greater than usual for fatigue results.

18. Premature Failures: Three tests out of 28 were stopped e arly for

various reasons: (1) vacuum leak, (2) failure of a part

in the specimen grip assembly, (3) furnace burnout.

19. Manpower: One engineer and one technician about half time for a

year.

20.. Results : Summarized in Figure II-h; exposure of Mo-O.5Ti to both

1500 and 200OF potassium vapor appears to reduce the en-

durance limit by a significant amount.
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Figure 11-3. - Ivy dynamic creep machine. 
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Figure 11-4. - Results of axial load fatigue tests on Mo-0.5 Ti in helium-vacuum atmosphere, 
or potassium-vacuum atmosphere at 1500 F and 2OOO F. 
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III. STRESS-RUPTURE OF Mo-Oo5Ti IN POTASSIUM VAPOR

i. Purpose:

Sponsor:

To see if the stress rupture behavior of Mo-O.5Ti is any

different in a potassium vapor environment than in a

vacuum at the same temperatures.
AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona (SPUR Program).

2. Fluid: Potassium.

3• Type : Inside surfaces of hollow creep specimens exposed to

potassium vapor.

4. Materials: Arc-vacuum-cast, hot-rolled, ground, 3/4-in.-diam

bar stock, stress-relieved 1 hr at 180OF.

5. Test Specimens: Cylindrical, threaded-end creep specimens, hollow
with welded end plugs (Figure III-1).

@ Capsule Configuration: Tests conducted in conventional vacuum-

creep apparatus. The specimen itself is the capsule. A

few drops of potassium s ealed inside the specimen cause

the cavity to be filled with saturated potassium vapor at

the test temperature.

7. Variables Studied: Temperature - 1800 and 200OF; stress levels -

25,000 to 60,000 psi; time - to i000 hr.

@ Alkali Metal Purity: MSAR special purity potassium; a single glass

vial supplied potassium for all tests; no oxygen analysis

made on this particular sample; other samples from same

}_AR batch, handled in the same manner, showed 75 ppm

oxygen by mercury amalgamation.

@ Charging : Potassium transferred by hypodermic needle from heated

glass vial to specimen cavity inside helium-filled dry-

box; end caps Heliarc welded in place.

lO. Test Environment: Specimen internal - saturated potassium vapor

plus helium; specimen external - dynamic vacuum to 5
microns or less.

II. Fluid Flow Rate: No flow.

12. Flow Stability: Not applicable.

!
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13. Heating and Control: Resistance furnace, with 5 independent wind-

ir_Zs, s_rounding vacuum chamber; thermocouples wired to

tantalum-foil vmapped specimens used for temperature
measurement _nd control°

2o

15.

Instrumentation: Conventional thermocouple recording and control

instr-_ments; specimens trains measured optically by

platinum-strip extensometers attached to specimens.

Post-Test Procedure: Apparatus cooled d_n and specimen removed
in air and cleaned with alcohol.

_,e_u _ _leas_._ Corrosion: creep _'_ _nm_ _n_ hetween

tests _;i_n and without potassium present; metallography.

17. Reproducibility: Creep curves from the few duplicate tests show

good agreement. Results from tests under other conditions

are consistent.

!8. Premature Failures: Two of tenexperiments yielded dubious data

because they were restarted after furnace burnouts.

19. Nanpower: One engineer and one technician about half time for a

year.

20. Results: Potassium vapor appears to have no influence on the creep

properties of Mo-O.STi. Design curves (Figure III-2)

were the same for specimens exposed to potassium vapor and
those tested in vacuum.
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IV. STRESS-RUPTURE OF SAE-4340 STEEL IN POTASSIUM
VAPOR

I. Purpose:

Sponsor:

To see if the stress-rupture behavior of SAE-h3hO steel

is any different in a potassium vapor environment than

it is in air at the same temperatures.

AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona (SPUR Program).

2. Fluid: Potassium.

3. Type - Saturated vapor.

h. Materials: Specimens machined from rolled bar stock which had been

normalized 1 hr at 1750F and tempered 1 hr at llOOF to a
hardness of 33RC.

5. Test Specimens: Cylindrical, button-head creep specimens with
ground, 2/16-in.-diam gage section.

. Capsule Configuration: Tests conducted in a Hastelloy X pot, with
a Mo-OoSTi pull rod sealed through stainless steel bel-

lows. A small pool of potassium in the bottom caused

the pot to be filled with saturated vapor at the test
temperature (See Fig IV-l).

7. Variables Studied: Temperature - 800 and IOOOF; stress - 2h,500

to 85,000 psi; time - to lO00 hr.

e AIWali Metal Purity: MSAR special-purity potassium received in

sealed glass vials; spot checks by mercury amalgamation

showed 75 ppm oxygen.

. Charging: Glass ampoule placed inside sealed sidearm attached to

creep-test chamber, system evacuated, ampoule shattered by

hammer blow on sidearm, potassium melted bye xternal heat,

liquid forced by inert gas pressure through stainless

filter into creep-test chamber. Chamber evacuated and
sea led off before starting creep test.

iO@ Test Environment: Static vacuum (I to 5 micron) in creep chamber

at start of test; specimen surrounded by saturated

potassium vapor during t est.

II. Fluid FI_ Rate: Since the top of the test chamber ms cooler than

the rest, there was some refluxing; rate not measured.
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12. Flow Stability: Satisfactory, as indicated by constancy of intra-

capsule temperatures.

13. }{eating and Control: Mo-wound resistance furnace, located in

inert-gas-filled annulus around creep-test chamber, con-
trolled from sheathed thermocouples in contact with creep-

specimen surface.

Instrumentation: Conventional furnace temperature recording and

control instruments; specimen strains measured by external

dial gages.

15. Post-Test Procedure: Apparatus cooled down; flange weld ground

off; potassium reacted _ith alcohol; specimen pieces

removed, cleaned, and measured.

16. Method of Measuring Corrosion: By effect of exposure on creep

behavior; limited hardness measurements and metallography.

17. Reproducibility: Normal scatter for creep-rupture data.

18. Premature Failures: Several abortions traced to nonuniform axial

temperature distributions; situation corrected by separate-
ly controlled buffer furnace at top, and subsequent tests
were satisfactory.

19. Manpower: One engineer and one technician, about half time, for

one year.

20. Results: Potassium vapor at 800 and IO00F appears to have no

effect on the creep-rupture characteristics of SAE h3hO

steel. This is illustrated by typical creep-rupture

curves, Figure IV-2.

!
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Figure IV-1. - Schematic arrangement of apparatus for studying effect

of potassium vapor on creep.
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V. REFRACTORY METALS FOR THEI_IONIC CONVF_RTERS

I@ Purpos e :

Sponsor:

To find materials most suitable for contact with liquid
lithium to 3000F and cesium vapor to 3400F.

USAF - Research and Tec_mology Division

2. Fluid: Cesium and lithium.

3. Type : Cesium - saturated vapor

Lithium - liquid

4. Materials: W, W-O.95Cb, W-l_o, W-25Re, Ta-12W, TZM, B-66, and

T-111. Starting form is rod, procured from commercial
sol_ces,

e

o

Test Specimens: Specimens are 3/8-in.-OD cans, machined from solid

bar. Sealed inside each can is a snug fitting fuel

pellet (UO_, UC, or O_).

Capsule Configuration: Test specimen is sealed inside a 5/8-in-ID

can made of No-O.5Ti, with either cesium vapor or lithium

liquid in the annulus between the specimen and the cuter

shell (Figure V-l).

. Variables to be Studied: Time - IO0 and I000 hr; temperatures for
cesium - 2500, 2800, 3100, 3hOOF; temperatures for

lithium - 2500, 2800, 300OF; fuel pellet composition -

U02, UC, UN.

8. Alkali Metal Purity: Lithium - gettered with zirconium-titanium

alloy chips, h hr at 160OF; arc-emission spectrography

for structural-metal impurities, yielding 5 ppm Fe, lO

ppm Cr, lO ppm Cu, lO0 ppm Ti, 500 ppm Zr, 120 ppm C.

Cesium - used as received from Dow Chemical; Vendor's

analysis showed ll ppm 02; major metallic impurlties were
35 ppm Rb, 18 ppm Ca, 18 ppm Li.

9. Charging: Lithium - trs_sferred manually from gettering capsule to

test capsule inside helium-filled drybox with • 7.5 ppm

02 in drybox atmosphere at start of transfer; test capsule

sealed by Heliarc welding and leak checked. Cesium -

transferred by hypodermic s_Tinge from glass shipping

vial to test capsule inside helium-filled drybcx; test

capsule sealed by Heliarc welding and leak checked.

!
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IO. Test Environment: Vacuum 9xlO -6 to 3.5x10 -6 torr maintained in

furnace chamber during entire test.

II. Fluid Flow Rate : Isothermal capsules, no flow.

12. Flow Stability: Not applicable.

13. Heating and Control: Resistance - heated tantalum sheet vacuum

furnaces; no measured temperature gradients; temperature
held to 4-25F at 250OF.

]4 . Instrumentation: Optical pyrometer used for temperature measurements.

15. Post-Test Procedure: Furnace cooled down; capsules transferred to

helium-filled drybox; specimens removed, weighed, examined

visually, examined metallographically.

16. Method of Measuring Corrosion: By appearance, weight change,
metallography, micro-hardne ss.

17. Reproducibility: Gross changes were reproducible; Quantitatively

weight-change reproducibility was variable. _ietallography
results completely consistent.

18. Premature Failures: A few capsules failed because of_ld leaks;

some suffered gross distortion from internal pressure.

19. Manpower: Equivalent of 2 engineers and 3 technicians for a year.

20. Pesnlts: lO0-hr capsule tests run as of 10/1/63

2500F 2800F 3100F
Capsule Cs Li Cs Li Cs Li

W 8 8 6 0 I 0

W-25Re 6 6 6 0 0 0

Ta-12W 6 6 6 0 6 0

TZM 6 8 6 0 5 0
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W -No evidence of attack

W-25Re -No evidence of attack

Ta-l_ - Consistently attacked at both fuel and alkali-metal interfaces.

Cs and Li at 2500F, about 2 mils penetration;

Cs at 2800F_ about 8 mils _:ross attack, light precipitate

thro ugh out

Cs at 310OF, about 20 mils gross attack, heart precipitate

throughout.

TZM - Cs and Li at 2500F, essentially no attack

Cs at 2800F, slight surface roughening; some weight loss.

Cs at 310OF, large grain growth near Cs-exposed surface.
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a. Complete Can Prior to Loading 
Components from left to right are 
Mo- 1 /2Ti lid, fuel-element lid (TZM),  
fuel slug (UC), fuel-element can (TZM),  
and outer can of Mo- 1 /2Ti. 

1 Y  *a- 

b. View Showing Fuel Element Assembled 

d 
1x 

c.  View Showing Element in Place; 
2 or 3 Elements per Can 

1x 

d. Assembly Prior t o  Welding and 
Loading of Cesium or Lithium 

Figure V-I. - Exploded view of corrosion and compatibility assembly at various stages of loading. 
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VI. MATERIALS FOR POTASSIUM SEALS

i.

1

3.

4.

@

.

@

o

o

Purpose: Effect of Potassium Exposure on Potentially Useful Materials

for Rubbing Members of Rotating Seals.

Sponsor: ASD (Part of a large seal-development program).

Fluid: Potassium.

Type: Liquid and Vapor.

Materials: Materials selection is one of the objectives of this

program. Criteria include the ability to form a replenish-

able lubricating film upon exposure to potassium.

Test Specimens: Powders and slugs of composite materials are being
examined for film-formation behavior via chemical-reaction

(DTA) screening experiments. To date, only a few exploratory

runs have been made. Corrosion-screening experiments are

planned for a later stage. Some of the specimens at this

time will be in the form of tensile and impact bars for

post-exposure mechanical-property determinations.

Capsule Configuration: The DTA experiments utilize type 316 stain-

less steel capsules with 0.D.=5/8 in., I.D.=l/2 in.,

length _ 3 in. See Figure VI-1. The container design for

later experiments has not been firmed up.

Variables Studied: For the DTA experiments - materials, temperature
to ll_OOFand heating rates of 5F/min to 60F/min. For

later corrosion experiments, materials, temperature to

lhOOF, liquid vs vapor, and time to lO00 hr.

Alkali Metal Purity: Potassium purity, particularly oxygen content,

is of special interest because of its possible role in the

film-replenishing mechanisms. Starting material is MSAR

high-purity ( < 50 ppm 02) , low-sodium ( < 50 ppm) potassium.
The handling technique now under investigation is as

follows. As-received potassium is gettered at Battelle in

a recirculating loop system (120OF, one week).

Charging: After gettering, a solid-potassium-filled leg of the loop
is removed and fitted into an extruding device mounted on

a helium-filled drybox. Solid slugs of potassium are

extruded into the drybox and inserted into the test

capsules, the latter are closed by heliarc welding.
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lO.

ll.

12.

13.

14.

17.

18.

19o

20.

Test Environment: DTA capsules are being run in air.

Fluid Flow Rate: No flow - static.

Flow Stability: Not applicable.

Heating and Control: Two potassium-_llled capsules, one with a

material of interest and one without, are mounted in a

heavy copper block, surrounded by a resistance-wound
furnace. Each capsule contains a sheathed thermocouple

sealed through the bottom and immersed in the liquid
metal.

Instrumentation: One KVA furnace, X-Y plotter for recording re-
action capsule temperature and differential temperature,

recorder for control of capsule temperature, and furnace
control.

Post-Test Procedure: Dry-box recovery of capsule and contents.

Method of Measuring Corrosion: If an interesting DTA reaction

occurs and if the specimen of test material has retained

its integrity, X-ray or electron-diffraction analyses of

specimen surfaces will be made to identify films.

Reproducibility: Good reproducibility of reaction temperatures has

been obtained in the few DTA experiments run to date.

Premature Failures: None to date.

Manpowe r: For HA's: part-time engineer and technician for about

6 too. For the planned corrosion series: part-time

engineer and technician for about 9 too.

Results: Initial DTA data indicate that the Mo-O-K and W-O-K

systems behave as predicted thermodynamically (measured

compound-formation temperatures and identified compounds).

Continuing with other systems.
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Furnace

Copper Link 8lock
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Reference
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(K- only)
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(K + sample)

Metal-Sheathed

Thermocouples

Figure Vl-1. - Differential thermal analysis experimentset-up.
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HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Questionnaire

i. Purpose of Test and Sponsor: Determine compatibility of metallic

materials with cesium for ion engine applications for NASA-Lewis.

2. Fluid: Cesium.

3. Type: Both liquid and vapor.

4. Alloys: Not heat-treated. Cleaned by vapor degreasing and pickling.
The materials that were evaluated were

i
(i) Tim_ken Sicromo 2_ bar

(2) 347 Stainless steel sheet

(3) 316 ELC stainless steel sheet

(4) Sensitized 302 stainless steel sheet

(5) Inconel sheet

(6) Haynes 25 sheet

(7) Titanium - 6 AI - 4V alloy sheet

(8) Copper (OFHC) sheet

(9) Nicrobraze cast

(i0) Tungsten sheet

(Ii) Molybdenum bar

(12) Tantalum sheet

(13) Brazed joints of 347 stainless to molybdenum using copper

as the brazing alloy

(14) Brazed joints of 347 stainless to molybdenum using Nicrobraze

LM as the brazing alloy

(15) 50 Ti - 50 Zr alloy turnings

5. Test specimens: Tensile specimens for room temperature and 400 ° C

exposure, wire filaments for 980 ° and 1370 ° C exposures.

6. Dimensions: 1/2 inch O.D. by 6 inch length with ends crimped and

welded for tensile specimens, 3/4 inch 0.D. glass tubes for filament

specimens.
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7. Controlled Variables studied and Rangeof Variables:

.

i0.

ii.

12.

13.

The exposures used were:

(i) 50 hr at 400 ° C in cesium liquid.

(2) 50 hr at 400 ° C in cesium vapor.

(3) 500 hr at 400 ° C in cesium liquid.

(4) 500 hr at 400 ° C in cesium vapor.

(5) 50 hr at 980 ° C in cesium vapor for tungsten, tantalum, and

molybdenum.

(6) 500 hr at 980 ° C in cesium vapor for tungsten, tantalum, and

molybdenum.

(7) 500 hr at 1370 ° C in cesium vapor for tungsten, tantalum, and

molybdenum.

(8) 4000 hr at 35 ° C in cesium liquid.

All tests were static exposures.

Purity of Alkali Metal: Oxygen, 300 ppm; carbon, not reported. No

further purification beyond vendor's processing.

9. Method of Loading and Sealing Capsules:

Tensile specimens - Loaded in inert atmosphere dry box, metal capsules

crimped close, sealed with tape while transported to welding area, in-

serted in special fixture which maintained helium atmosphere over cap-

sule, cesium frozen by immersion of bottom of capsule in liquid nitro-

gen, tape removed, and crimped end TIG welded.

Filament specimens - Loaded in inert atmosphere, sealed off with rubber

tube, removed from dry box, evacuated to 10 -4 torr, and tubulation fused
closed.

Test Environment: Tensile specimen capsules - held in sealed aging

vessel with helium circulating through vessel while held at temperature.

Filament specimen capsules - held in oven maintained at 265 ° C with

filaments resistance heated to desired temperature.

Fluid Flow Rate: --

Flow Stability: --

Method of Heating and Control: Tensile specimen capsules - resistance

heated, furnace controlled by pyrometer with no temperature gradient.

Filament specimens - resistance heated oven with pyrometer control with

no temperature gradient9 filament temperature measured by optical

pyrometer and temperature adjusted by Variac control.



14.

15.

16.

Instrumentation: Tensile specimen capsules - Minneapolis Honeywell

Electronic Controller. Filament specimens - Pyrometer Instrument Co.

Pyro Optical Thermometer.

Post-Test Procedure: Cool capsules and transfer to dry box for

unloading.

Method of Measuring Corrosion and Material Change: Weight change,

metallographic examination, visual examination, mechanical testing,

and spectrographic analysis of cesium.

Reproducibility of Results: Undetermined.

Number of premature failures due to causes other than corrosion:

Six failures due to capsule failure either in weld or base metal.

Manpower Involved: Two professionals, two technicians.

Summary of Results to Date:

Of the materials tested, only tantalum exposed at 400 ° C was

found to be completely unsatisfactory. Tantalum tubes exposed to

this environment cracked and tantalum contents as high as i0_000 PPM

were found in the exposed cesium. For this same exposure, tungsten

was the second most severely attacked material based on weight loss.

Its rate of attack in liquid cesium was 4.5×i0 -S cm/yr. The rate of

attack on all other materials in either vapor or liquid was quite

negligible with the highest rate being 7×10 -5 cm/yr. No significant

difference between the vapor and liquid exposures was noted. In the

long term storage tests at 35° C for 4000 hr the highest rate of at-
tack was 4×!0 -S cm.

The predominant pattern of the austenitic stainless steels exposed

to either liquid or vapor at 400 ° C was weight gain. Metallographic

evidence was obtained showing that a film 0.0002 in. thick was formed

on the stainless steels exposed to either vapor or liquid atmospheres.

The formation of this film (or diffusion coating) was attributed to

the reaction of the cesium oxide with the stainless steel, i.e., the

cesium oxide was reduced by the stainless steel to form chromium oxide

or a complex oxide on the stainless steel. The fact that this phenom-

enon occurred in both liquid and vapor zones indicates that a source

for oxygen exists in both zones.

There was no grain boundary attack of the sensitized 302 stainless

steel and its performance was as good as the stabilized 3A7 grade and
the 316 low carbon stainless steel.

l

The low alloy steel (Sicromo 2_) was decarburized to a depth of

0.002 in. in 5OO hr exposures at 400 ° C.
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Except for the elements titanium, boron, and tantalum, no sig-
nificant solubility was detected in the exposedcesium. A slight
increase of iron and chromiumwas usually found in the cesium. Even
with these elements, it is quite probable that their existence in
the cesium is in the form of their oxides rather than in their ele-
mental state. For example, from the relative free energies of forma-
tion of the oxides of cesium and titanium it is expected that tita-
nium would reduce cesium oxide to form an oxide of titanium. The ti-
tanium specimenslost weight as contrasted to the stainless steel
specimenswhich gained weight. It is believed that the oxidation
reaction occurs with both materials, but in the case of the titanium,
the oxidation product is not adherent and is sloughed off into the
solution.

Although certain of the refractory metals were attacked at 400° C,
no attack was observed at the 980° and 1370° C exposures. This ap-
parent anomaly is explained by the variation in exposure procedures.
In the lower temperature tests, the entire capsule containing the
specimenwas heated to 400° C. In the higher temperature tests, the
specimenswere filaments which were resistance heated in a cesium
vapor that wasgenerated at a temperature of 265° C. At this temper-
ature, little cesiummonoxide is decomposedso that the result is
that the cesium vapor surrounding the test specimenshould be quite
pure and relatively free of oxygen. Evidence that cesium vapor gen-
erated at higher temperatures is more aggressive to refractory metals
was found in an ion engine examinedafter operation. In this engine,
the cesiumvapor wasgenerated at a temperature of 400° C and passed
through a molybdenumtube heated to a temperature of approximately
i000° C. The molybdenumwas severely attacked. Themechanismfor
the reaction that occurred appears to be decomposition of cesium
monoxide, to produce an oxygen - containing vapor and oxidation of
the molybdenumfollowed by sublimation of the molybdenumoxide.

This study has indicated the importance of oxygen in the corro-
sion behavior of cesium. While the oxygen content does not place
severe restrictions on the choice of materials for service at 400° C,
there are indications that cesium containing oxygen can be quite
aggressive to refractory metals operating at temperatures of I000° C.
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MSA RESEARCH CORPORATION
Callery, Pennsylvania

Liquid-Metal Corrosion Questionnaire

o_
_2

!

i. Purpose of Loop and Sponsor

Sponsor: AEC, Chicago Office

Purpose: Two liquid metal loops are used in the physical properties

research program which was initiated for the purpose of determining the

effects of reactor grade sodium_ and normally anticipated contaminants, upon

Type 516 stainless steel and 2-1/A CR-I Mo steel. For comparison, the

physical properties of these same materials were to be determined in air

and helium. The test temperatures selected were 1200 F for the austenitic

and ii00 F for the ferritic. The contaminants to be intentionally intro-

duced into the sodium after the reactor grade sodium tests were completed

would be oxygen, carbon and nitrogen. The types of tests selected for

revealing any possible effects of the environments upon the materials were

tensile_ creep, stress-to-rupture, and fatigue.

2. Fluid

Reactor grade sodium

5. Natural or Forced Convection

Forced convection

4. Approximate Overall Size of Loops

15 ft wide X 50 ft long x i0 ft high

Schematic sketch is attached

5. Containment of Alloys

316 ss

Majority of piping is 1/2 in. Sch AO

Loops assembled by both metal arc and T.I.G. welding processes

6. Test Condit ions

Temperature: 1200 F and ii00 F

Pressure: i psig

Flow Rate: 1/2 gpm through test specimen units and 5 gpm

in main system

Operating Time: Approximately 12, 000 hours
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7. Test Specimens

Type: No. 5

Specimens were placed in test units designed such that after preheating

a flow rate of 1/2 gpm was established through the unit at either ii00 or

1200 F. The test specimens were then subjected to a creep, creep to rupture

or fatigue test. Following the test, the unit was drained, cooled and the

test specimen removed.

S. Pretreatment of Loop Prior to Filling

System piping and components were degreased and washed with commercial

solvents and detergents prior to assembly only. After assembly the system

was preheated, evacuated and filled.

9. Method of Filling Loop

Loop preheated to 350 F and then evacuated to i mm. System charged by

forcing sodium from the sump tank into the system. Helium cover gas pres-

sure on the sump tank served as the driving force. Vacuum on system dur-

ing charging was replaced with i psig of helium during operation.

i0. Start-up Procedure

Circulation was initiated first in the bypass system. Test specimens

were installed in test units as scheduled and circulation initiated through

test units by opening isolation valve off the bypass system.

ii. Test Environment

Reactor grade sodium under helium cover gas. The oxygen level was

measured by a plugging indicator and controlled at 30 ppm by cold trap-

ping.

12. Instrument at ion

Pressure - standard commercial Bourdon tube gages for cover gas - no

liquid metal.

Temperature - standard commercial temperature recorders and controllers

with thermocouples.

Flow- magnetic flowmeters with millivolt indicators.

Specimen Elongation - standard dial gages.

Liquid Level - MSAR indicating hand probe (accuracy ± 1/4 in.)

!
_O
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15. Description of Components

Pumps - Standard MSAR Style V electromagnetic pump.

Heaters - Twelve i000 watt tubular heaters welded in a flat tube sheet

which in turn is welded in to an 8 in. Sch &0 pipe.

OCI System - A standard oxide control and indicating system is in

parallel with the main system. This system includes a

standard air cooled finned cold trap, a plugging

indicator valve_ economizer and flowmeter.

Valves - 1/2 in. Type 316 ss Powell bellows sealed valves.

Stress Machines - Arcweld Model K with a 6000 pound capacity.

lb. Description of Alkali Metal Sampling or Monitoring Procedure

The oxygen content of the systems was monitored by plugging indicator

valves at a frequency of at least once a week. Prior to this the reli-

ability of the plugging indicators was established by comparing plugging

runs against sodium samples removed from instream sampling and expansion

tanks. Samples were also taken and analyzed at least once a week for
carbon and metals in solution.

15. Loop Flow Stability

Loop flow was maintained manually by use of the EM pump and magnetic

flowmeter. Flow was considered stable as detectable on standard commer-

cial millivolt indicators.

16. Post-Test Procedure

Test units drained_ cooled under helium cover gas, specimens removed

and washed in alcohol and water, photographed and measured and held in

dessicator until ready for metallographic examination. These examina-

tions included the following:

Physical measurements

Weights

Hardness

Photography

Microprobe analyses (selected specimens)

Photomicrographs

Chemical analyses
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iV. Major Loop Problems

Failure of bellows sealed valves has been a continuous problem through-

out the test. Many valves have failed after two to three operations. The

manufacturer has modified the bellows for these valves and as failures

occur, these new bellows are being installed in the valves. It is too

early to say if the new bellows will eliminate the failures. There are

approximately 30 valves per system of which perhaps half have failed dur-

ing the first year of operation.

18. Manpower

Design - Approximately 6000 engineering hours.

Operation (per month) - Four operators, one technician and 1/2

engineer.

Analyses (per month) - One engineer, one metallurgist, one chemist

and two technicians.

19. Summary of Results to Date

Type 316 stainless steel, 1200 F

i. The creep rates in helium and sodium are higher than in air.

21 The number of cycles to failure in fatigue is extended by helium

followed by sodium as compared to air. However, at low strains

all three environments may show equal life.

3. All other physical properties showed little effect.

For 2-1/4 CR-I Mo Steel, ii00 F

i. The tensile strength was lower in helium than in air.

2. The stress-rupture strength in sodium was slightly lower than for

helium or air.

3. Pre-exposing the specimens for 4000 hrs (in sodium) lowered the

stress rupture strength.

4. The creep rate in sodium is higher than in air.

5. The creep rate in helium is lower than air at high stresses and

higher in air at low stress.

6. The number of cycles to failure in fatigue is extended by both

helium and sodium.
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• V

BOILING STABILITY

Paul A. Lottes

Many of you are probably wondering what connection there is between

corrosion testing and boiling stability. As we will see shortly, the

problem of boiling stability arises in any apparatus that produces vapor

by boiling a liquid. If boiling instability shows up in a particular

system, there will be flow oscillations, pressure surges, and temperature

excursions and, generally speaking, the system will not be in steady-state

operation. Further, instruments adequate to measure flow under steady-

flow conditions will not indicate the true test conditions.

In liquid metal corrosion tests, flow instability would upset temper-

ature and concentration gradients, thus affecting mass transfer, disturb

impurity accumulations at liquid-vapor interfaces, affect the entrainment

of liquid droplets in vapor region, and change the location of sensitive

corrosion sites in the system. Thus in order to determine corrosion rates

and mechanisms, you must ensure steady-state flow. That means preventing

boiling or condensing flow instabilities.

The general method of attacking the problem of instability is to

avoid rather than to solve it. In order to avoid it, we must first have

some basic understanding of the cause. Most of the information or exper-

ience with instability which will be described has been obtained with

boiling water systems. As shall be seen, however, the test fluid is un-

important. We are primarily interested in the physical properties of the

fluid, such as latent heat of vaporization, change in specific volume due

to vaporization, and specific heat.

In order to understand our stability problem we should first discuss

some relations that describe a boiling fluid flow system. I might add at

this point that although a mathematical model for two-phase flow systems

does not exist yet, we can describe the process well enough to understand

the steps required to avoid instability.

Vapor quality or flow rate ratio x may be related to the heat input

Q and the flow rate W by

x = Q Cp(Tsat - Tin) (1)

Wthfg hfg

where the second term on the right side of the equation is a measure of

the quantity of heat required to raise the liquid up to the boiling point;
and from a mass balance

)
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which relates the velocity ratio of vapor and liquid Vg/Vf to the weight

flow ratio x/(l - x)j the flow area ratio (i - _)/_, where _ is the

fraction of flow area occupied by the vapor, and the specific volume ratio

Vg/Vf. It should be noted that x is the flow rate ratio, that is, the

number of pounds per unit time of vapor flowing for each pound per unit
time of mixture. The flow rate ratio has the same value as the "thermo-

dynamic quality" when the velocity ratio is unity.

The average density, weighted by flow area, of the mixture p for

any flow passage cross section is defined by

= pf(1- + (3)

From a simple pressure balance on a vertical heated pipe that carries

a boiling fluid within it, we get

AP t = APf + Z_Pa + ZXPh

The three terms on the right are friction pressure drop, momentum

pressure drop, and hydrostatic head. The first term will be discussed

later; it is strictly a pressure loss term. The second term is not a

loss, but rather a change in pressure due to the acceleration of the mix-

ture as boiling takes place along the channel. In theory at least, a

part of this pressure change may be recovered at the end of the heated

channel as the mixture expands into a larger area. Usually_ however, most

of the pressure change is not recoverable. The third term is simply a

measure of the weight of the mixture contained within the pipe. For a

horizontal pipe, of course, this term would be zero.

The momentum pressure change is described by

G 2
LXPa = r -- (5)

gc

where

(i - x)2 +_
r=vf T c_ co (Sa)

I

The term r is called an acceleration multiplier. This equation was de-

veloped by Martinelli and Nelson in a pioneer paper on boiling (Trans.

ASME, 1948, p. 695). The first term inside the bracket is a measure of

the liquid momentum leavingj the second term, the vapor momentum leaving9

and the third term, the fluid momentum entering.
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The hydrostatic head is defined as

f Z fx 0AP h = pdZ = pdx (6)

At this point, we should stop and consider fluids that have a very

large change in specific volume due to vaporization. Under these condi-

tions, equation (2) tells us that very small values of x will yield

large values of _. In other words, in a flowing system with homogeneous

flow (Vg = Vf), a small vaporization rate x will give rise to a large

volume change• Suppose, for example, that we are using a fluid whose

liquid to vapor density ratio is i00. Further imagine the liquid and

vapor velocities to be equal (Vg = Vf). Then for a value of x = 0.01 or

i percent vaporization, the flow area for the liquid (i - _) will be re-

duced to 0.5 or 50 percent of its original value.

Now with an appreciation of the significance of equations (i) to (5),
we are in a position to look at some old data and examine the behavior of

two-phase flow systems. Some early data taken from a natural circulation

boiling loop are shown in fig. i. The inlet velocity is correlated as a

function of steam void and is independent of pressure in the loop up to

moderate pressure levels. This indicates that the steady-state behavior

of the system is controlled by the amount of vapor present by volume. The

amount of vapor is a measure of the volumetric vapor flow, which is con-

trolled by the forces or pressure drops resulting from this flow. In

other words, when the volume fractions were identical, the system behaved

in the same manner, independent of pressure.

A sample of two-phase flow friction data is shown in fig. 2. The

ratio of boiling friction pressure drop to nonboiling friction pressure
drop at the same flow rate R is correlated as a function of the exit

steam volume fraction and is also independent of system pressure. Inci-

dentally, these data tinned out to have too high a value because Of a

pressure loss near the boiler exit caused by a constriction in the flow

passage from a faulty weld. The results, however, still indicate the lack
of a pressure effect.

Values of the acceleration multiplier r calculated from eq. (5a)

are shown as functions of the exit steam volume fraction for various slip

ratios and pressures in figs. 3(a) and (b), respectively. The accelera-

tion multiplier increases greatly with an increase in steam volume frac-

tion but is almost independent of the slip ratio. This means that the

acceleration pressure drop is large because of the change in momentum of

the liquid which is to be expected.

In fig. 3(b), the effect of pressure on the acceleration multiplier

is shown to be not too important for values of exit steam volume fraction

less than 0.8, because most of the momentum is tied up in the liquid.
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Measured and calculated (eq. (3)) values of mean density ratio, de-

fined as the weight of the mixture in the boiling channel divided by the

weight of an equal volume of water, versus exit steam volume fraction

are shown in figs. _(a) and (b). Again, it may be seen that pressure ef-

fects below i000 psia are negligible. Even at pressures of 2000 psia,

there is little effect. The reason is, of course, that the vapor density

is small until the vapor pressure reaches high enough values; at 2000 psia

the vapor is about i_ percent as dense as the liquid. The critical pres-

sure (3206 psia) llne is horizontal since the vapor and liquid densities

are equal at the critical pressure.

Let us now look at a forced circulation system with flow of a boiling

liquid through a uniformly heated pipe or channel. The pressure drop

curves for such a system are shown in fig. 5. The right-hand curve that

goes through point 3 is the frictional pressure drop curve for all liquid

flowing through the channel. The left-hand curve is the frictional pressure

drop curve for all vapor flowing through the channel.

Imagine that we are operating at point 3 in fig. 5. If the flow is

reduced while the power input is held constant, we will soon arrive at a

condition where boiling will start at the channel exit. Any further re-

duction in flow will cause more steam to be produced. The increasing

steam rate causes increased momentum pressure changes and higher friction

factors. The decreasing flow tends to offset some of these effects, but

the net change in pressure may either increase or decrease as shown. Ex-

perimental verification of this behavior, in a single tube with a diameter

of i/_ inch and a length of 2 feet, is given in fig. 6.

In 1938, Ledinegg analyzed this peculiar looking curve. He made cer-

tain simplifying assumptions in the system, such as equal vapor and liquid

velocities, constant friction factor, density equal to homogeneous density_

etc., and wrote the equation of the multivalued pressure drop curve shown

in figs. 5 and 6. The details can be found in the "Reactor Engineering

Handbook," RH-2, Vol. 3 (Engineering) or in "Progress in Nuclear Energy,

Series IV, Technology, Engineering and Safety," Pergamon Press (1961).

On page 17 of the latter text, a detailed derivation is given. Ledinegg

found that when he differentiated the pressure drop to get the inflection

point, the conditions necessary for a zero slope at the inflection could

be written in terms of channel geometry and fluid pressure. In other

words, for a given system, it is sufficient to know only the length to

diameter ratio L/D_ the friction factor_ and the pressure. The results of

Ledinegg's analysis for water are shown in fig. 7. A similar set of

curves could be generated for any other fluid. Assume, for example_ that

our system operates at i00 psia with an fL/D ratio of i0. The curve

tells us that we will get a multivalued pressure drop curve if the inlet

subcooling is greater than about 24 Btu per pound. In other words for

water, under these conditions, if the inlet temperature is less than the

boiling point temperature by 25 ° F, we have a good chance for boiling in-

stability.

The reason for the instability is the fact that there is more than one

value of flow for a given value of pressure drop. In a parallel flow device

I
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with many heated channels connecting two plenums, the flow rate in any one

of these channels is set by the pressure drop between the plenums. This

means that the value of 2_ t in fig. 5 is the control variable. If the

2_ t drops lower than the minimum point of curve I-2-B-3, the flow will
stop and come out of both ends. This is the condition that we want to

avoid. The result of this condition is violent flow oscillation, or chug-

ging, and if the power is high enough the element may go into film boiling

and physically melt during these flow oscillations. If the power is low

enough, the system may just continue to chug. The characteristics of such

a system are shown in fig. 8. The upper curve does not intersect the

horizontal line representing the "available" pressure drop. Since the

upper line always exceeds this available pressure_ steady-state flow is

impossible and the flow would pulsate. This is the kind of action seen

in a common coffee percolator.

Figure 9 shows how the flow and temperatures within a system can os-

cillate for a vertical natural circulation boiler. This was taken from a

report by Wissler, Isbin, and Amundson (AIChE Journal _, 157 (1957)). It

was felt that a multivalued flow relation such as shown in fig. 5 was the

cause of the flow oscillations in many of our boiling loops. We discovered

much to our amazement that this was not always the case. Results for a

natural circulation boiling loop are shown in fig. i0. The curves were

measured after we put a pump in the system. None of the curves are multi-

valued. Yet the system did go unstable. The cause of instability in this

type of system is recognized today as being related to the momentum of the

liquid in the entire flow loop. There are many publications in the heat-

transfer literature covering this problem.

An example of flow oscillations picked up by fast response instrumen-

tation is shown in fig. II. Some of the high-frequency pulses turned out

to be due to mechanical vibrations of the pressure transducer. (This

latter fact is an example of the ever present need to know exactly what

an instrument is measuring.) In this case, since we did not care what

frequencies were involved, but rather _hat power caused the system to start

oscillating, we continued to use the transducer as a "flow oscillation de-
tector."

Natural circulation flow oscillations can cause misinterpretation of

experimental data. An example of misleading instrument readings due to

flow oscillations can be given by examining the case of a simple natural

circulation flow loop shown in fig. 12(a). Pressure drop characteristics

shown in fig. 12(b) for the heated annular section were measured by pump-

ing the fluid through the annulus. The horizontal line represents the

pressure drop available and is equal to the hydrostatic head in the down-

comer leg of the loop less any small friction losses external to the

heater. The point of intersection of the measured curve with the horizon-

tal line is the point where the pressures are balanced around the closed

loop and is by definition the operating point at the given value of power.

By plotting these operating points as flow rate versus power as shown

in fig. !2(c), we have a so-called predicted flow characteristic curve.

The measured flow rates agree with the predicted flow rates only for powers
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less than 8 kilowatts per liter. Flow rates were indirectly measuredby
a he&t balance method. The temperature decrease in the recirculating
liquid wasmeasuredwith a thermopile. This decrease was due to heat
losses and the injection of cold make-upwater. As long as the flow was
steady (for powers less than 8 kw/liter as shownby the recording of an
electromagnetic flow meter - see fig. 12(d)), the measuredvalues were
probably correct. During flow oscillations, however, the time average
flow as indicated from a heat balance did not agree with the true flow.

A good description of the stability problem and the use of orifices
to prevent flow oscillations is given in Professor Bonilla's text book,
"Nuclear Engineering." I would refer you to this text for an extensive
treatment of the problem. The effect of an inlet orifice can be inferred
from fig. 9. It is possible to provide an orifice such that the sumof
the orifice pressure drop and the multivalued pressure drop from the
channel will yield a single-valued curve. For this condition, only one

flow would be possible for a given value of pressure drop and the flow

would therefore be steady. The practice of making sure that the flow is

steady by providing an orifice at the inlet to the boiling channel is

called "orificing."

Before concluding, I should mention that condensing a vapor causes

many of the same problems as boiling a liquid. If the ratio of steam

volume to total volume in a system is small, then sudden changes in con-

densing rate can cause large pressure changes. We have found in our sys-

tems that pressure control is difficult when condensing at system pres-

sure, but control is adequate when steam is throttled out of the system,

condensed externally and added back to the system in the liquid state.

Typical pressures recorded with these systems were 600 psia plus or minus

15 psi for the former case and 600 psia plus or minus 1/4 psi for the

latter.

In summary, there are two types of boiling instability. The first

type is related to a multivalued pressure drop characteristic of a parallel

flow system. The second type is tied up in momentum changes, etc., in a

closed loop of flowing liquid and vapor.

The first type can be avoided in some cases by orificing. The second

type can be avoided by providing a pump rather than using natural circula-

tion - and including orificing as a safety measure.

In order to provide steady flow in a boiling system, the ideal design

would use a high head pump, an inlet orifice, plenty of vapor volume in

the system, and no compressible vapor or gas spaces between the pump and
the heated channel.

!
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HYDRODYNAMIC AND THERMAL INFLUENCES IN

CORROSION STUDIES

H.W. Hoffman

!"

IIYfR 0DUCTION

The transfer of heat or mass between a flowing fluid and a bounding

surface depends intimately on the hydrodynamic situation existing for the

specific geometry of concern. In general, the equations describing the

motion of the fluid with simultaneous transport of heat and/or mass are

mathematically intractable without linearizing assumptions. For certain

cases, as for example where the flow is laminar - i.e., a fluid element

follows a predictable path without distortion (curvilinear motion) and

the primary force acting on the fluid is dissipative (viscosity) -

analytic solutions to the transport problem are possible. Even here,

however, for what appears to be the relatively simple case of heat transfer

with laminar flow around the leading half of a circular cylinder, there are

many approaches andmany answers. Spalding and Pun, I in a recent summary,

report 15 methods for predicting the distribution of the heat-transfer co-

efficient in this situation and find wide differences in the coefficients

predicted. If the flow is turbulent -- wherein the fluid element is subject

to random velocity fluctuations in all directions and inertial forces are

significant - difficulties in analytic solution are even more severe and

resort is made, in the most promising approach, to a statistical character-

ization of the motions and interactions of fluid elements.

Since this complexity exists for flow even in the simplest situation

of a straight duct of circular, uniform cross section, it becomes the func-

tion of the experimenter to provide both the engineering data needed for

technological advance and the fundamental data useful to the theoretician.

By his work, the experimenter in no way deprecates the efforts of the

formidable talent which continues to attack the theoretical problem. How-

ever, the researcher in heat transfer, or in corrosion, must have more than

a casual knowledge of the flow situation which exists before he evenmakes

his measurements. For example, the experimenter looking to the determina-

tion of coefficients of mass or heat transfer has long spent what may seem

to be a disproportionate time on the design of the entrance region to his

test channel and on the elimination of other extraneous upstream distur-

bances. In contrast_ the corrosion engineer has generally been unaware of

such problems and, as a consequence, has often found himself at a loss to
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explain his results.

Ratherthan attempting to point out explicitly the manydifficulties
whichmayarise in corrosion experimentsdueto the neglect of the hydro-
dynamicaspectsof the design, this paper attemptsto high light someof
the problemsthrough a description of a numberof studies within the
experienceof the author. In all cases, flow waseither through circular
pipes or along flat surfaces; the fluids - uranyl sulfate solutions,
moltensalts, andliquid metals - which are ofttimes termedexotic, are
normalin their flow characteristics.

SINGLE-PHASE,STEADYFLOW

Duringthe years in which the homogeneousreactor conceptwasunder
developmentat the OakRidgeNational Laboratory, a significant portion of
the total effort wasdirected to the study of the corrosive effects of
uranyl sulfate solutions on containmentmaterials, principal amongthese
being type 347stainless steel, m Theexperimentalprogramwaswell-
conceivedandcomprehensive;included amongthe test variables weretem-
perature, oxygenconcentration, uranyl sulfate and sulfuric acid concen-
trations, corrosion inhibitors, flow rate, exposuretime, and, thoughnot
initially recognizedas such_test-section geometry. With this numberof
variables, extracting valid conclusionsduring the progress of the program
wasdifficult, particularly in the initial stagesof experimentation. To
be ableto obtain pertinent results for use in directing future studies
wasobviously of economicimportancefor a research effort as grandas
this. Accordingly_a numberof test-section geometrieswereconceivedand
used. Since our concernin this paper is with hydrodynamicinfluences,
the discussionfollowing will consider primarily only that variable with-
out anyintent to minimizethe importanceof other effects.

Theexperimentalapparatusassembledfor these studies is shown
schematically in Fig. i. A uranyl sulfate solution wascirculated through
a numberof parallel channelscontaining the corrosion test specimensby a
canned-motorcentrifugal pump. Thepressurizer servedseveral functions,
the principal onebeing to provide the loop overpressure; this wasaccom-
plished by control of the fluid temperaturein the pressurizer. The
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multiple-passage loop allowed the simultaneous exposure of several sets

of test specimens at different flow conditions. Flanged construction

facilitated the insertion and removal of the test samples which were posi-

tioned within a split-channel holder as shown in the photograph of Fig. 2

and in more detail in Fig. 3. Two holders could be located in series in

each test channel. There is some disadvantage to this loop design in

that (1) the concentration of corrosion products in solution increased

with length of exposure (i.e., one of the initial conditions was variable),

and (2) the entrance condition [both as to flow and corrosion-product con-

centration] for the second of two holders in a channel was ill-defined.

Two types of specimens were used in these studies: a cylindrical pin,

and a small flat plate termed a coupon. With the first of these, the pins

were mounted "in-line" in the direction of flow with a 1-in. spacing be-

tween pins. While a variety of materials could thus be exposed at a

uniform bulk fluid velocity, the hydrodynamic environment in which the

pins existed was complicated by the wakes arising from the pins themselves.

In the second geometry, the coupons were mounted so as to form a septum

down the center of a duct of rectangular cross section, thus defining two

parallel flow channels. This arrangement yielded a better flow situation

even though some uncertainty remained due to the secondary flows generated

in the corners of the channels. Since the flow passages were of low aspect

ratio (height of specimen to gap width), it was possible that the influ-

ence of these secondary flows extended over a significant portion of the

coupon surface. The effect of fluid velocity was investigated by tapering

the flow channel in the flat plate holder such that the velocity increased

uniformily along the passage length. With this scheme, it was possible to

obtain velocities in a single experimental exposure which ranged from

about 7 ft/sec at the inlet to as high as 80 ft/sec at the outlet. Again,

however, a further extraneous hydrodynamic factor was introduced in that

with a convergent geometry there results, not only a reduced turbulence

level in the flow, but also an increased shear.

In looking for velocity effects, attention was centered on the tapered-

channel system, since this arrangement yielded the greatest return in data

as a function of time. Since it was known that at temperatures above 225°C
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a heavy scale formed on the surface which provided essentially complete

protection against further corrosion, the data were examined in regard to

the effect of the surface shear stress on the formation and/or removal of

this film. It was postulated that in the initial period of exposure the

corrosion rate would be high and uniform over the entire surface. As the

corrosion-product film developed, the corrosion rate would then decrease

and, in the absence of hydrodynamic effects, remainuniform over all the

coupons. However, if shear at the fluid-film interface did remove the

protective coating in whole or part, some velocity would be observed above

which the corrosion rate increases to a limiting value equal to the initial

corrosion rate. This transition velocity would depend on the strength of

the bond between the film and the metal substrate.

A typical set of data obtained under nearly identical experimental

conditions is shown in Fig. 4, where the average corrosion rate per coupon

side is given as a function of the square of the average bulk velocity at

each coupon.* The corrosion rate was calculated from the weight loss of

the coupons after any remaining corrosion-product film had been stripped

from the surface. As seen, these results suggest a very significant effect

of surface shear consistent with the hypothesis described above. Thus, for

short exposures (Run A-41), the corrosion rate was high and fairly uniform.

Some discrepancies exist, as in the break in the curve between the fifth

and sixth coupon and in the low corrosion rate for the first coupon. Dis-

cussion of these points remains speculative and will not be considered

further in this paper. As the length of exposure increased (50 through

1000 hr), the corrosion rate decreased progressively and became essentially

independent of velocity at velocities below about 30 ft/sec. Above 40 ft/

sec, for all exposure times, the corrosion rate increased abruptly and was

,

The shear stress at the wall can be written as T o = K _2, where K

is a function of the Reynolds modulus and the fluid density. While the

velocity varies with distance along the channel, the Reynolds modulus is

essentially invariant; and K, in an isothermal system, is constant. Since

the corrosion rate data are derived from the total weight loss of each

coupon, it is convenient to define an average bulk velocity, Ua, to which
the coupon was exposed. This velocity was taken as the arithmetic mean of

the calculated velocities at the leading and trailing edges of each coupon

and was used in place of the local bulk velocity, u, in calculating the

shear stress. Thus, in Fig. 4, Ua2, rather than To, is plotted as the
abscissa.
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effectively equal to the rate at initial exposure. The data shown here,

along with results from other similar experiments, led to the concept of

a "critical velocity" with important effect on the design of aqueous

homogeneous reactors.

Visual observation of the coupons at the conclusion of a run gave

further evidence to the stated hypothesis as to surface shear effects in

dynamic corrosion. An example is shown in Fig. 5- It was found that

coupons at the outlet end had little or no film on them; in the illustra-

tion, corrosion proceeded to the point of total loss of metal. Upstream

the film thickness increased progressively to a maximum near the inlet.

While not present in the data of Fig. 4_ the initial coupon often showed

a higher rate of corrosion than was found for succeeding coupons. In

this region, an entrance condition existed with the associated high shear

at the fluid-solid interface. Again, a verification of the effect of

shear is indicated.

It is interesting to note that in absolute magnitude the shear force

is low; e.g., at a velocity of 55 ft/sec, v° is calculated to be of the

order of only 0.04 psi. Fluid shear at the wall thus appears to act on a

microscopic scale, removing solid corrosion products as they form. It is

possible s of course, that a protective film formed at below critical

velocities could be removed when the velocity exceeded the critical value;

the rate of such removal would probably be low. Experiments along these

lines were not specifically performed.

A further experiment utilizing a circular duct was devised to establish

the extension of the flat-plate results to another geometry, as well as to

define more clearly entrance region influences. This geometry was in better

agreement with normal reactor piping and avoided the problems of edge effects

and turbulence-level reduction. The velocity was, of course, constant along

the length of the specimen; and it was necessary to obtain data at several

different velocities.

The experimental apparatus utilized in these studies is as described

above with the exception that the specimen holder was of circular cross

section. The specimens themselves were 1-in. long sections of type 347

stainless steel tubing with O.15-in.-ID and 0.025-in.-wall thickness; these
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were mounted in-line in the holder to form a "continuous" tube. Again_

the corrosion rate was established by the weight loss of the individual

sections.

Data were obtained for exposure times of 1% 50, lO0, and 200 hr at

velocities of lO, 30_ and 50 ft/sec; experimental conditions were identical

with those for the flat plate studies. The results are presented graph-

ically in Fig. 6. Since entrance conditions prevailed_ the corrosion rate

plotted is the far-downstream, asymptotic value. In general, the data

show the same characteristics as observed in the coupon experiments with

two notable exceptions: (1) the corrosion rate in the tubular specimens

appears to be approximately a factor of two higher than with the coupons,

and (2) the critical velocity seems to be in the range of 55 to 65 ft/sec

rather than the 30 to 40 ft/sec found with the coupons. The experimental

program was discontinued before either of these two discrepancies could be

resolved. One can speculate that there are hydrodynamic origins for both

of these factors deriving perhaps from the difference in the Reynolds

modulus, and hence in the boundary-layer thickness and in the turbulence

level, at the same velocity in the two geometries. Lacking additional

data, it was not possible to pursue these particular results further.

Some further results of interest can be obtained by considering the

axial variation in the corrosion rate for a typical run. This is done in

Fig. 7 in which the mg/hr* of metal loss from the inside tube surface is

plotted as a function of the distance from the channel entrance for an

exposure of lO0 hr with a fluid velocity of 50 ft/sec. It is noted that

the corrosion rate is very high at the entrance and then falls off to an

asymptotic value of about 0.55 mg/hr at the end of the test channel. This

pattern is typical of that observed in the entrance region - defined as

the region of boundary-layer development - for the transfer of heat, mass,

or momentum. At the inle% where the boundary layer is of "zero" thick-

ness, the resistance to transfer is low; and the transfer rate is high.

As the boundary thickens, the resistance increases; and the transfer rate

The ordinate, mg/hr_ can be converted to mils/yr through multiplica-

tion by the constant 129.9.
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correspondinglydecreases. Thedistance required for the full development
of the boundarylayer is not a simple function of the flow parameters when

turbulent flow exists; in normal practice, the entrance length required to

attain a fully developed velocity profile is taken to be greater than 60

tube diameters. On the other hand, Deissler s has found theoretically that

the friction factor (which may be related through analogy 4 to the heat-

transfer and mass-transfer coefficients) is fully developed at values of

L/d of as little as i0. The results of the experiment shown in Fig. 7

are at least consistent with this range.

A .... _ _ ..... o _ ir+erest is also _n+_a in Fi_. 7. Ignoring for

the moment the lines drawn through the data points, it would appear that

considerable scatter exists in the data presented. However, in the light

of the discussion above on entrance-region phenomena, a reasonable ex-

planation of this "scatter" can be advanced in terms of boundary-layer

interruption due to mismatching of the individual sections comprising the

tube. A + each step in the wall, a perturbation is introduced which results

i-__the break-up and reinitiation of the boundary-layer flow. Thus, the

corrosion rate in the section downstream of the interruption will be some-

what greater than that anticipated if the surface were even with the pre-

ceding section. This is indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 7- Since

the diameter mismatch is probably small for these specimens, the effect

is damped fairly quickly; in some runs, interruption of the boundary flow

was sufficient to return the corrosion rate to essentially the inlet value.

Where the geometry change is a slight step enlargement in the tube diameter,

the eddy created in the wake of the upstream section will also conT.ribute

to a higher corrosion rate for the downstream section.

SINGLE-PHASE FLOW WITH THerMAL OSCILLATIONS

With the addition of heat transfer, the study of corrosion is further

complicated. Again, rather than a general discussion of the problem, two

specific though related experiments will be described; in both of these

investigations, the heat transfer was oscillatory in nature.

Thermal oscillations aT, an interface can derive directly from the

flow of a coolant adjacent to a heated wall; i.e., turbulent eddies at
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bulk-fluid temperatures, which are known to penetrate possibly as deeply

as 4:he laminar sublayer, can cause rapid fluctuations in the local rate

of heat transfer. In combination with this, there may exist gross flow

instabilities which originate in the geometry as with divergent channels

or in the heat-transfer mechanism itself as with boiling. When, for some

fluid-i_el reactors, there also occurs an adverse temperature profile

(i.e., the highest temperature occurs where the mean velocity is lowest),

the temperature fluctuation at the wall can assume a significant magnitude.

The two experiments discussed below were both intended to investigate

*;he influence of temperature oscillations at the fluid-wall interface on

_he wall material itself; this is to be distinguished from studies in which

the _oulk" wall temperature is cycled. The thermal fluctuations were

generated by different means, and the wall thickness was found to have a

significant effect on the results. In both cases, a fused fluoride salt

mixture NaF-ZrF4-UF4 (56-39-5 mole %) with a melting temperature of 986°F

was the heat carrier and Inconel was the wall material.

In one of these studies, Keyes and Krakoviak s devised a thermal pulse

generator (shown in Fig. 8) which utilized two reciprocating pistions driven

in phase opposition to provide approximately sinusoidal gas-pressure oscil-

iat'ons to a pair of chambers holding the working fluid at two temperature

levels. Thus, alternate slugs of "hot:' and "cold" liquid were injected

into a common line leading to the test section. In operation, since one

pulse chamber emptied while the other f__lled, constant flow was maintained

in the test section. Frequencies in the range of 0.i to i0 cps were pos-

sible. The fluid leaving the test section, as shown in Fig. 9, was again

d'vided with one stream being pumped to a forced-convection air cooler

wherein it was cooled to II50°F and the other stream being pumped to an

electrically resistance heated section which raised the temperature to

1650°F. At 0.i cps, fluid temperature amplitudes in excess of -+250°F were

generated; the amplitude decreased at higher frequencies.

Typical test sections are shown in Fig. I0; wall thicknesses were

chosen to give just perceptible temperature fluctuations on the outside

wall. The left-hand section (1.375-in. OD) was used in the low-frequency

experiments where the depth of penetration of the thermal oscillations was
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relatively great; that on the right had two thinner wall sections (0.779-

and 0.667-in. OD) for the higher frequency runs.

Data were obtained for frequencies of 0.i, 0.4, and 1.0 cps at ex-

posures ranging from 23 to 612 hr (total cycles of 9 × 103 to 2.2 x lOe);

typical results are given in Figs. ii through 14. With the thick tubes

(0.445-in.-wall thickness) at a frequency of 0.i cps, it was found that

severe cracking occurred which at times extended as much as halfway through

the wall. The photomicrograph in Fig. ii shows one such intergranular

crack which was 208 mils in depth after an exposure of 200 hr (72,000 cycles)

at +156°F. An indication of the extent of this cracking is given in Fig. 12

which shows a plane cut tangent to the inside surface of a tube after being

subjected to a surface temperature fluctuation of +I04°F for 135 hr at 0.4

cps. At these same conditions, the exposure time was also a factor. In

the left-hand portion of Fig. 13, it is observed that after 194,000 cycles

cracking extended to 0.072 in., while the photomicrograph on the right

shows that there existed only incipient cracking after 33,000 cycles. As

the stress level at the inside wall was reduced (by decreasing the ampli-

tude of the temperature fluctuation or by thinning the wall at the same

amplitude), a substantial increase in the number of cycles required to

effect cracking was necessary. This is illustrated in Fig. 14 for a run

at i cps with a temperature oscillation of +46°F; the total ntumber of

cycles of exposure was slightly in excess of 2.2 X 106 • The test section

was machined to give wall thicknesses of 0.147, 0.091, and 0.060 in. at the

same inside diameter. For the thick-walled region (upper left), there

occurred some light cracking and moderate to heavy intergranular attack and

void formation to a depth of 12 mils. The corrosive attack appears to be

related to the thermal stress variations in that a marked decrease in the

depth of attack is noted for the intermediate and thin-walled sections with-

out change in fluid velocity or mean temperature. This result is of partic-

ular interest since it suggests that the application of a relatively small

thermal-stress fluctuation, if applied over a sufficiently long period, can

influence the extent of corrosive attack. It was also found that the

severity of cracking increased greatly in entrance and transition regions

and in the vicinity of welds; this is noted in the upper right photo.
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In the second experiment, the salt was passed through a thin-walled

tube located between the two reservoirs. Flow was effected by alternately

pressurizing the reservoirs with an inert gas. The test section is

pict'_ed in Fig. 15; the Inconel tube was of 0.25-in. OD X 0.035-in.-wall

thickness and 12 in. long. Four inches of the tube could be heated by

passage of an electric current through the tube wall; temperature oscilla-

tions were induced in the flowing salt by cycling the power to this heater.

The remaining 8 in. of the tube comprised the test region and was unheated.

During the first half of the flow cycle, the unheated portion of the tube

was subjected to a cyclic temperature variation by the fluid passing down-

stream from the heater; for the second part of the cycle, in which the

fluid was returned to the first reservoir, the test section was exposed to

the uniform mixed-mean temperature of the fluid. Data was accumulated at

frequencies of 0.01 and 0.4 cps.

A result, typical of those obtained in these studies, is shown in the

photomicrographs of Fig. 16. In the heater, the interface temperature, as

calculated from outside tube surface measurements, was 1730 ± 125°F; in

the test section, 1600 ± 19°F. The total exposure was 66 hr at 0.4 cps;

the total number of cycles imposed on the test-section surface was 48,000.

Significant intergranular attack and subsurface void formation was ob-

served; in particular, intermittantly spaced long intergranular stringers

of voids were noted which penetrated well below the depth of the general

uniform attack. Cracking was not found in any run.

Since corrosion in molten salt-lnconel systems is a function of the

metal surface temperature, it is to be expected that the general corrosive

attack in the second system would significantly exceed that in the first.

Thus_ as shown in Fig. 16 for Test L_H-B, subsurface void formation existed

to a depth of 4 mils after 66 hr; while in Run i0 (Fig. 14) for the "hot-

cold" slug system, attack was predominantly intergranular and then to a

depth of only 2 to 4 mils in the thinner sections after an order of mag-

nitude longer exposure (612 hr). At the same time, in contrast to results

obtained at a uniform surface temperature, there appeared local regions of

enhanced corrosion as well as some deeply penetrating intergranuiar attack.

These occurrences are believed to be evidences of stress effects, even
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though in the higher temperature system the thinner wall and lower ampli-

tude of the temperature fluctuation resulted in decreased stresses.

Thus, the results obtained in a study of the compatability of a molten

salt with Inconel indicate that local thermal oscillations at the fluid-

metal interface can seriously affect both the general corrosion rate and

the mechanical integrity of the system. It was found that the corrosion

rate was increased above that obtained in a steady-state system even for

temperature cycles as low as 0.01 cps (one complete cycle every 1.2 min).

These experiments show further that the damage incurred may be related to

the total number of thermal cycles felt by the surface with the cycles to

failure (defined, for example, as crack initiation) increasing with de-

creasing temperature-fluctuation amplitudes. The situation is further

complicated by a dependency on wall thickness.

For most situations of practical interest, the temperature fluctua-

tions are not, of course, artifically generated but derive from the inter-

action between the thermal and hydrodynamic fields. As stated above, the

hydrodynamic part is embedded in the nature of the turbulent flow itself,

although it may be accentuated by geometric factors. Thus, the thermal

cycling problem exists to some extent in any system operating above en-

vironmental temperatures where specific precautions have not been taken to

assure isothermal conditions. When the phenomenon is rooted only in the

turbulent structure of the flow, it is to be expected that the fluctuations

in surface temperature will be local and randomly distributed in time over

the surface. Based then on the results of the studies described, it is

believed that damage will still occur but that the time scale will be ex-

tended. On the other hand, where the hydrodynamic source derives from

regions of separated flow, wakes, etc., the effects should accord more

closely with the results described. Thermally, the situation is aggravated

when, as in high-performance systems, a large film temperature drop exists

so that the incoming eddy is at a temperature substantially different from

that of the wall. In this respect, both the relative thermal diffusivities

and conductivities of wall and coolant are also important. Where the

.
An asymptotic solution, for an eddy contacting the wall at negligible

thermal resistance and zero temperatnre yields AT/T o = A/I+A, for A =

k_kv/-_ I, where "prime" refers to fluid and "unprime", the wall material.

&t is the fluctuation amplitude, To, the initial wall temperature, k, the

thermal conductivity, and 6, the thermal diffusivity.
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diffusivity of the fluid is much less than that of the wall (as with a

gaseous coolant in contact with stainless steel), the equilibrium wall

temperature will remain close to the initial wall tempera*.ure; when the

situation is reversed (as with a llquid-metal coolant), the wall will

transiently assume a temperature close to that of the coolant eddy. Thus,

it is reasonable to expect the fluctuations to be greater with a liquid

metal even though the wall-fluid temperature difference is much smaller.

For example, using the asymptotic solution, for potassium in contact with

347 stainless steel at 1400°F, ZlT/To = 0.27, for a molten salt in contact

with Inconel at 1200°F, LIT/T ° = 0.25, and for helium in contact with 347

stairless steel at lO00°F, &T/T o = O.O1.

TWO-PHASE FLOW

The final portion of this paper considers some aspects of systems in

which liquid potassium was circulated under boiling conditions. In con-

trast to the work described in previous sections, the experiment to be

discussed was concerned with the heat transfer and flow characteristics

of the system rather than with corrosion. However, keeping in mind the

surface thermal cycling phenomenon, the results relating to the osciilla-

tory nature of the system under some conditions and to the wall superheat

requirements may be of interest.

This study was intended primarily to establish the magnitude of the

critical (or burnout) heat flux for potassium in forced convection through

a vertical, circular tube when the liquid entered the boiler at saturation

conditions. The experimental system assembled for this experiment is shown

schematically in Fig. 17. Liquid potassium was circulated by an electro-

dynamic pump through the boiler to a liquid-vapor separator. A restriction

at the boiler irlet provided the pressure drop necessary to decouple the

boiler from the pumping system. The flow rates of the liquid and of the

vapor after condensation were determined both volumetrically in calibrated

hold tanks and dynamically by electromagnetic flow meters ; the boiler exit

quality was based on these measurements. A finned coil cooled by an air

blast served as the condenser. Oxygen was kept at a low concentration by

the continuous bypass circulation of a small stream of liquid potassi-_m

through a heated titanium spong.e trap.
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Twoboilers havebeenused; these will be referred to as the low-

flax boiler capableof operation at heat flu_es of the order of 40,000
Btu/hr.ft 2, andthe high-flux boiler in which fluxes up to 500,000Btu/
hr-ft 2 could be achieved. Theformer (shownin Fig. 18) wasa 6-ft long,
l-in.-OD (0.87-in.-ID) type 347stainless steel tube radiantly heatedby
a set of six 3-in.-ID X 12-in.-long clamshell heaters. It wasinstrumented
with six 8-mil-diamPt-Pt lO%Rhthermocouplesweldedto the outside sur-
face of the tube at the approximateaxial mid-point of eachheater and
with thermowellsandpressure taps for determiningthe fluid conditions
at the entrance andexit. At the inlet, the boiler tube wasweldedto a
0.245-in.-ID section; andat the outlet end, to a 0.625-in.-ID line.

In attaining the critical heat flux, the boiler wasmaintainedat a
constantheat flux level while the flow rate wasprogressively reduced.
A typical set of outside tube-wall temperaturetraces for a series of runs
approachingburnout is shownin Fig. 19; thermocouples5 and 6 werelocated
near the exit of the boiler. Eachsection of the curves gives approxi-
mately oneminute of the temperaturetrace; the frequencyof the oscilla-
tion is thus of the order of 0.15 to 0.35cps. At the higher flow rates,
the amplitude of the temperatureripple was±I°F; as the flow rate was
decreased,the total magnitudeof the fluctuation abovethe fluid mean
progressively increased, reaching 30 to 50°Fnear 'burnout". Theburnout
point wasdefined by the automaticinterruption of the boiler powerwhen
the wall temperaturein any oscillation exceeded1750°F. In someearlier
runs without this cutoff, temperatureexcursionsof as muchas 350°Fabove
the meanwerenoted.

Of moreinterest, perhaps, from the point of view of this paperwas
the observation that during somephasesof operation with the low-flux
boiler there existed a condition of stable tube-wall temperatureoscilla-
tion of very high amplitude; associatedwith this wereextremefluctuations
in both flow andpressure. A typical temperaturetrace obtained during one
suchoscillatory situation is shownby the upper curve in Fig. 20. In
comparison,the lower curve gives the trace for a stable condition at
approximatelythe sameinlet massflow andnet exit quality (in excessof
60_o). Thefrequencyof the temperatureoscillations wasof the order of
0.05 to 0.i0 cps; amplitudesof ±150to ±200°Fwere common.While there
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was evidence that this condition could continue over long periods of time,

it was generally terminated after about lO min to avoid excessive damage

to the boiler. Not unsurprisingly, the critical heat flux values obtained

were reduced by about 40_ below those obtained with stable flow. As in-

dicated in Fig. 20, the rate of temperature rise during these cycles was

determined to be about 17°F/sec. Interpretation of this pattern will be

deferred until later in this paper.

The cause of this instability remains somewhat uncertain and may re-

late in part to the restriction at the boiler exit. It was found, however,

that a reasonable correlation could be made with the amount of inlet sub-

cooling; this is indicated in Fig. 21. When the inlet subcooling was held

to less than about 40°F, stable performance was obtained; this result is

consistent with analytic descriptions of closed-loop systems in which the

preheater is hydrodynamically coupled to the boiler.

The high-flux boiler is shown in the cut-away schematic of Fig. 22.

This was a 44-in. long, 0.325-in.-ID (0.028-in.-wall thickness) type 347

stainless steel tube brazed within a segmented copper sleeve of 5-in.

outside diameter. The twenty-one, 2-in.-thick copper disks comprising

this sleeve were separated by 0.119-in. gaps to minimize axial heat flow.

Each disk was heated externally by an individually controlled clamshell

heater; the converging geometry of the heat-flow path results in high heat

fluxes at the fluid-metal interface for reasonable heater temperatures.

The radial temperature gradient in each copper block was measured with

three logarithmically spaced O.040-in.-0D sheathed Chromel-Alumel thermo-

ccuples. These thermocouple readings were extrapolated to give the temper-

ature at the boiling surface and, in combination with the copper conduc-

tivity, the heat flux through each copper segment.

In this system, it was found that stable operation was possible only

when vapor existed at the boiler inlet; for all-liquid inlet conditions,

a rapidly amplifying thermal oscillation was observed. The required

quality at the inlet was generally obtained by allowing some liquid to

flash to vapor at the upstream restriction. It is estimated that the in-

let quality was less than 0.5%.
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The presence of vapor at the inlet leads to an interesting conjecture

as to the mechanism of heat transfer in these systems. The liquid-vapor

density ratio for saturated potassium at 1550°F is 675; neglecting slip,

this corresponds to a void fraction of about 0.80 at the inlet. For this

condition, the data of Radovcich and Moissis 6 for the flow of air-water

mixtures in vertical tubes predicts an annular flow condition. The liquid

would therefore be present as a thin layer on the wall; the thickness of

this film has been estimated to be 0.040 in. in a 0.87-in.-ID tube at an

inlet flow of 100 lb/hr. For a &t of 375°F (justified below in regard to

superheat required for bubble nucleation), conduction through the film

could sustain a flux of 2 × lO 6 Btu/hr.ft 2, well above the values attain-

able in these experiments. This suggests that in these studies the heat

was transferred by conduction through a thin liquid film followed by

evaporation at an inner liquid-vapor interface. Alternatively, Goldmann

et al. 7 have proposed that hydrodynamic forces and the high mass-transfer

(evaporation) rates required are sufficient to strip the film completely

from the wall and create a mist or fog flow. Diffusion of the liquid

droplets along the radial velocity gradient and evaporation at the wall

then would account for the heat transfer. From a corrosion point of view,

if one is concerned with mechanism, the difference in these two interpreta-

tions is spectacular in that in the first instance the wall is in contact

with a flowing liquid; while in the second, the wall is scrubbed primarily

by a vapor flow.

Since the temperature at the fluid-metal interface is of importance

in corrosion, it is worthwhile to consider briefly the problem of bubble

nucleation in a liquid metal. By combining the condition for dynamic

equilibrium of a spherical vapor bubble in a liquid pool with the Clausius-

Clapyron relation, it is found that

2RT 2
sat _

T v - Tsat -_ , (i)

hfg P_ r

where T v is the absolute temperature of vapor within the bubble; Tsat, the

absolute temperature of the saturated liquid at pressure, P_; R, the gas

constant; hfg, the latent heat of vaporization of the liquid; G, the inter-

facial tension between liquid and vapor at bubble surface; and r, the
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b_gbble radius. This equation, which predicts the approximate liquid super-

heat required at equilibrium for a bubble of radius, r, has been found to

be adequate for water and a number of organic fluids. If the superheat

required for bubble nucleation with the liquid alkali metals is then cal-

e°_lated by direct comparison with water using Eq. (i), the values given in

Table i result, s Note that the bubble radius is eliminated as a variable

Table i. Estimated Liquid Superheats with

Alkali Liquid Metals at i Arm

Calculated Superheat Based

on Water at

Fluid 30°F 90°F

Measured

Superheat,

oF

Na 258 774 -

K 125 375 342

Rb i01 303 135

Cs 67 201 -

by this process. The first column gives values based on a superheat of

30OF for water and indicates, for potassium for example, a superheat of

125°F. The 30°F value for water derives from measurements on a nat_iral

surface (such as a pipe wall) having a normal distribution of boiling

sites (cavities). From Eq. (I), it is seen that as the surface tempera-

t_re rises above the saturation temperature, bubbles will form first in

the cavities of largest radius. As these sites are used up, the wall

temperature will continue to rise and smaller and smaller cavities will

be brought into action. Presumably these cavities are not completely wet

by the fluid; i.e., the fluid does not completely displace trapped or

adsorbed gases. On the other hand, liquid alkali metals wet most solid

metals easily (definitely at the boiling temperature); and it is to be

expected then that the boiling site distribution will be drastically

skewed, predominating in very small cavities, or perhaps even completely

eliminating all sites. Further, the liquid metals used are generally of

very high purity and are in contact with clean, smooth surfaces in the

absence of inert gases. The superheat required to initiate bubble forma-

tion with a liquid metal should thus significantly exceed that required
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with water. Data obtained with distilled_ deaerated water in contact with

clean, very smooth surfaces show just this effect, with superheats of 90°F

and higher being observed. The second column in Table i shows the super-

heats anticipated based on a 90°F value for water. The final columrL gives

some experimental information obtained at C_NL with boiling in reflux

capsules and in natural- and forced-circulation loops; these results are

consistent with the predictions.

The requirement of high liquid superheat for bubble initiation in a

liquid metal can also be used in developing a possible explanation for the

___+o_i___ fluctuating _g described previously. For a flowing liquid

metal, the high thermal conductivity results in a nearly flat radial temper-

attire distribution for the condition of heat transfer at the wall. For

example, when the wall temperature reaches 375°F (the condition for bubble

nucleation), the centerline temperature in a 1-in. tube will be about 340°F.

Once the bubble forms, the entire energy of superheat becomes available for

bubble growth and, due to the high thermal diffusivity (for K, _ is about

335 times the diffusivity for H20), is released in a matter of microseconds

as a sudden explosion of liquid into vapor. The energy of superheat in a

_n_it volume of potassium under these conditions is sufficient to produce a

vapor quality in excess of 7 wt %. There then results a momentary high-

pressure surge, aggravated by the constricted exit in the low-flux boiler,

with an attendant decrease in flow. This cycle will repeat itself at a

frequency which depends on the heat flux and the thermal gradient in the

bubble-producing cavity.

Two further factors should be mentioned in regard to the stable boil-

ing condition. If annular flow exists 3 then burnout occurs when there is

no longer sufficient liquid present to cool the wall. This situation

(termed dry-wall or liquid deficient) does not correspond to a unique

position on the tube; i.e._ because of hydrodynamic forces, the "liquid-

no liquid" position will wash back and forth in a random fashion over a

region of the tube wall. Accelerated corrosion observed in this area can

perhaps be explained in terms of the thermal cycling phenomenon. If fog

flow exists, a cyclic cooling condition again occurs as the result of the

liquid droplets which impinge on the wall and evaporate.
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Theresults for the critical heat flux with potassiumare shownin
Fig. 23as a function of the inlet-liquid massflow. Thedata at L/D = 83
wereobtained in the low-flux boiler; the dashedline indicates the un,
stable flow situation. An interesting feature of these data is the excel-
lent correlation foundwith the results of Lowdermilk_Lanzo_andSiegels

for the saturation boiling of water in a vertical tube. While potassium
boiling differs markedlyfrom water boiling on a microscale_the gross
phenomena,at least in regard to burnout, appearsimilar.

RECAPITULATION

It hasbeenthe intent of this paper to consider the influence of
heat transfer andfluid mechanicson dynamiccorrosion. Rather than a

general enumerationof the manyareas of interrelationship betweenheat_
mass,andmomentumtransfer, this discussion has attemptedto illuminate
someaspectsof the problemthrough a description of specific experiments
drawnfrom the personal experienceof the author. This has included
commentson the role of surface shear andboundary-layer flow and develop-
mentwith uranyl sulfate solutions_ on the effects of surface temperature
oscillations on the mechanicalintegrity and corrosion resistance of an
alloy metal wall in a molten salt environment,andfinally on flow and
temperaturephenomenawhich could affect corrosion in a boiling alkali
metal system.

Becauseof this approach_there havebeenomitted manyother areas in
_nich both the thermal andhydrodynamiccharacteristics of the system
modify the corrosion. Amongthe interesting factors not consideredare
the influence of thermal gradients on grossmasstransfer_ the development
andperpetuation of local concentration cells_ masstransfer throughthe
buffer andlaminar layers adjacent to a wall, the specific application of
classical laminar-flow analyses in the prediction of corrosion in certain
well-defined systems,etc. It is hoped,however,that this paperwill give
to the corrosion experimenter, andperhapsalso to the reactor designer, a
better feel for the importanceof considering corrosion in dynamicsystems
as a part of the general transport problem.
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Figure 1. - Schematic of typical loop for study of corrosion with uranyl sulfate solutions. 

Figure 2. - Specimen holders used in uranyl sulfate corrosion studies. Upper assembly, closed holder; 
central assembly, with flat-plate specimens; laver assembly, with round pin specimens. 
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Figure 3. - Details of uranyl sulfate corrosion specimen holders.
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Figure 4. - Effect of shear at fluid-solid interface on corrosion of flat-plate specimens in uranyl sulfate
solutions.
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Figure 5. - Visual evidence of shear effects on corrosion of flat-plate specimens in uranyl sulfate solutions. 
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Figure 6. - Influence of shearon corrosion at the  inside surface of tubular specimens exposed to flowing 
uranyl sulfate solutions. 
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Figure 8. - Schematicdiagramofthermal pulse generator.
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Figure ii. - Eiieci o i  iinermai fatigue cyciiriy ai 0. i CPS OTI thick-waiieii iiicoiiei tube in a iujed-saii 
environment. 

FLOW 

1 

igure 12. - View of plane cut tangent to inside surface of lnconel test section showing orientation 
of thermal fatigue cracks after exposure at 0.4 cps in a fused-salt environment. 
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RUN f r  f94.000 CYCLES RUN 2: 33.000 CYCLES 
ETCHANTE MODIFIED AQUA REGIA, SOX 

Figure 13. - Effect of exposure time on thermal fatigue cracking of an  lnconel tube at 0.4 cps i n  a fused-salt 
environment. Left photomicrograph - 194,000 cycles exposure; right photomicrograph - 33,000 cycles 
exposure. 

0147-in. WALL,o*lZ.KWpst TRANSITION FROU OH?-in WALL TO 0 .rn-m.  WALL 

Figure 14. - Effect of test section Wall thickness and transition on thermal fatigue cracking and corrosion 
of lnconel at 1.0 cps in a fused-salt environment. 
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Figure 15. -Test section for thermal cycling system using pulsed-power to 
heater for generation of surface thermal oscillations. 
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Figure 16. - Effect of thermal cycling at fluid-metal interface on corrosion of 
th inwal led lnconel tube in pulsed-power system at 0.4 cps with fused-salt 
environment. 
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Figure17.- Schematicdiagramofforced-circulationloopforstudyofboiling
heattransferwithliquidpotassium.
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Figure 18. - Low-flux boiler used in forced-circulation potassium boiling
studies.
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Figure 19. - Typicalsequence of tube-wall temperaturesduring approach
to the critical heat flux in the low-flux boiler.
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Figure 20. - Tube-walltemperaturepatternsillustrating
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boiling in the low-fluxboiler.
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OXYGEN "PUMPING EFFICIENCY" OF REFRACTORY METALS

Charles A. Barrett and Louis Rosenblum

Several years ago, at the start of our space power system materials

program, we became concerned with the effect of contamination of columbium

at elevated temperatures in vacuum environments. Since most testing of

space power systems would be performed on the ground rather than in space,

a definition of environmental requirements was needed.

It seemed clear that contamination of columbium by impurities in the

environment involves two processes: (i) contaminants impinging and stick-

ing to an exposed metal surface, and (2) diffusion of contaminants from

the metal surface to the interior. Either one of these two processes

could be rate controlling, depending on the partial pressure of impurity

molecules, the temperature of the metal, and the concentration present in

the metal of the particular impurity. I If, for example, the diffusion

rate of oxygen (the most detrimental contaminant) into colnmbium is

greater than the product of oxygen flux to the surface and the fraction of

oxygen molecules sticking to the surfacej no detectable surface columbium

oxide layer should form. Conversely, when diffusion is rate controlling,

a ...._ _a_ l_r_ _n_Ta fn_m _.n_ _rnw. Therefore, in this case the

weight gain of oxygen, essentially as surface oxide, should be proportional

to the square root of the exposure time (ref. i).

From calculations made with the diffusion rates of oxygen in columbium

at 1000 ° C (refs. 2 and 5), it can be shown that at oxygen partial pressures

greater than l0 -5 torr the influx of oxygen molecules to the surface is

the rate-controlling process, even when the fraction of oxygen molecules

sticking to the surface is 1. When oxygen flux to the surface is the rate-

controlling process, this flux can be equated directly to the amount of

oxygen picked up by the columbium. A relation between oxygen pick-up and

pressure is given in the Langmuir equation

FL = 0.0583 Pc( M )1/2
(m)

where

FL oxygen pick-up of species, g/(cm2)(sec)

P partial pressure of species, torr

M molecular weight of species

1Athird rate-controlllng process can also be postulated to explain

certain experimentally observed phenomena, namely, surface coverage con-

trol. Over the range of experimental conditions covered herein, this

process is not believed to be significant. In the interests of simplifica-

tion, discussion of this process will be deferred to future papers.
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a 4"

T absolute temperature, OK

e sticking probability, or pumping efficiency, 2 of metal

From the Langmuir equation and the assumption of the equivalence of oxygen
flux and weight gain rate of the metal %, it follows that w is directly

proportional to P and also that weight gain w will increase linearly
with time.

If the pumping efficiency e can be determined, the oxygen weight

gain of the columbium can be readily calculated for various temperatures

and partial pressures of oxygen. From Inouye's work (ref. 4) on the low-

pressure oxidation of columbium (down to 3x10 -5 torr), values of e _ 0.05

in the temperature range of i000 ° to 1200 ° C and oxygen partial pressure

about 10 -5 torr can be derived.

The upper operating temperature of an advanced power system may be

about ii00 ° C with a projected system life of i0,000 hours. Arbitrarily

setting an oxygen contamination pick-up limit of 2000 ppm for a 50-mil

columbium vail and using a value of e = 0.05, we can calculate that the

environment for a lO,O00-hour test at ii00 ° C should have a partial pres-

sure of oxygen no greater than 1×10 -7 torr.

In view of these estimates, it seemed important to establish the

validity of the contamination process, which predicts

(i) When diffusion of oxygen in columbium is rate determining, surface

oxide formation occurs, w _ tl/2, and # is independent of P.

(2) When oxygen flux is rate determining, no surface oxide forms,

w _ t, and _ _ P.

Also it would be desirable to determine experimentally the pumping effi-

ciency over a range of pressures and temperatures for a typical columbium

alloy such as Cb-IZr that might be considered for use in an advanced space

power system.

In 1981 the Lewis Research Center, jointly with the General Electric

Engineering Laboratory, Schenectady, New York, initiated an experimental

program to determine the impurity weight gain of Cb-iZr specimens exposed

at 980 ° and ii00 ° C to impurity partial pressures from 10 -5 to 10 -7 torr

as a function of time. The GE Engineering Laboratory exposed the speci-

mens in their high-vacuum facility. The Lewis Center analyzed the speci-

mens chemically and metallurgically before and after exposure and reduced

and analyzed the data.

2Pumping efficiency is the preferred term to use here rather than

sticking probability since we are concerned with steady-state conditions

rather than equilibrium conditions.
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Continuous (i.e., instantaneous) contamination rates were obtained by

means of a unique technique devised by the GELaboratory. With this tech-

nique, weight changes in the order of 10 -9 gram per second (expected in

exposures at i0 -7 tort) could be measured. Gravimetric methods, long used

by experimenters to measure weight changes, are limited to detecting

changes in the order of 10 -6 gram per second.

A photograph and a schematic drawing of the test setup used by the

GE Engineering Laboratory are shown in figures l(a) and (b), respectively.

The gas species of interest is continuously passed into the system through

a controlled leak at the same time as two "pumps" - a diffusion pump and

the columbium alloy specimen - are working to remove it from the system.

•_...... _ +_ _÷ ...... _ p__ _tw_ two stations _epar_ted by a

length of tube of known conductance allows calculation of the pumping rate

(i.e., weight gain rate) of the specimen for any set pressure and tempera-

ture condition in the sample chamber:

Pumping rate =ZiP x Tube conductance = (2)

All the tests reported here were run for 2Z6 hours. The total weight

gain as determined by integrating the instantaneous weight-gain rates

(eq. (2)) over the time of the test and the weight gain determined from

the difference in weight of the specimen before and after exposure as well

as the weight gain determined by fusion analysis or the exposed sample

were all in good agreement.

The log of oxygen weight gain is plotted against the log of time for

three partial pressures of oxygen in figure 2, and the log of oxygen con-

tamination rate against the log of oxygen partial pressure is shown in

figure 3. The slopes of all the curves are approximately i, that is,

w _ t and 9 _ P.

No surface oxide layer was detected on specimens exposed at pressures

less than 10 -5 torr. On specimens run at 980 ° C and 2.5×10 -5 torr, a thin

discontinuous patch of black oxide, identified by X-ray diffraction as

mainly Cb02, was noted on the surface. Under the conditions of the test
a crossover in the rate-controlling process of contamination from flux

control to diffusion rate control probably occurred at some late time in

the test. Additional credence can be given this conclusion by comparing

the calculated time required to reach oxygen saturation at the surface of

the specimen (for a flux passing through the surface and diffusing inward

and equal to that calculated from the Langmuir equation) with the actual

test time. The calculated time to reach oxygen saturation at the surface

is 200 hours compared with the actual test exposure time of 256 hours.

The pumping efficiency c of Cb-iZr for oxygen, as calculated from

the contamination-rate data presented herein, has a value of 0.02 to 0.03

over the pressure range 10 -7 to 10 -5 torr and the temperatures range from

ii00 ° to 980 ° C. Plainly, it is now possible to determine maximum total

oxygen contamination pick-up of Cb-lZr used in experiments run at advanced

power system temperatures in vacuum by means of the Langmuir equation
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together with the experimental value for e. With use of the experimental

value of e, plots can be made, as in figure 2. The intersection of the

horizontal line - representing in figure 2 a 2000 ppm oxygen contamination

level for a 0.05-inch thickness of Cb-iZr - and a weight-gain curve gives

the time required to reach the given contamination level. For example,

as shown in figure 2, a partial oxygen pressure of 5.5×10 -7 torr will

allow operation up to $500 hours before the 2000 ppm oxygen contamination

level is exceeded.
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Figure 1. - High-temperature controlled contamination rig. 
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PURIFICATION OF ARGON FOR GLOVE BOXES

AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBERS

M.F. Parkman

Argon is used as a cover gas for alkali metals or hot refractory metals in

several applications. These include: environmental chambers for loops_, glove

boxes for alkali metal sampling, analysis_ welding refractory metals, and for

furnaces for heating refractory metal capsules. _"hvomajor problems are estab-

lishing and achieving maximum desired contaminant levels. In the absence of

data on the first problem_ we approach the second problem by using gas with the

lowest obtainable impurity level. Thus, gas purifiers and procedures are in

use based on the best available qualitative knowledge. Results of a number of

tests to determine what purity of gas is being obtained in existing systems

will be outlined in this paper.

The efficiency of TI-50 atomic _ Zr in removing oxygen from argon was

studied. A galvanic cell_ similar to that of Baker, et al. 1 was constructed

to measure the oxygen concentration of the argon.

A schematic diagram of the test system is shown in Figure I. High purity

argon, containing 4 ppm oxygen (as determined during the investigation) was

used as the test gas. Oxygen was introduced into the argon through a needle

valve from a bottle of compressed air. The piping arrangement allowed either

the feed or the product from the _rnace to be analyzed.

A 1-in. diameter Vycor tube was used to contain the Ti-Zr turnings. 2 Bed

lengths of i, 3, and 6 inches were used with varying temperatures and gas ve-

locities.

The cell was calibrated against an electrochemical cell that generates

known amounts of oxygen. The calibration curve is shown in Figure 2. The
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sensitivity is shown to be about 4.4 microamps/ppm. Accuracy in readings is

low below 2 ppm because of the uncertain shape of the calibration curve.

A 45-hour run was made with 1.5 1/min flow rate, 1500OF bed temperature,

3-in. bed length, 0.8 void fraction, and 60 ppm oxygen feed concentration.

Outlet concentration _as < 1 ppm during the period. About 0.45 gm of oxygen

was absorbed during the run, nearly all of it in the top 1/4-in. of the bed.

The chips in this layer were completely consumed. Visual evidence of oxygen

reaction occurred for about 1 in. along the bed. The remainder of the chips

turned a golden color, typical of nitrides. Apparently, the oxygen reaction is

very rapid, with a nonadherent scale formed. No nitrogen analysis was made so

the only evidence of nitrogen reaction was color. On this basis, the nitrogen

reaction was incomplete.

The flow velocity of argon containing 60 ppm oxygen was varied from 0 to

2.6 ft/sec through a 6-in. bed at 1200°F. Outlet concentration remained below

1 ppm oxygen. At 1300°F, the same result was obtained with a 1-in. bed.

The above tests indicate that the efficiency and utilization of Ti-50_ Zr

turnings is high when used to remove oxygen from air contaminated argon.

The performance of two types of gas purifiers were measured. A CEC

Moisture Monitor was used in addition to the oxygen analyzer. Purifiers con-

sisting of a molecular sieve trap followed by a Ti-GO_ Zr hot trap produced

argon containing < 1 ppm oxygen and about 2 ppm water. A NaK bubbler produced

argon containing 2.5 ppm oxygen and about 1. 7 ppm water. Because of the long

period of time for an equilibrium to form between moisture in a gas stream and

on the walls, the moisture content may have been even lower.

The performance of a 26-ft 5 vacuum glove box containing _ - 9-in., 20 rail

neoprene gloves and capable of being pumped to 1 x l0 -5 torr when not in use
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was measured. Argon containing about 4 ppmoxygen and 8 ppmwater was used to

fill the dry box. Immediately on filling the glove box after one to two days

under high vacuum, the gas analyzed 4 ppmoxygen and 40 ppmwater. Apparently

the time under vacuumwas not sufficient to remove water absorbed by the

gloves. During 5 hours of bare-handed use with 2 gloves after the above mea-

surement, the moisture content of the argon was observed to rise at the rate of

50 ppm/glove-hour. Oxygencontent remained the same. The moisture pickup rate

could be significantly reduced by wearing surgeon's gloves during operation.

The need for continuous repurification of the glove box atmosphere was thus

demonstrated if the box were to be used for more than a short time.

A book has recently been published 3 summarizing argon purification prac-

tice. The most recent bibliography we knowof is listed as Reference 4.

References:
i. W. J. Baker, J. F. Combs,T. L. Zinn, A. W. Wotring, and R. F. Wall,

"The Galvanic Cell 0x_gen Analyzer," Ind. Eng. Chem. 51, 1959.

2. Supplied by Oregon Metallurgical Corporation, Albany, Oregon, average size:

0.20 x 0.25 x .03 inches.

3. P. A. F. White and S. E. Smith_ Inert Atmosphere, Butterworths_ London,

1962.

4. E. A. Cernak, AEC Rept. CNI_M-1802-2, Purification of Ar_on; Helium; and

September 1959.
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